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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, JULY 6, 1984

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m.; in room SD-

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Lungren and Mitchell; and Senator
Proxmire.

Also present: Dan C. Roberts, executive director; James K. Gal-
braith, deputy director; and Deborah Clay-Mendez and Mary E.
Eccles, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Welcome, Madam Commissioner, and
your colleagues, to our monthly meeting on the unemployment sit-
uation.

Madam Commissioner, today you apparently bring us extremely'
favorable news about the June unemployment situation. In June
the civilian unemployment rate fell from- 7.5 percent to 7.1 percent.
It is now at its lowest level in over 4 years. Decreases were seen in
the rate for adult men, women, and teenagers. This favorable de-
velopment reflects the ongoing positive trend in labor market con-
ditions. It is evidence, I believe, that the decline in the number of
unemployed Americans that we saw in May was not merely a sta-
tistical aberration.

The number of civilians employed in June, based on the house-
hold survey, increased by 460,000. This comes on top of an increase
of 890,000 in May, about which we were somewhat cautious when
we last met. Overall the June figure indicates that employment
has risen by more than 1.3 million over its level in April of this
year. According to the June household date, civilian employment
now stands at nearly 106 million, and this means that 5 million
more Americans hold jobs today than did 1 year ago. Factory hours
remain high, and I am confident that next month's employment
figures will surpass even this new record.

Reviewing the history of the past 19 months of robust economic
growth, there can be no question about the success of President
Reagan's policies in improving the well-being of the average Ameri-
can worker. During this period of growth the number of Americans
who were unemployed fell by over 3 million. This is the best record
for any 19 months in the post-World War II period. During this
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same period the number of Americans holding jobs shot up by
more than 6 million. Again, this is the best record for any 19
months in the postwar period. This record setting performance is
not due merely to the fact that our population has grown, however.
If we look at the ratio of employed persons to population in the
United States we find that it has also increased by more during the
past 19 months than during the comparable period in any other
postwar recovery.

Most impressive of all, these gains in the labor market have been
achieved without a return to the high levels of inflation that devas-
tated so many Americans a few short years ago. In April and May
of this year, the most recent months for which data are available,
there was no change at all in the producer price index for finished
goods, and during the last 3 months for which data are available
the consumer price index has risen at an annual rate of only 3.6
percent. Evidently we have come a long way in the fight against
inflation and in the fight against unemployment.

Madam Commissioner, I understand that last week the Bureau
of Labor Statistics formally commemorated the day 100 years ago
when the Bureau's enabling legislation was signed. Let me con-
gratulate you and the Bureau as a whole. We recognize that the job
the Bureau has performed so well these last 100 years is sometimes
as difficult as it is important.

Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Congressman. I do not have an

opening statement. I would like to make a very brief comment,
however.

Ms. Norwood, you are more familiar with the difficulties of the
seasonal adjustment and with their not always great reliability.
Seasonal adjustment is what makes the difference this month, isn't
it? When you look at the nonseasonally adjusted figures, and of
course we have to recognize the seasonal elements here, unemploy-
ment actually increased last month by over 400,000; it went from
8,154,000 to 8,582,000, and the unemployment rate went from 7.2 to
7.4 on an unadjusted basis.

I realize that the adjustment is essential. Our good friends on the
Republican side always used to call attention to this in the old days
when they had a Democratic President to shoot at, but I think it is
only fair that we call attention to the fact, to be fair about this,
that the actual number of unemployed people increased last
month; it didn't decrease, it increased, unless I misread your fig-
ures here which are on table A-2 of your attached data. As I say, it
increased by about 400,000.

I realize that in all likelihood the record we have today is good
news, because you have to make these seasonal adjustments, and
we realize that a great number of people come into the work force,
as you say, more than 1 million who came into the work force as
teenagers on jobs, and that, of course, is good news. But neverthe-
less we have had some changes in the period when colleges end and
high schools terminate over the past few years, so I think that the
seasonal adjustment isn't, perhaps, as precise as we would like it to
be. You might want to comment on that when you make your re-
marks.
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I have one other disturbing element here. I notice that the diffu-
sion index, which indicates the number of industries in which em-
ployment increased, has dropped in June rather than improved in
June, and I think that is a matter that we should be interested in
and concerned about.

Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Representative Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. Thank you, Congressman.
Ms. Norwood, it is good to be back. I have missed these sessions

in the early spring, but I will make an assiduous effort to be here
all the time from this point on, especially when you bring such
good news, which I will very carefully analyze when I have a
chance to question you.

An incredible drop in black teenage unemployment, a full 10 per-
cent in 1 month. Did a "smurf" invade the computers? Was a grem-
lin tinkering around with the machinery? That's the most incredi-
ble drop anyone has ever witnessed.

I will ask you a little bit more about it. Maybe I had better hear
your testimony first.

Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; AND JOHN F. EARLY, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, DIVI.
SION OF CONSUMER PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES
Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you, Congressman.
I would like first to introduce Thomas Plewes, on my left, who is

in charge of our labor Force Statistics Programs, and John Early,
on my right, who runs our Consumer Price Program.

I am always very pleased to appear before this committee to
offer a few comments to supplement our press release.

The labor market improved further in June. After adjustment
for the usual seasonal movements, employment continued to rise
and unemployment declined sharply. The overall jobless rate,
which includes the resident Armed Forces in the labor force, was 7
percent in June, and the civilian worker rate was 7.1 percent. Both
rates were down by 0.7 of 1 percentage point since April and were
at their lowest points in over 4 years.

The number of unemployed persons declined by 385,000 to 8.1
million in June after seasonal adjustment.

As you know, June is a month when considerable labor force
change ordinarily takes place. Large numbers of young people
leave school to look for temporary or permanent jobs, and many
adult women leave the labor force for the summer. This June,
about 1.3 million teenagers found jobs, more than is usual, and
more adult women than is normally the case dropped out of the
labor force. After seasonal adjustment unemployment among these
two groups dropped by 280,000. In addition, joblessness among
adult men declined by another 110,000, resulting in improvement
in unemployment among each of the major age-sex groups.
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The jobless rate for adult men dropped from 6.5 to 6.3 percent
from May to June, and the rate for adult women declined from 6.8
to 6.4 percent. Throughout most of the present recovery declines in
the men's jobless rate have been much sharper than in the
women's rate. In the 19 months of the recovery the jobless rate for
adult men has declined by 3.7 percentage points, while that for
adult women has dropped by 2.7 points. The unemployment rate
for teenagers, which fell from 24.1 to 17.6 percent over this period,
has moved somewhat differently from the adult rates. The teenage
jobless rate improved through most of 1983, remained stuck be-
tween 19 and 20 percent during the first 5 months of this year, and
then dropped from May to June.

The June improvement in unemployment occurred among both
blacks and whites. Much of the black reduction resulted from a
market over-the-month decline in the jobless rate for black teen-
agers, from 44 to 34 percent after seasonal adjustment.

As you know, their rate has been in the 40 to 50 percent range
for over 2 years.

While I am very pleased to be able to report a drop of this mag-
nitude, I believe that we will need data for several additional
months to verify the magnitude of the June change. The popula-
tion of black teenagers is relatively small and their labor force is
even smaller. The number of employed and unemployed in this
group measured in the household survey can be quite volatile. Ac-
curate determination of the trends for groups of this size requires
several months of time series data.

The median duration of unemployment declined to 7.2 weeks in
June, as the number out of work from 5 to 26 weeks declined by
320,000. The number of very long-term unemployed, those jobless
for 6 months or more, held about steady at 1.6 million.

Each quarter the Bureau reports on the number of discouraged
workers, persons who report that they would like to work but are
not seeking work because they believe they cannot find a job.
There were 1.3 million discouraged workers in the second quarter,
unchanged from the first quarter level. This was more than half a
million below the recession high reached in the fourth quarter of
1982. Women and blacks continue to be disproportionately repre-
sented among the discouraged total.

Civilian employment, as measured by the household survey, was
up by 460,000 in June after seasonal adjustment. Nearly 300,000 of
the increase' from May to June was among adult men. Since the
recession trough in November 1982 the number of adult men with
jobs has risen by 3.5 million and 3.1 million adult women have
found employment.

The employment-population ratio, that is, the proportion of the
working age population with jobs, reached 60 percent in June, only
one-tenth of a point below the alltime high reached in 1979. Al-
though the rate for adult men has rebounded sharply from its re-
cession-induced 'low, the employment-population ratio for men has
been on a slow long-term downward path as the trend toward early
retirement continues. The ratio for adult women, which was much
less affected by the recession than the rate for men, was 50.5 per-
cent in June, the same as in May, and the highest level ever re-
corded.
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The May-to-June employment gains in the household survey
were confirmed by the business survey, which shows nonfarm pay-
roll employment up by 300,000. The construction industry, which
has rebounded strongly during the recovery period, posted another
large increase in jobs in June-75,000. Factory employment contin-
ued to advance.

The number of jobs in durable manufacturing rose by 70,000 in
June with most of the gain concentrated in machinery, electrical
equipment, fabricated metals, and transportation equipment. Al-
though the pace of employment gains in manufacturing has slowed
somewhat in the last few months, the number of factory jobs has
risen by 1.3 million since June 1983. Employment in the services
industry, which includes business and health as well as other serv-
ices, continued its pattern of strong growth with a gain of 130,000
jobs in June. Over the last year, payroll jobs in the services indus-
try have risen by 1 million.

In summary, the data for June show further improvement in the
overall employment situation. Both the household and the business
surveys posted sharp employment increases, and the unemploy-
ment rate fell to its lowest level in over 4 years.

Congressman Lungren, my colleagues and I will be glad to try to
answer any questions you may have.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS

X-l1 ARIMA method X-11

Onajot- metha ,RangMonth and year pntrate Official Concure Stable Total Reidoal (mh o n. )2-
prmoedure rent be)r

1980)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1983
June . . . .................... 10.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 0.2
Juy ....................... 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.5 .1
August..................................................... 9.2 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.5 .1
September................................. . ............. 8.8 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.3 .2
October .................................... N............. 8.4 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.9 .2
November ...................................... 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 .1
December................................................. 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 .2

i984
January.................................................... 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 .1
February................................................... 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.8 .2
March....................................................... 8.1 7.8. 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.7 .2
April......................................................... .6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 .....8
May ................... 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.5 .2
June ....................... 7.4 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.2 .2

Note.-Emilanation ot Corumn Heads
IUIadrjusted rate Uner IyAIt rate for al civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.
2) Official procedure (X-8I ARIMA method): The pufisheid seasonally adjusted rate for all civilian workers. Each of the 3 major civiran tabor

force conponents- agriutu Implrt s rIral I and uo fr-t 4 age-sex gmups-eates and females, ales 16-19
and 20 years and over-are seaseonaiy adjusted iny msing data lmom lanoary 1974 forward. The data series for each of these 12
eomponents are exteonded b a yer at each end at the original serie using AXIMA (Aoto.Regrmssive, Integrated Movring Average) orbdmetscOs
nperDfcaty ton each sor[ad e xtended is thee seasonally adjustd with tre 8-ti portion dt the It-Il ARIMA program. The 4 teenage
oenwlemyrnent and normagriamlhmral employment onrorprrets are adjusted with the additive adjushenrt ~ model wb the other components are adjusted
with the multiplIcative mrodel. The unemploymnent rate is comprte hy remmino the 4 seasonally amdjusted oneriployrnent cponent and ealcnno
that total mas arercent dt tre civilian laohr toren total dorived by oetnionig adf 12 seasonally adjustedi componeots Mll Ore onanonaly adjusted snerie
are revised at the end at each year. Eatrapolatrel tadtors for Jannary..lone are computedi at the heginoiog at each year; eatrapolatrel factors tor July-
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December are cempitnd in the middle of the year after the June data become available. Each set of 6-month factors are published in advance, in
the January and July issees. respectroely. of Employment and EarmngnS.

(3) Concuorrent (X-1l ARIMA mrethod): The otficial peocedure for caomputation of the rate tor all civilian workness using the 12 comrppnents is
followed except that e xtrapolated factors are not used at all. Each cojnpanent is sea na djusted with the X-1l ARIMA program each month an
tie iost recent data beceee availabTe Bates for each mrehonof the currea t year are stre as first co mpeted; they are reresed onry oece each
year, at the end of the year whea data for the tall year become available. For eample, the rate fr Januasry 1984 would he hased, during 1984,
on the adjastrent of data form the period January 1914 throngh January 1994.

(4)Stabte (0-ti AtIMA method): Each of the 12 civilian faber force cernm ents is extended using ARIMA model is as in the official procedur
and thn ruo through the 9-ti part of the ymgram using the stable option. Thsotion assumes that seasonal patterns are basically censs from
year-tn-year and comrpuese final seasonal factors as unweighted averages of all the seasmanatinregnar ceomponents final seasonal factors as

u fwilhed averages at all the seasenat-irorgutar ceompenents for each month across the entire span of the period adjusted. As in the oftical
p=ceur, factors are extrapetated in 6-mont intervals and the series are reised at the end of each year. The procedure for ceomputation of the
rate from toe seasonally adjusted cemponents is also identical to the official procedure.

(5) Total (X-1tA-tIMA method): This is one alternation aggregation procedure, in which total unemploymnent and civilian labor force levels are
extended with ARIMA models and dicdty adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models in the X-I1 part of the program. The rate is cemputed b
taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a percent of seasonalty adjusted total civilian talon force. Factors are ealnapelated in 6-month
intervals and the senses revised at the end of each year.

(6) Reaidual (01I ARIMA method): This is another alternativ agregftion method, in which total civilian employment and civilian lahor force
tenets using AR1tImAordets and then directly adjusted multiplicative u~stment models. The seasonally adjusted unemployment level is derived by
suhtracting seasenally adjused employment from seasonally adisted lahe force. The nate is then computed by taking the derived unemployment
Wee as a percent of th tabo forc lev. Factors are earapelated in 6-meonth intervals and the series revised at the end at each year.

(7) X-11 method (official mrethod before 1980): The mehdfrcm'ainofteofca .rcdr is used except that the series are not
extenided with ARtIMA modenls and the factors are projected in 12-month intervals. The standard X-11 program is used to perform the seasonal
adjastosent.

Methods of Adjastment. The X-11I ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the Seasonal Adjusment and Tirnes Series Staff under
the direction of Esteta Bee Dagare. The method is described in the X-11 ARIIMA Seasonal Adjustmeent Metiod by Eselea Bye Dagum, Statistics
Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard 0-ti method is described in X-11 Variant of the Ceirsus Method It Seasonal Adjustmnet Program, by Julius Shiskin, Alan Young
and John Musgrave (Technical Paper No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).

Source. U.S. Department of Lalon, Bureau at tabon Statistics, July 1984.
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Th EWMLOYMENT SITUATION. JUNE 1984

toployment rose In June and unemployment declined, the Boureau of Labor Statistica of theU.S. Department of Labor reported today. The overall unemployment rate, which includes theredldent Areed Forces In the labor force base, was 7.0 percent, snd the rate for civilianworkers wa 7.1 percent. Both of these-measures dropped four-tenths of a percentage point overthe month; they have decreased by e full percentage point thus far In 1984.

Total civilian employment-a. measured by the sonthly urvey of householda-rose by 460,000to 105.7 nillion, following an evsn larger increase to hay. The number of eaployee. onnonagricultural payrolls-as measured by the monthly survey of establishments-advanced by300U000. Strong growth wau registered In construction durable goods manufacturing, snd theCervices industry.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The civilian worker unemployment rate dropped by 0.4 percentage point to 7.1 percent inJune. The number of unemployed persons was down by 3585000, after *eaaonal adjustment, to 8.1
million; a large pert of this decline occurred among reentrants to the labor force. The joblessrate has fallen by 3.6 percentage points from Its late 1982 high to the lowest level since April1980. The number of unemployed has declined by 3.8 million since November 1982. (See tablesA-2.) snd *-8.)

Unemployment rates declined aeong most major worker groups in June. Decreases were largestfor adult woman and teenagers whose rates dropped to 6.4 and 17.6 percent, respectively. Thejobless rate for adult men edged down to 6.3 percent, continuing its sharp downward trend. Thereductton among teengers represented the first substantial change in their rate since Sovember1985. Unemployment rates for both whites and black were also lower in June. The rate for
black teenagers, which tends to fluctuate quite widely, dropped sharply, to 34.3 percent. Therewav also a decrease In the unemployment rate for full-time workers. (See tables A-2. A-3, andA-6.)

The decline In unemployment over the month was concentrated among those unemployed from 5 to26 weeh. Tha median duration of unemployment also dropped-from 8.7 to 7.2 weeks-vhile themean duration was little changed at 18.6 weeks. (Sea table A-7.)

Civilian Labor Force and Employment (Hnusehold Survey Data)

The civilian labor force typically wells In June with the summertime entrance of studentsand graduates. This June. the labor force Increased by 2.1 million, with teenagers accountingfor meat of the gain. This was essentially In line with seasonal expectations, and thusw after*eeaonal adjustment, the labor force showed little change over the month. (Sea table A-2.)

Civilian employment continued to how strong growth in June, rising by 460,000 en aseasonally adjusted basis to 105.7 million. Adult men accounted for nenrly two-thirds of thislocreane and teenagers for meet of the remainder.

Discouraged Workers (Household Survey Data)

At 1.3 million, the number of discouraged workers-persons who report that they want to workbut are not looking for johs because they believe they cannot find any-was about unchangedbetween the first and second quarters of 1984 but w"a down by more than half s million from the
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fourth quarter 1982 receosion high. Almost 3 out of 4 discouraged workers reported job-market
factors as their resson for not looking for jobs. (See table A-13.)

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishnent Survey Data)'.> S .- '

Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 300,000 in June to 94.0 aneasoanlly dj..ted.
cootiouiog the strong job gains evideot oince early 1983.. EMploymeot growth was widespread, as
more than three-fifths of the 185 industries in the ELS diffusion - inder registered
over-the-mtnth' increases. ' Construction, durable'goodr-anoufacturing, and the services industry
shoved the largest employment gains. (See tables B-l and b-6.)

Construction employment, wIch has rebounded strongly during the current recovery period,
rose by 75,000 in June to 4.4 million, its highest level since the spring of 1980. Durable
goods manufacturing recorded a 70,000 job gain, with most of the strength occurring in
fabricated metals, machinery, electrical equipment, and transportation equipment. There was

Table A. Major Indicators of labor market activity, seasonal~y adjusted

Quarterly averages Monthly data

Category May-
1983 1984 1984 June

-7 -F | change
__II I II Apr. I May June

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Thous nds of persons
Labor force 1/ ............ ;.' ... 112,946 114,292 115,333 114,938 115,493 115,567 74

Total employment 1/ ................. 101 706 105,426 106,837 106;095 106,978 107,438 460
Civilian labor force .111.277 1 12 607 113 ,642 113 ,245 113,803 113,877 74

Civilian employment .100,037 103,740 105,146 104,402 105,288 105,748 460
Unemployment. .11,240 8,866 8,496 8,843 8,514 8,130 -384

Not is labor force .62680 63,072 62,484 62,724 62,320 62,407 87
Discouraged workers .................. 1,726 1,339 1,295 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of lebor force
Unemployment rates:

All workers 1/ .10.0 7.8 7.4 7.7 7.4 7.0 -0.4
All civilian orkers .10.1 7.9 7.5 7.8 7.5 7.1 -0.4

Adult men. 9.4 7.0 6.6 6.9 6.5 6.3 -0.2
Adult woen ............ '...... 8.5 7.0 6.7 7.0 6.8 6.4 -0.4
Teenager s .23.3 19.6 18.7 19.4 19.0 17,6 -1.4
White .8.8 6.8 6.4 6.7 6.4 6.1 -0.3
Black .20.4 16.5 15.9 16.8 15.8 15.0 -0.8
Hispanic origin. 14.2 10.9 10.7 11.5 10.5 10.0 -0.5

ESTABLISHMENT DATA
Thousands of iobs

Nonfaro payroll lempyment ..89 588 92,765 
93
,

7 2 9
pl 93 449 

9 3
.

7
l8p 94,Ol9pl 301p

Coods-producing industries . 23,092 24,518 2.867p. 24,760 
2 4

,B50p 
2 4 9 9

0p 140p
Service-producing industtri . 66,496 68,247 

6 8
,
8 6 2

p 68,689 
6 8

,
8 6

8p 6
9
,02

9
p 161p

Hours of work
Average weekly hoors:

Total private nonfo ................ . 34.9 35.3 
3 5

.
3

p 35.4 3
5
.
3

p 
3 5

.
3
P OP

Manufacturing ..... ............... 40.0 40.8 
4
0.8p 41.1 40.6p 

4
0.6p Op

Manufacturing overtime .2.8 3.5 3.t4p 3.7 p3.3p 3.3p Op

B.A.-not available.
p-preliminary.
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little change in nondurable goods employment for the second month in e row. While manufacturing
hes continned to grow. job gains In the leat 3 months have been conaiderably less then the
average growth earlier in the recovery.

The largest over-the-month increase occurred in services, where employment rose by 130,000.
Eleewhere In the service-produciog ector, job gain. also occurred in both wholesale and retail
trade and in transportation and public utilities.

Weekly Hours (Establishoent Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or monaupervisory workers on private nonagricultural
payrolls was unchanged in Jn.n at 35.3 hours, seasonally adjusted, and has fluctuated around
this level since the beginin of the year. Weekly hours and overtime in nanufacturing. at 40.6
and 3.3 hours. respectively. were ealso unchanged in June at levels close to the very high points
that prevailed in the January-April period. (See table 8-2.)

The lnde" of aggregate weekly hours of production pr nonsuperviaory workers on private
nonfarm payrolls rose by 0.6 percent In June to 112.6 (1977-100), reflecting the increase in
employment. The anufacturing Index increased 0.3 percent over the month to 96.3 but was still
somewhat below the April level. (See table 8-5.)

Hourly asd Weekly Earnings (Establishoent Survey Data)

Average hourly and weekly earnings both increased 0.4 percent in June, seasonally adjunted.
Prior to seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings rose 2 cents to $8.29, sod weekly earnings
increased $3.19 to $295.12. Over the peat year, hourly earnings rose by 31 cents, and weekly
earnings were up by $14.22. (See tabl 8-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Inde (totablishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Inde" (h81) was 160.0 (1977-100) in June. seasonally adjusted, an
increase of 0.3 percent froe Nay. For the 12 months eoded in June, the Increase (before seasonal
adjustment) was 3.2 percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movement-fluctuation. in overtime in manufacturing and interindustry
employnent shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI Increased 0.1 percent
during the 12-month period ended in Hay. (See table b-4.)
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Explanitory Note grouping of seven meatures of unemployment basd on vary
phin& definitions oxf uremployment and the bor force, The
definitions re provided in the tab4 The moet restrictive

This news release pteenuts statistics from two major surveys, defiulition yields U-I. and theamost comprehensive yields U-7.
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the The overall unemployment rate Is U-5a, while U-5b represents
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey), the same measure with a civilian labor force base.
The household rurvey provides the information on the labor Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
force, total employment, and unemployment that appe in Counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample Payroll recorda of soissricultural firms. As a resuit, there are
survey of about 60,000 households that s conducted by the m ny differences between the two surveys, among which am
Bureau of the Census with most of the firldings analyzed and the following:
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Bts). -The household survey, although based on a smaller samr

The establishment survey provides the information on the Ple, refiects A larger segment of the population; the establish-
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on nonmg- ment surve excludes agrlculture, the self-employed, unpaid
riculturwi payrolls that appears in the B tabes, m rked family workers, private household workers, and member of
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected the resident Armed Forces;
from payroll records by st1in cooperation with State agencies. -The household survey includes people on unpaid Leane
The sample includes approximately 193,io0 establishments among the employed; the establishment survey does not;
employing over 35 million people. -The household survey is limited to those 16 yea of ae

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually and older; the establishment survey is not limited by age;
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household -The household survey has no duplication of individuals,
survey, usless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that because cach individual is counted only once; in the establish-
contains the Ihb day of the month, which is called the survey ment survey, employees working at more than one job or
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the otherwise appearing on more than one payroll would be
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corren - counted separately for each appearanco,
pond directy to the calendar week. Other differences between the two nurveys ae described in

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical "Comparing1 Employment Estimates from Household and
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad- Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the sIs upon
juwtmenta. and the inevitable variance in results between a request.
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is expiained below.

Coverage, defintions and differences between surveys
The sample households in the household survey are selected

so as to reflect the entire clvilian noninsthutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
Bas sifled as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People am classified as empoyed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States am also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as anemployed regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public
assistance, if they meet all of the following criteria: They had
no employment during the survey week; they were availabe
for work at that time; and they made specific efforts to find
employment sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Aho included
among the unemployed are persons not looking for work
because they were laid off and waiting to be recalled and those
expecting to report to a job within 30 days.

The laborfoice equals the sum of the number employed and
the nomber unemployed. The unemploymenfl rme is the
percentage of unemployed people in the abor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special

Seasonal adjarsfsent
Ove a course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor force

and the levels of employment and unemployment undergo
sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as'changes in
weather, reduced or expanded production, harvests, major
holidays, and the opening and closing of schools. For exan-
pIe, the Labor force inreases by a large number each June,
when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation can be very
large; over the course of a year, for example. seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.

Because thee seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month tu month.
Thes adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the Large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the csrrent year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyre changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment. and unemployment
contain component such as age and sea. Statistics for all
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employees, production workers, average weekly hour, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employers industry. Al thene statisti cs can be seisonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combinin3 them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by BtS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for tle labor force is the num of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Aimed
Forces total (not adjusted for rasonality), and four sernonally
adjusted unemploymsnt components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; nd
the overal unemployment rate is derived by drviding the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
tbh itbor forte.

The numerical factors used to make the seasontal ad-
justments are recaluinted regularly. For the housebold
strvey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-Deoember period. The January revision
is applied to data that have been published over the previous 5
years. For the establishment survey, updated factors for
seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
with the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the neot section.

Sasnplng vslafblty
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from theae surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. in the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stan-
dard errors. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factoms. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are 68 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample
will differ by no more than the standard error from the results
of a complete census. The chances are 90 out of 100 that un
estimate based on the sample will differ by no more than 1.6
times the standard error from the results of a complete census.
At the 90percent level of confidence-the confidence limits
used by BLS in its analyses-the error for the monthly change in
total employment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for
total unemploymsent it is 220,000, and, for the overaL
unemployment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. Thee figures
do not mean that the sample results are off by these

magnitudes but, rather, that the chances are 90 oat of lO that
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates bv more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data ace crmulated for severl months, asuh as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a gene.nu re, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore. relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor fore is subject to leas error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
aduht men, for example. is much smaller than is the error for
thejobless rate ofteenagos. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey. estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are lbeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returs in the sample have been receNived, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
duacted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employinent-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

AddItfonal statistcs and other 1nformatlon
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, BLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment end Earnings, published each month by
BtS. It is available for 36.00 per issue or 539.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor fore
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its 'Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments am pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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E8.98 ......................8 .20 2.:98 809 S:822 5.938. 5.932 5.980 5.995 S.819I

E.,pl.9o..8iAC80.r80'........... 52.32 8.7 58.9 66. L 88. 803 8.8 88.8 80.7
t800.8 .................... 9.251 5.078 9.8,I 9.882 9.9761 9221 1 ;.9 1 9.982,1 9.085

98n..*., ................ 2.8 959 7. 20.5 68. 87.9 8. 9.2 15.5
........... I........ 20. 5 95.8 97.9 20.8S 88.8 97.3 98.8 IL I8.8 18.

80.8 ........... : :' 22.8 18. 9 7.9 89. 7 98.7 98.8 95. 7 95.5 9S.5

87.880.9658098.9898p8.0.98 ...0........... 1I8.999 19.282 19.320 19.919 19. 232 198.28 98.278 18.302 99.330
cr.80,8. I. .................. n I9.88 9.89 92. 2130 19.788 19,801 991.887 19.8284 12.0 91.0I

P.180
9

8 ` ................ 638.8 89.8 823 82.10 88.9 89.7 89.9 62.2 89L.9
E.888 ........0.............. 9.309 1.0800 10.222 9.33S I.05 9.896 8.9223 90.805 IC."88

8.869888885.9888080b~~~~98058' . 99.6 52. 52.9 89.8 59.8 59.8 . 5- 52.9 5 2.6
90.869.9.0 ~ ...... ..... 2.5"9 19.825 2.8009 2.379 8.923 8.97 2.819 9.83 1.79

I0~~~805..w8~ ~~~..... 29.7....95.8 96.8 20.3 98,2 18.8 96. 95. 95.

a90.aC.9............. 5.... . S69 5.866 5.703 5.582 5.677 5.660 5.807 5.673 S5.808
PW.1p86 ...................8078. 78.0 75.9 75. 7 75 .8 75. 78.2 789 76.8

8.9998798 8.558~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 8.802 8.808 8.512 4.877 4 .798 .712 a.728a 1
8.9.88898.6.98P9~~~~~~~~~ . 82.80 89.3 69.5 898 8. 83. 82.8 883 6.

8........9...18.8.. 98. 8 9.7 88.9 98. 9S88. 88 9.

e-` ......... 1;2.28 5;.58 S57.88 5.287 5.408 5,822 5.48 5.57 5.8
56.8 57.6 57.~~~3 57 5. 70 5. 58. "57.8

S'"b888. 8i25 8.6S 9.77 S.399 8.60 8.88 8.727 8,793 8.818
E~.p. o fI 0.......... 88L.7 85.9 89.9 87.9 887 8.2 89. 50.81 5 0.2

Un8.9.*8 ..................... 935 728 708 896 77 72 739 7S 878
08-9p9808,,98 9.............. 7.8 8 3.3 92.89 98.9 88.8 13.5 92.8 13.8 9I.9

.......................88 .898 7 28 1.082 86-9 8 59 787 8205

9.9580818808808 80.9~~~~~~* 225 9. 2.0 38. 25.8 38. 382 3.

809889..8.988~9.988....... 21.8 99.3 28.8 19.8 20. 9"1 9.9 25.9 20.3 28.9
L88~..... 8... 12 287 868 822 286 288 385 387 U01

IAC9~~~~~.89AC 58.2~~~~~,: 8I2.3 88. 5 89.8 82. 88.7 8.84 88. 38.3'
88 58.5...28.8...83.2.......7..887 8. 9S 80.9 35.3

.................. 58.2 8'5.8 98.8 8 8.7 20'9 89. 87.8 98.2 33.91

I I I : 9 98 .... 729 90.028 9.828 1 9.73 :9.05 58.080 80.072 80.020 8.828
..8.988 ......... 318 8.3l 8.80 6.202 8.292 8.8 8.378 I.222 6.209

ftdP ,d ................ 89.9 82.5 SS. 2 65. 7 83.5 88.2 S- 63.2 3. 88.1
480 ............ 5.82 S. 717 5.780 S.2386 5.I5 5.751 5.883 5,88 8.80S

8.88889.8980AC~~~~~~~~~ . 55~.7 57.0 58.6 5. 57. 57.9 58.0 58.5 57.71

90.~~~~~8880888~~~~~~~ 18.2 98.2 10.2 18.0 50.2 I8.2 88.5 I5" 0.5 8.

IT" 9 d _ d -_ _ * = -

.81580 ~~~~~~~~~~~lefe- fth6,9BIdaw DIAN, .80did 998088 998
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Table A-& Saieched anacm lnt bicatote

HOUSEHOLD DATA

- . ', : ... ~ . : , . , I -7 .- .. !, -1 !-I A

_r_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- .h . ...

Cw- . .. =. . ,_J.. 08. J.. .8 . Dll 1 . 83. 76. 0f Zn
1 983 8888Z 9969 398 998 9989 9988 8s 988 9988

...a ..... ,,.._... .
O.88,08o38.8.189.s 90, ,, 1813 805.896 906.892 900. 73 103.892 808.80 808. 800 105. 00 889.788

68319888108. _ 9,,,, ,+4 1195 3. 5 330 A '39 .927 .063 9,59 39072
, 23921 25.799 2S.270 20.47 tS.212 25.239 25.857 25.722 25.78

W8.980w8~586,_I0.8 9,, 5,67, , f45.643 .09 AU386 5.8 5.818 5.66 5.60

AO *INDUSTRY MD CASS OF _ M,.

Wa->O3 ,, ,a ,, 1999 9.698 9.88 9.628 8.580 9.595 8.*68 9.690 9.608
8.8.08588,,89I981 796 I.585 I.899 -ISl1.503 IS30S1.9 Im .8 .38 137 I.S70
U0 9t ........ 3 99 ' 2S1 029 252 232 198 207 296 2 12

-, . . . . .. 8.. ... 19 93 9319 . 98. 89. 3592.379 83.899 82.939 932: .93 9.00I
...... , 88 I 2 9.8 15. 54 15,822 45.813 1 5.701 5.I76 I .65

P1 8..... 9 74 196 77 .38 79.908 73.831 76.557 77.006 77 147 78.187 78.3S3
8,58l881O,819 375 9.300 9.893 1 2395 9.289 1.9S 5 29* .08 1.327 . .3t9

............ 8.29 7.91 36 7793 72, I 36 7S, 339 7S.959 7S.87 78.820 77.83
8888 9 I 5 ,S30 7.805 7 .. 9 7. 1 0 9,89 I 7 75I 7,838 .707 7, 7 70 8 72

W O . ........ ... . 33i0 303 3. 352 33 326 338 311 388

188~8198890o3*te888 I 90 37, 7.799 95.860 90.983 95.0:7 9,.982 9P.998 96,523 96,500
FP8_. 7327 I8,.80 78270 78.8 7. 73,071 76.719 77,004 78.276 78.280 78,.96
P.158 8.88 ...... 6 93 5.078 6.8*7 S."A6 S.808 5. 53 5.5- 5 353 5,.91

V-Dy-Ahmm-Z ............. 1:'. 1 50, I 7.3 1,777 1.. '11 1 72 * 530 1: S49 I, SW
Ubt6fy- p . ............ 707 3,568 ,377 :,909 .,997 3I999 I .063 3.60I 3.830

P08996,80 ,838 1 3,740 11. 0.13.... 9 033 93 956 8753 S I0.525 93. 08 128902 12.50%

- AA88 088.4.1 w

Table A4, Range of unernploynent mwasurts bated on varying defibrdtIl of unanployment and Use Iabr force,
s@ ,,aonay adjozeI W

.. 99....83 19......8.... .......... _ . . .2.

89I33ll~rt ,,,, ,,, ,8.0 3.7 3. 2 .7 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.3

W.8 J.l.......................... ,,, ,, 6.0 5.. A.7 8.2 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.7

04l 808088 S1398 1-* -0- .008889J 00
.00780aw10898 . . . 7.9 7.3 6.6 6.1 5.8 6.0 5.7 5.8.

89.1088880088088.88 ,,,,,, 10.0 9.3 .3 7.6 .7.2 7.6 7.2 6.7

,.8*W88 ..... 10 ID.0 9.3 I 4 7.8 7.4 7.7 7.8 7.0

8`48 ...,......... 6... ,......... 10.1 9.4 L S 7.9 7.5 7.8 7.5 7. i

- = P, -P- 0-1 = " -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .a04 7093*5404,9189618.5 80548 Pj86l 8108 868598888089

8.80880 . .......... 12.9 92.2 19.2 0.5 .8 80.8 9.9 8.5

W.7 78DIW 6 . p068888 b p6, .*839- 8
U- 01 ,u DX d n ls . nl d

cmlin~~ l&- l % al a
l ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~...................... 14.. 13.5 12.l A 1.1 11.0 I.. C. I. L.

581 0 .9 0 6l888_ _810908080988
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Table A. Selected unmilpulmnd lidblatcn. seamny .4uAtd

HOUSEHOLD DATA

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P R R ,

340. 847 J--0 3.00 7b. P~r. Opt. Si 3 J.
93 1984 I 74 798719U I 98 9 90 7984 1984

TolotAIe_..b... . ............................. 11.762 0,514 B. 130 10.0 7.8 7.4 7.0 7.S 7.7
,.4.0lo_. .. 6.*09 4.674 .529 10.1 7.0 . 7.7 7 7 7.3 7.1

W07440.7474040. . 54.e753 3.831 3.000 7 I. 7. 7.9 7.7 7.7 7.2
W2077_.7.4.74..047 3.37 3...............724 2.955 0.6 6 A.9 6.9 6. 4

00494004..16107974.0 .. l .973 1,529 1.419 23.6 49.3 19.8 19.4 19.0 17.6

U.071 p..9 2.705.7.059 6.7 4.9 4.7................ ' 2,705 149 6 :.I 1: 1:7 *.7 4.9 B.5U807780
4

000.8
0
0.p.9.78 . ~~~~~~2,.0 57.57 7.5B 7. 5. .8 50 5. .

W4.77t747470.4 ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~778 676 602 12.5 17.0 74.0 705 B. 9.0

FM .7 4 .. ............................ 90.332 7,0574 6526 9.7 7. 5 7.5 7.0 7.2 6.7
P.9.80 ......... . 4.062 7.49.5 71 1649 7. 11 . 3 0 .191. .0 . 10.3
L4074900 4 - -77.1 09 9.0 0.9 0........................... 8 . 5 4. 3

404.9007377047p7I747044704d.110.1_ 8,265 6.0 55 5.065 *0.1 7.0 7.6 7.7 7.2 7.0
747 ................................ 498 I 9 75 7.9 12.2 7.2 70.3 8.9 7.1
C70 ................................ 99 930 820 17.4 15 . 73.3 74.3 74.0 70.0
_4 .1 ............................ 2.537 n .540 7 0s 17.6 7.5 7.5 7.7 7.1 7.2

0704094.84 7.6 I'33 920 9 2.5 7.3 7.0 7.5 7.0 7.32
9-ft ~ ~ ~ ~~79 2 0 79B 70.2 7. 7.2 0.01 7.4 7.3

T7.o.Oo_70. cml p0b0.06 442 . 332 312 7.8 5.9 5.0 5. 5.5 5. 2
Vff4b4w4,4 80604 ...... 2.152 9.690 . 1,562 10.2 L63 8.3 8.7 7.9 7. 2
F790007774*7474.......... ................... 1.937 17567 9.508 7.2 6.3 I.9 6.7 5.5 5.6

8470*047740749704 8....... ........ .....35 '78 1 663 5. 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.7 1.7
801079707.J.804.08430477..044 . 322 267 27 76.5 74. 4.6 12.2 13.9 77.4

Ag.qNN74 I- 78 y 7.04446 -54447.7407,R44

Table A.?. Dusratioun of u77wn9p1oywmd

w04_ _74 . __
244.y 447 240 34. 746. 84. pr. fl Iy J7.
I983 1 7 1094 7903 7987 7908 7984 7984 7984

DURA7T7ON

-.04.0 . .................................0 4.587 3.010 .05 3. 630 33591 3.306 3 .43 3.238 3.7 74
7 , 2.536 7.98 .97..... ,, ,, 1. 17 1753 2.0 201 2539 2.93 2.433 2 29b7t4l7nd0b4 4.4 3.72 .60 .986 2.904 2.07........... 4. 3, 2 2 2o 3 .85 2.857 267

074o-4A 2. .0 .05.9 .7 .5 .4 2.664 7677
*790.07.4W74.S000.~~~~~~~k~w. 79.8~1 79.92 77. 274 77 4. 0.D7. o7.

0. 9.3 5.9 70.0 0.3 0.3 81.7 8.7 .

TUo7mqA, ........... .8.. ,,.. 3 00.0 100.0 710.b M.0 100.0 170. 700.0 100.0 409.0 71 0.0
u ~ ................... 37.6 37.4 B 0.7 3 2.0 34.7 30. 5 39.1 36. 39.2
.1004- 27.9 26.3 23. 0 2 6.7 29.7 28. 9 28.4 74.6 29.
79...oo.38.4 70 .3 3D. 3 40.5 133.8 32. 7 32.5 33.5 32.4

7.l ............................. 121. 6 22.2 17.5 26. 20. 20 7 .5 93
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Table A. Reason for Ial i

1993 9988 998 9993 9989 9986 998 I998 9969

MfY.9 ................. 9.25 996 .92,6 9.99 927,2 9.:258 a's9 9.992 9:.98
0h1.. . 590 3.053 2.9 . 3.j63 3.360 3.999 3.32 3,22

................ ..... 7.89 7S2 795 799 65 7560 99 8o. a9W
.............................. . 79. 2. 2.259 2,136 2.53 2.205 2.399 2.178 19.9

9 . . . 897 1.992 9.69 9.12 .I..9. 1.213 I.2916 I.m6 1.136

100 0 909.0 109.0 100.0 900.8 90. 980.9 900.0 96 .0
T .. .... 53. 0. 9 I6.2 99.I 5I 1 52.5 59 3 59.9 59.9

0.119 , . 88. 13. I 2.0 96. 9.5 993 9.5 I98 9.
08 0... ..9 , 39.0 37.9 36.2 99.9 39.6 38.2 30.7 36.9 .376

38 9 .... 6.5.9....8.7.7. 2 9.9 9.6 9.9 9.5 9.8
............................. . 29.2 2I .3 26.3 2I1 29.6 25.1 26.1 25.6 29.2

_. 9 16.3 14.0 168 2.6 12.5 93 13.8 99.8 96.0

09.WtA* A0 A YERTM T

'885 ' '5 ' r.8 3.96 3. 56 4 9.- 2 6. 9. 3. 3.36.99................... S7 37 .7 7 7 7 .7 . I7
r9 99 .................... 1. 2.5 9. 9 2.0 2. 2 I.9 2.0 2.0 9.9 9.1

.0997 .................... 1.7 9.0 9.9 9.3 9.8 9.9I 1.9 9.9 9.0

Table AAL Unemployed penros by ax al age seasonaaly adjusted!

199 1999 1998 9993 1989 1994 998 0 99 1998

709o1.999*9999409 99 363 8~~~~~~~~. 599 9.30 90. 7. 7.8 7.9 7.5 7.9.

l9a249998322 3.903 3.95 97.6 9. 98 9. 99.0 3.
'S999y .9 ................. 1973 1.529 1.9919 23.6 9 9.3 19.9 19. 99.0 17.96

9 9 22 ............... 796 632 602 25.6 22.9 23.9 22.3 20.2 9I

id,. .. . 1 176 996 893 22.3 17.5 98.1 17.5 96.2 96.3
2902899 ..9 239 10,873 1.737 9. 5 91.6 1.6 12.2 9.35 10.7

__- - ........ 6 5.971 S.132 , .996 7.9 6.9 359 2 6 S.7 S.9

9088 990 ''7 ' ''79 0D ..2 1.3 6.9 2.3 6.3 62 . 7
ss p.4 , 925 652 683 5.5 -.3 6.3 8.2 6.9 8.6

..98799 I09. 9.4679 .529 90.9 7.9 7.7 7.7 1.3 7.9I
I . ..2. . 689 3 .62 2 1,772 19.6 96.6 166 950 5 60 13.7

9 9lly9 9.05 .97 77...............9 29.8 99.7 20 19.7 99.9 9 5
999997U98 6'' ''929 352 360 26 . 29.6 23. 23.7 29.3 2 2. 7

1816779.9 635 672 793 2.2.6 99.98.2 97 16 IL. 3 9I6.26999,-99 .............. 99....5 996 9.9 I2.1 999 42.7 99.9 I9.I9
899*597.809 99.............. 322 2,979 2.7"57 7.9 * 6. 5. 59 .7 5

25699947 .9 .665 2.,20 2,377 9.9 6.9 6.9 65.2 5. 5.
969. -d9. 0 ........ 892 399 378 5.5 6.3 S 8.6 6.9 .9.5 9.3

a999..9 . ... . . . .P 9 7S33 3.636 3.560 9.9 7.9 7.9 7. 7.7 7.2
9.2499 ..99999 678 959 9.389 9l.8 93.7 1821 _ 9. 19.9 92.2

9699w"" 99................ I6 792 695 23.9 99.9 I9.9 9.0o I96 6. 7

9899789.8.............. 369 290 237 292 23.6 23.1 26.9 99.0 96.9I
'S99999.9 ............... 589 929 904 29.7 96.9 98.9 17.9 18.91 96.5

M.92999985 87 39 9.9 9.8 99.3 99.6 99.6 9.9
2699.99994 999 2.23~~~~I.. 2 2 ."3 7.8 6.9 I 9 6. 9.8 5.

0992899999 ~~~~~~~~~~2522 9.99 1.89 8.9 6.5 6.5 6. 69 59
55,-I-9d99 33 266 303 5.5 6.9 3.9 3. 8. 10

99.. 9if9 dn~0 M 8~ e999
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Tabe A-10. Empftam. stati of back and othw mkt

HOUSEHOLD DATA

ut-.

299. Ih J_ 3 .1b. 582. 575. 59 299-

50hlw, a w9.8o9 33,531 23.799 23.3 23,969

67 5905 .. . . . ......... ... 9.25...... 11963 I.9 097 15,
.s . 9.............. 5............ .1 53.5 55. 59.0 52.6* 52. 52.7 53.6 55.3

l'53995 .................. ....... 2.972 2,038 2.263 2.723 2.176 2.195 222 2. 123l 2.025
59999'9 ..................... 25.5 5 .7 99.8 IL.5 99. 95 I I5.9 9.2 13.

No . 5 .l ......... ................ ..... ... 5 20.0 90.ba a.6 , . s..6 5 9, 007 99 01s 9 02 1 0. 2 8, is a

9999~ SOpS - U999999 --*9999 ft .5995.999.

Tabe A-1. Occupational *atTus6 l employed rd epldse 1not0 eaonally sdJUed

1993 19584 193 9539 9993 995

T9 15 - nna . .. ..................................................... 101,813 1906,92 11,570 83582 10.2 7. 9

99594599959np90994.9.'9099409999 .................... ........ ....... 23.,201 29.55: 8 55 596 3.5 2.9
EO.99099,9 *9999fl5995959 99999930459m. .......55 .. ................ 10:7251 I 392 2 2.9

.9 7 93.54 550 395 3.................2.9.................... 0 60 31. 36 2.4

Tnl. un~dna9 11at ............................................................... 31,170 32.675 2.26 9l7O b.8 9.9

7 N as up .a nid t ........................................................ 32 ,§5 3,57 1 112 5.0 3
0gteu .... ..........5::9.. 99,909 12,506 2 9 37 753 7.3 5.2

bl.*i.u.7 ......................................... 1.3.2.7..8... .7 49 *87 0 859 5.8 5.5

P..,,57 .. .....................899. ........ . 1'3.970 1 .527 9.502 1.333 95.5 5B.
999*909995998.355~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"9 1.035 59 8 32 7. 9999 95.9990.9.75~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~7 1.5 92 55 57 .

5 t p99s ......................................... 9.223 5 504 5 587 19149 92 4 5.5

Pr.0969995.99909909 9995399893965 ............................................. 12,2 0 13,193 I ll93 587 10.7 7.0
9nrt ......... .9 535 3 72 229 3.3 5.0

C_ ........ ::..i5 6.2 559 505 93.0 9.7
0 1 __9,9,35nt9899,95.................................... ............ 6........ 3 941 . 9* 356 951 252 90.5 5.7

tlwnl n~t.l Don ......................................................... 16,5X6 17.191 2 ,797 201I 1. 0.S
. nchineqn n to n ......... 55 .9.................... 7,776 1.013 e 371 '.4 15.0 9 7

4 525 372 10.9 17. 7
C,499.,99659859 .. . 73r9 .775 959 .6..7.9.99.9............... ' 72575 775 6 I I 6 1 S. 3
99s9.995.. 45s9 t l h b n .......9.................................... .......... ....... . 3.756 3.92 785 5596 9 .6 I3J.

F99990
5
.9094 3,9tq ..................................................... .525 9.555 505 276 6 .2 5.9

90.0.. 393 1r010848 99 9fl6 9999995105.899990. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .06 270 L 2 S.
1.no wlh. ao Wo lrndIntlbWnInd

I
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Tao bA12. Empbymet dstaof ma Vhlmm-m etas and _ by ae ON esomsil td

9-- -. -~~~~~~~~~O ffar

t_ ___

19;3 9969 ' 31 19 1993 1984 1993 1999 1983 999

7.:93 77917 7.367 7,925 6n9 7 .025 619 99 . .*
1511.9_g .......... .. 5. 87 5.5 SI 5.639 5.312 5.193 ,:997 529 315 9.3 5.9

989999. ........ .999 999 937 959 539 * 15 99 99 15.5 9.9
89999. ... 2 171 9.747 2. 0 9.9 1.997 IN579 297 999 9.9 9.9

35_|e ..... '*§S....... " 0 2. 31X z a a 1o2" '6 7 ..7CI9 . .23 3.290 2".9 3.169 2.969 3 .006 22 9 . 5.9
- .. 9 2 ...................... 9. 19 270 02 .720. 2.193 9.* 35 2. 02 93 as 5.: 6.I

TM9WU . .. . 19.90 21.97 19.99 79.9 97.1997 18.79 9.799 9,7 9.9 I.'
899939*9 9.999 9.995 9.999 9.927 ~~~~7.323 7.959 997 595 99 .7

3 9 9.759 7.3 .9 .93 5.9.............. 791 9392 29 271 92 5.3
899929.8 - 9.92... 9 * .570 9.299 .9 .532 3.932 9.235 322 269 7.5 9.0

991 99.mn9*.brn. ._~m 2

nn9ea9, 99_9__ 9..._..__. W9 9 e
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Table At13. Plic m t r ud In harce by ,umam% sea and i,% qarty awma

- -1 _ -

1983 1 88. 1983 |_ ~ 18

it I it Ix I I I I
. .. . . .................................... 62,768 62.527 62,680 62,392 62,938 63,072 62. U.

. ......................... 55.887 56. 212 55.8986 55.680 56.526 56.857 56,.878
O.__.bb_ 8.6.. 5.9 82 5.80 6. 399 6.e62 6.5 M 6.713 6. 379

:6.126 8.206 8as6 3.898 3.888 7.096 . 185
6.ra . 28..09 28:le. 28.288 28.267 20.538 28*.68 27.66

...6..6. 13.025 13.725 13.003 12.892 83. 196 83.6 83 705
0...8.165 8.216 4.239 *.2 65. 6837 4 .98 I.301

-._ ......... 6.882 6.316 6,50 6756 6.335 6.182 6.017
__ _ : 8n . 2.006 2.829 1.518 8.83I2 ' 538 15 526 1.633

688 7so 701 888 668 686 6 1
................ _ 1.802 1.177 8.8 36 1.82 1.388 1.503 8. 192

Th&6.86...6. 6 1. ,226 6.726 1.610 8.857 1.339 1.295
1.290 SW 1.386 1.887 1.046 938 935

2356 30 811 883 811 60 359
............. 1,098 8,003 1,159 1,032 8,089 21 10 .982

T. . . . .. .. .... 3.9 89381 19. Ss 19.337 19,626 19. 752 09.702

- 0 .66.86. 1 060 87,260 87, 87 86.968 87. 873 17,753 7, s7 1

............... 2,60 2.212 2,203 28089 2.8773 2.083 2.06I
8 ._ . . 8.073 1068 n7s 1.079 626 806 798

.................. : 308 350 300 379 300 337 358
188888.00.671 500 603 807 620 906 51I

...................... z 88 375 436 385 386 385 .08

.T.__h_ . ........... ........................ 83.889 82.986 83. 226 83.056 43.311 83,320 82,788

0880w. . .. 38.027 38.90 38,799 38,723 39. 053 39,208 38.003

0 . . ....................... :: ......... 1,.22 8.023 6. 338 6.287 6.862 .,868 3,989
-6 . . 972 8.053 763 753 711 730 03I
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Ms. Norwood. I will yield
myself 7 minutes to begin this round of questioning.

In my opening statement, Ms. Norwood, I referred to the fact
that at the Bureau you have some difficult tasks. Senator Proxmire
indicated that you have to deal with seasonal adjustments. As I un-
derstand it, there are several months out of the year in which you
have to go through major seasonal adjustments as opposed to the
other months out of the year. What are those months? And is there
anything particularly difficult about making the adjustment this
year over past years that would give us some pause to reconsider
the figures that you bring us today?

Ms. NORWOOD. The most difficult months in the year to seasonal-
ly adjust are January and June, and that is because there are very
large changes which occur after the Christmas season and at the
start of the summer, in May and June when young people leave
school.

This June we had approximately the increase in the labor force
that we expected. After seasonal adjustment, the labor force for
young people was about level.

There was a very large increase, as I said in my statement, in
the number of young people who found jobs before seasonal adjust-
ment, about 100,000 to 126,000 larger than would normally be ex-
pected for the month of June.

Most of the employment growth that we are reporting came from
the adult men and, in particular, the 25- to 34-year-age group,
which showed a very strong gain in the number of jobs.

It is true that we are having now, and will be having for the
coming months and years, a smaller population of young people,
while in the decade that we have just gone through we had a con-
tinually increasing size of our 16- to 19-year-age group.

So I think that is something, in terms of the employment and un-
employment aspects, that is going to put the employment picture
for the future in general in a little bit better position.

Representative LUNGREN. Last month you expressed concern, or
"caution" maybe is a better word, that the tremendous May em-
ployment gains that we saw, somewhere around 890,000, in the
household survey might be overstated. You cautioned us to look at
this month to see in fact if we would see some diminution of that
to suggest that it was sort of settling out to give us a better state-
ment. But if you take the months of May and June together in an
effort to allow for this, how would you characterize the labor
market conditions?

Ms. NORWOOD. We have had 1,350,000 growth since April. That's
in the household survey. It is somewhat less in the payroll survey.

I think it is quite clear that there is a lot of employment growth
going on out there. One always has to recognize that the household
survey tends to move in spurts, and I think in the month of May
we had such a rather large spurt; we are having a smaller increase
this month; and we will have to see what the future brings.

Representative LUNGREN. Has there been some sort of coming to-
gether, so to speak, of the household and the establishment survey?
You've told us before they sort of balance against one another, they
are checks on one another. Have you seen any coming together of
that from the last months' figures?
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Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, I think so. There is always some difference
between them. Some of that is due to the differences in the defini-
tion. Over the last year we have had a sizable-in fact, over the
recovery period-increase in the number of self-employed people,
and they are excluded from the establishment survey, which is the
payroll survey. Over the last year there is about 500,000 difference
between the two surveys. So I think the two surveys are tracking
reasonably well. They always do over a long period of time, of
course. And this month it seems to me that the 460,000 growth in
the household survey and the 300,000 growth in the payroll survey
are relatively consistent.

Representative LUNGREN. One of the figures that you have had
us look at every month virtually is the employment-population-
ratio. You indicate in your statement that it's 60.0 percent in June,
just one-tenth of a point below the alltime figure reached in 1979.
When we have looked at that before I've sometimes set it off
against what the comparable unemployment figure is for that same
period of time, and remarked that in the last several years the em-
ployment-population ratio that we see is higher than it was in the
previous decades. Has that remained true when we look at the em-
ployment-population ratio for this month?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; the employment-population ratio for this
month is higher than it has been since February 1980. We have
had a great deal of employment growth in this country. We had a
large employment growth during the decade of the 1970's, and even
though we have had considerable cyclical declines during the reces-
sions, the economy has in the 1970's and in the 1980's been able to
create jobs. We have needed to do that, because we have a popula-
tion that is increasing.

When we look behind the overall numbers, of course, there are
some vast differences among the different groups of the population.

Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ms. Norwood, I would like you to comment on

these figures. I realize that for a professional like you it is pretty
obvious that the seasonal figures are necessary and perhaps are
wholly justified. The not-seasonally adjusted figures do show an
actual increase in the unemployment rate of two-tenths of 1 point
and an increase in the number of unemployed workers by over
400,000. In fact, unemployment for black workers actually in-
creased by 1 full percentage point. Would you comment on the not-
seasonally adjusted figure?

Ms. NORWOOD. The not-seasonally adjusted figures-and you are
quite right-show an increase in unemployment of 428,000; they
also show an increase in employment of 1,716,000.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me just pause at that point. You say they
showed an increase in unemployment of 428,000. That is what actu-
ally occurred, right?

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. In other words, 428,000 more people out of

work in June than in May?
Ms. NORWOOD. That is correct. And we also had 1,716,000 more

people at work in June than in May. We always anticipate changes
of this sort, as you well know, in the month of June. I think that
one needs to look at seasonally adjusted data in order to look at

44-485 0-85-2
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time trends. I happen to believe that not-seasonally adjusted data
is extremely important because it is really the real world and we
need to look at those data sometimes for policy purposes. But the
trends suggest that unemployment is clearly going down.

Senator PROXMIRE. I notice you say, "The construction industry,
which has rebounded strongly during the recovery period, posted
another large increase in jobs in June-75,000." This morning's
Wall Street Journal-that's this morning, Friday, July 6-says this:

Both sales and starts of new housing have been hurt recently by the rising inter-
est rates. New home sales fell an adjusted 4.4 percent in May, the third consecutive
monthly decline. Housing starts dropped 10.5 percent to a 1.78 million-unit annual
rate in May. Mark Reedy, the Executive Vice President of the Mortgage Bankers
Association says, "The housing recovery? We can play taps for 1984." Mr. Reedy
and some other economists contend fixed mortgage rates may level off sometime in
the next few months but remain high enough to dampen housing industry activity.
Timothy Howards, chief economist for the Federal National Mortgage Association,
said the housing industry has not yet felt the full effect of the rapid rise in rates.
"Even if rates level off around 15 percent," he said, "home sales and starts are
likely to continue to sag the rest of the year."

Now this is the Wall Street Journal, which, of course, is not a
Democratic periodical by any means, and in this up-to-date article,
on the basis of talks with the most competent economists they can
find, they say the construction outlook is not good, and your report

-here that construction rebounded during June by 75,000. On the
basis of your best judgment as an economist, how do you square
these two?

Mr. PLEWES. I think that the numbers we published today, sir,
are not inconsistent with that. We did not see the growth in resi-
dential construction. In fact, residential construction figures we
have underneath this larger figure were essentially flat. Where we
saw the growth in construction this month was in highway and
special trades, such as concrete work and so forth, that might
indeed be working on highways or other kinds of nonresidential
construction projects. We did not see it in residential. So I do not
think there is an inconsistency.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, except isn't residential housing a very
important segment of the construction industry?

Mr. PLEWES. Absolutely, and it is a very large employer, and I
think we have to worry about the future. It is not inconsistent,
however, with this month's data.

Representative MITCHELL. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator PROXMIRE. I would be happy to yield to Representative

Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. I thank you for yielding.
You say most of it is in road construction and that kind of thing?
Mr. PLEWES. Yes, sir.
Representative MITCHELL. But that's due, then, to the Surface

Transportation Act that was passed by the Congress last year,
right? There is an enormous infusion of money into that program.

Ms. NORWOOD. It may or may not be. We can't give you any
causal relationship.

Representative MITCHELL. I'm trying to give you one.
Ms. NORWOOD. I leave that to you, Congressman Mitchell.

[Laughter.]
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Representative MITCHELL. Thank you. I will pursue it a little
later.

Senator PROXMIRE. Another reason you cite for the declining un-
employment in June is the withdrawal of an unusually large
number of adult women from the labor force, 338,000 before season-
al adjustment. You also report that a trend toward early retire-
ment among older men is continuing. Why in a period of recovery
are many adults withdrawing from the labor force? Does that indi-
cate a continuing lack of opportunity for certain groups?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't think we can make that judgment on the
basis of the data for the last few months, Senator. There seems to
be still pretty healthy growth of employment of adult women. If we
go beyond the groups that are generally either in school or in uni-
versity, the 25- to 34-year-age group of women, for example, had
143,000 increase in employment.

I think we are perhaps experiencing a situation where there are
a few more women who are able to take the summer off than previ-
ously. But I don't see any huge trend of any kind here.

Senator PROXMIRE. Usually in a period of recovery, the number
of hours worked increases. They increased greatly a few months
ago; they didn't increase, I notice, this month. Why is that?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think it is because they have been so high; they
are extraordinarily high, particularly factory hours.

Senator PROXMIRE. You report for the second quarter of 1984,
there were 1.34 million so-called discouraged workers, that is,
people who want jobs but are not classified as unemployed because
they have stopped looking for work. That is about the same as last
quarter. Isn't that number of discouraged workers unusually high?
Isn't that unusual in a period of recovery? Doesn't the number of
discouraged workers usually drop?

Ms. NORWOOD. It has been higher. By historical standards, it is
high. Of course, it was much higher in 1981, 1982, and 1983. It is
down from that. But, yes, you are right, it is still high, much
higher than we would like.

Senator PROXMIRE. And apparently not improving in spite of the
general recovery.

Ms. NORWOOD. It has improved during the recovery by about a
half million, but it has not improved in the last quarter.

Senator PROXMIRE. In June, nearly 5.5 million people were work-
ing part time involuntarily. That group increased by over 100,000
since May; that is, the number of people who would like to work
full time but could only get part-time work. Why with employment
growing strongly are so many people who want full-time work set-
tling for part-time jobs?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know. I think that number of 5.5 million is
still quite high. One interesting aspect of it, though, is that when
we compare that to the situation in other countries, we find that
part-time employment expansion in other countries is greater than
here. But that number has been high for some time.

Senator PROXMIRE. If you put these together, it's a disturbing
combination: more women withdrawing from the work force; the
number of discouraged workers not decreasing; and more people
than before working part time because they couldn't get full-time
work. It seems to me it's a little unusual for a recovery period.
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Ms. NORWOOD. I would not say that it is unusual. I think there
are still some patches there which we need to be concerned about.
We can look, of course, at our seven unemployment rates, or eight
now, I guess, now that we have the Armed Forces in one.
U-7, which as you know, includes both the discouraged workers and
takes account -thet.ieeople working part time, has declined. It is
still very high, but it has been declining steadily.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. Thank you. I always like to get good

news from you, and it is exceedingly good news, particularly for
blacks. I don't know what caused all of this. Did Jesse Jackson's
quiet demeanor encourage the corporate world to hire folks?
[Laughter.]

Or did the Republican Party get busy and say we have to
crnaiijubpEackunemplo6ymenV

But that's outside of your scope. I want to make sure I under-
stand all of this nice new picture.

What is the unemployment rate for white male adults?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 5.3 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. What is the unemployment rate for

black male adults?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 14.8 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. Oh; almost three times the rate of

whites.
OK. Let's look at another category. What is the unemployment

rate for white female adults?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 5.6 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. What is the unemployment rate for

black female adults?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 12.4 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. More than twice.
A little cloud is beginning to hover over those statistics that you

gave us.
What is the unemployment rate for white teenagers?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 15.5 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. What is it for black teens?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 34.3 percent.
Representative MITCHELL. Twice.
Ms. NORWOOD. More than twice.
Representative MITCHELL. Congressman Lungren, I really am not

trying to cast gloom, but I just wanted to make sure I had the facts
accurate.

I asked you about the little smurf that might have obtained some
of the data-gremlin or whatever it is.

According to your report, the unemployment rate for black teen-
age women rose from 45.8 percent in May to 46 percent in June.
That's not seasonally adjusted, according to your report. Yet your
seasonally adjusted report, that figure drops by 15.1 percent, from
48.2 down to 33.3. I'm not questioning that; I'm trying to follow the
logic of your seasonally adjusted gremlin, 15 percent. Does that
mean that we can expect an increase of 15 percent after the sea-
sonal adjustment period is over?
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Ms. NORWOOD. No, sir. We always have an increase in the labor
force of teenagers, both black and white. In the case of black teen-
agers, for example, we had abut a 320,000 increase in the labor
force before seasonal adjustment, and that was roughly what would
have been expected. We had an increase in the number of black
teenagers who were employed by about 160,000, and that is more
than we expected. So more black teenagers did find jobs. But as
you will recall, I cautioned in my statement, the labor force of
black teenagers is quite small. Part of the reason it is so small is
because the labor force participation rate for black teenagers is
quite low when you compare it to whites. But when you are dealing
with a labor force that is 800,000, 900,000, or a million, and then
you look at the numbers who are unemployed, you are dealing with
a very small group for measurement purposes, and I would prefer
to wait for several months before looking at something like a 10-
percent decline in the rate for black teenagers.

But I am pleased that it is down, and I would point out that 34
percent is still rather high.

Representative MITCHELL. Extremely so when measured against
15 percent for whites, twice the rate. You say several months..Do
you think we can get this before the November general elections?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't look at things that way, Congressman
Mitchell. I leave that to you.

Representative MITCHELL. I was just curious about how many
months you would take to get that.

Again, I am trying to get facts and dispel clouds, but the clouds
keep coming. I wish they would go away.

In your prepared statement you indicate, "Women and blacks
continue to be disproportionately represented among the discour-
aged total." One million three hundred thousand discouraged
workers. What is the percent of black discouraged workers?

Ms. NORWOOD. It's about a third.
Representative MITCHELL. What is the percent of white female

discouraged workers?
Ms. NORWOOD. We don't have the data here for white females,

but we can supply it for the record.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
Second quarter 1984: 36.4 percent.

Representative MITCHELL. But suffice it to say, blacks make up
one-third of the discouraged workers.

Ms. NORWOOD. Oh, yes. It's a very disproportionate share. There
is no question about that.

Representative MITCHELL. Maybe I will get a chance to ask you
some questions about this 15 percent seasonally adjusted figure.
That worries me. Was that the percentage used across the board
for all categories?

Ms. NORWOOD. No; they are done by age-sex categories and by
black and white. We have a very comprehensive seasonal adjust-
ment program. Clearly seasonal adjustment is an imperfect art, but
we think we do a pretty good job of it.

Representative MITCHELL. Thank you. All I can say in summing
up my line of questioning is we had this beautiful sunlit sky and
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we have the black male adult unemployment rate twice the rate of
whites; you have the black female adult unemployment rate twice
the rate of white females; you have the black teenage rate twice
the rate of white teenagers; and you have blacks making up one-
third of the discouraged workers. That is not a very rosy picture
for this particular Member of Congress, and I can't wax rhapsodic
with my chairman until that improves.

Thank you very much for giving me some time, Congressman
Lungren.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
Madam Commissioner, I am just pleased that you gave us some

good statistics here today. I would hate to see what it would be like
if we had flat figures or we were going in the opposite direction. I
had actually come prepared today assuming that we were going to
see about the same figures we saw last month because of your cau-
tionary statements about the large increase we had, 890,000,
almost unprecedented, and on top of that we have 300-some thou-
sand this month, which makes 2 months almost unprecedented
growth for this period of time. So I guess I have to excuse myself if
I am a little buoyant today, because I happen to think this is over-
all good news.

As I understand it, the last time black teenage unemployment
was in this area was March 1979; is that correct? Seasonally adjust-
ed, 34.3 percent?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. I know you have warned us about the

uncertainties of dealing with a relatively small category in terms
of those surveyed and so forth in this black teenage category. But
nonetheless, does this decline in unemployment among this group
appear to be statistically significant or insignificant?

Ms. NORWOOD. A 10-point change is a statistically significant
change. The error rate there is about a little over 5 percentage
points for black teenagers. My concern, however, is to point out to
you that we had a drop-we are talking about a number that is
less than 300,000, and we had a drop of 66,000. We may or may not
have that sustained next month.

Representative LUNGREN. There is no doubt that the unemploy-
ment rate among minority youth remains at unacceptably high
levels. Some of us may try and reach that in different ways. I sup-
port the youth employment opportunity wage. I know my friend
from Maryland does not. The National Black Mayors Association
supports it as one effort to try and get at it. I know that my friend
from Maryland has other programs he thinks would work better
than that.

In viewing the statistical difference between black teenage unem-
ployment and white teenage unemployment, is that a phenomenon
unique to this recession and recovery? Or is that something that
we have seen over a period of years?

Ms. NORWOOD. We have been seeing that for a very long time. As
we have discussed many times before this committee, the situation
of the blacks has really not kept up with the improvement for
whites. For example, the employment-population ratio for blacks,
at 52.6 percent in June, is still below the 54.1 percent recorded in
several months of 1979. In contrast, the employment-population
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ratio for whites, at 60.9 percent in June, matches its alltime high
recorded in several months of 1979 and 1980. I would note, howev-
er, that blacks have experienced great percentage gains in employ-
ment during the current recovery.

Representative LUNGREN. Another area that we are concerned
about here, of course, and it has been pointed out by my colleagues
here, has to do with your statement that we saw women leaving
the job force in this last month. But you also told us that the em-
ployment-population ratio for adult women, even given that fact, is
50.5 percent in June, the same as in May, and this is the highest
level ever recorded. How do you put those two things together?
How do you rationalize that figure? On the one hand, you have the
highest employment-population ratio among women that we have
ever recorded, but at the same time you tell us that women left the
job market or job force at the very same time.

Ms. NORWOOD. I think the major reason is because the 1981-82
recession hit men harder than it hit women, and so we had more
women continuing to work. Moreover, we have had during the last
19 months of recovery an increase in employment of adult women
of 3 million. Although the labor force for adult women shrink from
May to June, the number of employed women held steady, and so
the employment-population ratio was unchanged.

Representative LUNGREN. The only reason I asked, is that Sena-
tor Proxmire suggested that this was one of the discouraging ele-
ments of the report you brought us, and yet you tell us that it is
the alltime high for women, in terms of percentage employed. I
wondered if we should be cautious about reading too much in the
fact that we appeared to have women this 1 month leaving the job
market.

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't think that we should read a great deal
into that because their employment-population ratios are remain-
ing high. Nevertheless, we are back to the situation where the
umemployment rate for women is slightly higher than the unem-
ployment rate for men. More importantly, the unemployment rate
for wives is considerably higher than the unemployment rate for
husbands. The rate for husbands and for adult men in general is
much lower than is the rate for women who are maintaining
households, which remains high.

Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood, on any number of fronts,
it appears that economists have been bewildered or, if not bewil-
dered, at least surprised by this recovery. We have been told from
month to month that we ought not to expect the unemployment
rate to fall as fast as it did; that inflation this year couldn't possi-
bly go at the rate that it has, it would be perhaps twice as much;
that the strength of the economy, the GNP growth, couldn't be
what it was without igniting inflation at the same time. In looking
at this recovery, comparing it to past recoveries, one of the things
that we have noted in the past is that in most of the post-World
War II recoveries, we see a common phenomenon, which is infla-
tion and unemployment coming out at the end of those recoveries
at higher rates than they had the previous recoveries. In looking at
the data you bring us today, I ran across something which perhaps
you can clarify for me. It appears from my review of the records
that this is the first time during all the post-World War II recover-
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ies that the monthly unemployment rate was lower; that is, this
last month's, than prior to the beginning of the recession. Is that
true? Have we broken that barrier?

Ms. NORWOOD. It is true, but again it is only by a tenth, and I
would like to wait until next month to see whether that is so. But
you are right. Technically it is a tenth lower.

Representative LUNGREN. If that were to hold up for more than 1
month so you would believe that it actually was a firm figure, that
would break the barrier that we have had since World War II.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ms. Norwood, I notice that there is quite a

range of unemployment between the various States, particularly
among the very large States, a range of unemployment. The unem-
ployment, for example, in Michigan is still very high, 11.6 percent.
That's certainly a recession level. The unemployment, on the other
hand, in Massachusetts is down to 3.9 percent, which is about as
close to full employment as you might expect. If we had a national
situation that way, it might even be inflationary. In Ohio, it's 9
percent; in Pennsylvania, it's 8.9 percent; Illinois, it's 8.2 percent.
These are the only figures I have here of the big States. What
other States have unemployment at a level of 9 percent or higher?

Mr. PLEWES. Senator, the data we have for all States are for the
month of April.

Senator PROXMIRE. You don't have anything more recent than
that?

Mr. PLEWES. We will have May next week for all States.
Senator PROXMIRE. For May or for June?
Mr. PLEWES. For May. There is a 2-month lag on these data.
Senator PROXMIRE. Because the figures I have, if I read your data

correctly, are for June.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, for the largest States that we are able to

publish from the Current Population Survey. For the other 40
States we are still using a combination of administrative data and
survey data, and those data have a lag of about a month.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is there any indication that these data are be-
coming more even? Or is the difference being exaggerated? It
seems to me that's an extraordinary spread between Massachu-
setts, on the one hand, and Michigan, on the other, for instance.
Isn't this unusual for a recovery to have a State with 11.6 percent
unemployment, a major State like Michigan?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, as you know, Senator Proxmire, the recov-
ery is occurring differently in different industries, and the reason
for the differences in unemployment from one State to another is
usually dependent on its industrial structure. Massachusetts, for
example, has a lot of high technology; Ohio has a lot of machinery.
These two industries are behaving very, very differently. And I
think we are going to be seeing more and more of that in the
decade ahead.

Senator PROXMIRE. Will you give us your best judgment on the
significance of the diffusion index, the fact that a smaller percent-
age of firms seem to be reporting increased employment?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think that 63.2 percent is still very high.
Senator PROXMIRE. But it is lower than it was.
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Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I guess that this quarter is a bit lower than
the 70-odd percent that was reported in the previous quarter. But I
think we have been seeing a rapid increase during the quarter in
the number of hours worked, which frequently are a replacement
for an increase in employment.

I think the important thing is that more than 60 percent, 63 per-
cent, is still quite high.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am concerned about the effect of the deficit
on the economy, particularly about the effect of the deficit on for-
eign trade and on those industries that are affected by foreign
trade. I notice that we have reports that today the dollar once
again is stronger than it has been in the past. I think it has broken
all records with respect to European currencies just in the last
week or so. This indicates that the price of what we buy from
abroad is less and the price of what we sell to them is higher. That
would seem to have a perverse effect.

Do you have any judgment as to why this very adverse balance
of trade we suffer now-we checked it at $130 billion for this
year-has not had a more severe effect on employment than it has
had? It seems extraordinary that we could have that perverse a
balance of trade and yet have this kind of recovery that you are
reporting.

Ms. NORWOOD. I think that there has been a great deal of con-
sumer spending and there has been also a good deal of spending on
the military buildup. I think those several things taken together
have perhaps been responsible. But I don't have anything in par-
ticular to add.

Senator PROXMIRE. As a typical Democratic conservative, I just
see this terrible deficit that the administration has inflicted on the
country as one that is stimulating our economy and also pulling
the whole world economy behind us. It is something that can't last.
It's a beautiful thing while it lasts, perhaps, but it is likely to peter
out in the next year or so and then we are going to be in real trou-
ble. A $170 billion deficit this year, in the third year of recovery.
An astonishing amount of pump priming. As you say, military
spending is building up the States like California, where Congress-
man Lungren comes from, getting a stimulus from these areas, but
I just wonder how long it can last.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Representative Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. Congressman, as a typical Democratic

liberal [laughter]--
First of all, I want to digress just for a moment. You made a ref-

erence to the subminimum wage for teenagers.
Representative LUNGREN. Youth employment opportunity wage,

yes.
Representative MITCHELL. I just wanted to call to your attention

that during the debate on the Water Resources Act Senator Pepper
was opposing an amendment, and whoever was debating him said:
"But, Senator, your senior citizens in Florida support this amend-
ment." And Claude Pepper said: "For the very first time in their
lives my senior citizens are wrong." And you said that the black
mayors support this. Well, for the very first time in their lives the
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black mayors are wrong on this issue. So let's put that on the side.
[Laughter.]

I wish I could talk about Albanian unemployment or something,
but that is not a pressing problem, so I will continue to deal with
the black unemployment.

I don't want to be unfair to keep pointing out these glaring sta-
tistics in this report. But let's go back to last year. Maybe a per-
spective from last year might help us a little bit. There was a spe-
cial report that was issued for unemployment in 1983 by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics which showed 23.8 million people were
out of work, or 19.6 percent of the labor force were unemployed at
some time in 1983. That is the Bureau of Labor Statistics report.
Just for comparative figures with what is going on in June of this
year and looking back on 1983, I just want to question you a little
bit about that.

What proportion of black workers experienced some unemploy-
ment in 1983? And how does that compare with whites?

Ms. NORWOOD. About one in five black workers experienced some
unemployment.

Representative MITCHELL. Twenty percent.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative MITCHELL. How does that compare with whites?
Ms. NORWOOD. I'm sorry. It was 29 percent for blacks. For whites

that number was 18 percent. So there is about a 10 percentage
point difference.

Representative MITCHELL. Always higher.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, always.
Representative MITCHELL. Let's look at another factor, the fre-

quency and duration of unemployment. Let's look at 1983. Was
there a difference between the frequency and the duration of un-
employment for black-white?

Ms. NORWOOD. I'm certain that there was.
Representative MITCHELL. I'm pretty sure, too.
Mr. PLEWES. We'll have to furnish those for the record. I do not

see in this release the figure you are asking for.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
The median duration of unemployment was about the same for whites and blacks

in 1983 at 9.9 weeks and 10.0 weeks, respectively. The mean duration for blacks,
however, was about 15 percent longer than for whites, and 36 percent of blacks had
2 or more spells of unemployment compared with 32 percent of whites.

Representative MITCHELL. But you believe it might be at least
one-third or 50 percent, which is the figures that seem to prevail
all the time?

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman Mitchell, I think there is no ques-
tion but that black Americans have a much harder time in the
labor force. They have improved during the recovery, but they still
have significant labor market employment problems.

Representative MITCHELL. I hear you and I know of your sympa-
thy. But whatever happens with the array of data that is presented
to us each month which shows some improvement, I think you
have to deal with that harsh reality that you talked about apart
from the seasonally adjusted figure. The picture is grim, and the
modicum of improvement does in no way at all suggest that blacks
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ought to be very hopeful about their employment in this country in
the future.

One last question, if I may.
Part-time work. Again, according to your data, about 5.5 million

people are working part time involuntarily. That is an increase
since May; that rate has gone up. I would ask the question, if we
are in such a great period of economic recovery, employment grow-
ing so strongly, why are so many people who want full-time work
settling for part-time work? Why has that number increased?

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman Mitchell, I think the important
point is that that number is still at 5.5 million. In terms of statisti-
cal sampling, the change from May to June was not statistically
significant. That is not to say that that is not still a high number.

Representative MITCHELL. Sure. A hundred thousand more. OK.
I'm going to be cheerful from this point on. The lark's on the wing,
the hillsides do pearl, God's in his heaven, all is right with the
world, except for blacks who are looking for work in this country.

Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood, in your statement

you note that the mean duration of unemployment declined in
June. By how much did it decline? What can we read out of that
statistic?

Ms. NORWOOD. The mean duration was about unchanged but the
median declined from 8.7 to 7.2 weeks.

Representative LUNGREN. Is that something we should. expect at
this point in the recovery? What does it tell us?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think the important thing that is happening, as
we would expect at this stage of a recovery, is that these people
who have been unemployed for short periods or even for as long as
3, 4, 5 months are having an improvement in their situation, and a
matter of very real concern, which is what we would expect at this
stage of a business cycle, is that the long-term unemployed number
is still sticking at 1.6 million, and that is, of course, because the
people who are rehired first, the people who get their jobs back, are
generally the people who have been fired last or who have been un-
employed for shorter periods of time.

Representative LUNGREN. When we talked a minute ago about
the number of people who during the past year experienced unem-
ployment at least once, can you tell us how this compares to the
number who experienced unemployment in the previous year?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; it is of course, lower. If we compare it with
the recession year of 1982, that was 26.5 million, and in the recov-
ery year of 1983 it was 23.8 million.

Representative LUNGREN. Is that sort of irregular in terms of
that difference compared to previous recoveries?

Ms. NORWOOD. We expect, of course, that it would be consider-
ably lower, and then, of course, 1982 was a farily steep recession.
This is a very strong recovery, so those numbers would reflect
those two situations.

Representative LUNGREN. As we have discussed today in talking
about seasonal adjustments we know that unemployment before
adjustments tends to be higher among youths in the summer. Is
this also the case with adults?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; it is.
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Mr. PLEWES. Yes; of course, because included among the
adults 20 years and over are persons who are 20 to 24
coming out of college.

Ms. NORWOOD. That is why we thought it was important in sepa-
rating out the trends to look at the data for people 25 and over.

Representative LUNGREN. During the summer months do we gen-
erally expect the unemployment rate among adults to improve
while that for youth worsens? Or is there any direction that the
two go?

Ms. NORWOOD. We would be glad to supply a little statement for
the record about the general expectations of seasonal adjustment of
the labor force statistics.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The process of seasonal adjustment involves separating the seasonal component of
a time series-that is, the part of the time series which features a repetitive pattern
of ups and downs caused by regular events such as changing seasons, holidays, and
the school calendar-from the trend-cycle and irregular components. Twelve major
labor force components, each with its own seasonal pattern, are individually season-
ally adjusted before being summed to create the civilian labor force total. Hence,
there do not exist monthly seasonal factors to directly adjust the unemployment
rate. However, the seasonally adjusted unemployment rate is higher than the unad-
justed rate in April, May, frequently in August, and in the months from September
through December. The January, February, March, and June seasonally adjusted
rates, on the other hand, are lower than the unadjusted rates, while the July adjust-
ed rates is generally quite similar to the July unadjusted rate.

For adults, the seasonally adjusted jobless rate is quite a bit below the unadjusted
rate in January, February, and March, while the seasonally adjusted rate hovers
above the unadjusted rate for the remainder of the years. For teenagers, the season-
ally adjusted rate also is lower than the unadjusted rate in January, February, and
March, as well as in June, September, and November.

Representative LUNGREN. Based on the June data, what was the
labor force participation rate among youths age 16 to 19?

Ms. NORWOOD. The participation rate was 54.7.
Representative LUNGREN. That rate is different than what you

call the employment-population ratio, right?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. What about the employment-popula-

tion ratio?
Ms. NORWOOD. That's 45.
Representative LUNGREN. How does that measure up for the

whole year? Are we seeing an improvement in that? Where does
that put us?

Ms. NORWOOD. It is somewhat higher than it has been in earlier
months, yes.

Representative LUNGREN. How does it compare with previous re-
coveries? What I am trying to figure out here is, because we have
the seasonal adjustment question and we've all talked about it, I'd
like to see how this compares with previous recoveries where we
have had the same thing.

Ms. NORWOOD. There has been a change in the participation
rates. Would you rather go to employment-population ratios?

Representative LUNGREN. Whichever you think is more appropri-
ate.

Ms. NORWOOD. The employment-population ratios for teenagers
have gone up 3.6 percentage points in this recovery period, and
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that compares to less than 1 percentage point in the 1975-76
period, and if we go back to 1954, we have a somewhat higher rate.
So the employment-population ratio for teenagers has been doing
rather well in the recovery.

Representative LUNGREN. A minute ago Senator Proxmire talked
about some of the larger States and their figures, and you have
some but not all. I just thought, for the record, for whatever
reason, perhaps some military contracts assist us; we also have
nice weather out there, people visiting, a whole number of things.
On a seasonally adjusted basis, according to the information I re-
ceived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment reached a
new high of 11,726,000 in California; unemployment went to
957,000 in June, down from 966,000 in May; and the June seasonal-
ly adjusted unemployment rate of 7.5 percent is the lowest since
1981. I knew you would be happy to hear those statistics. So in
some parts of the country at least we are doing all right. Even in
my own smaller area of Los Angeles-Long Beach we are down to
8.4 percent unemployment in June 1984, which is a drop of almost
2 percentage points from the previous year.

So maybe the military had something to do with that. Some
other things did as well, I'm sure.

Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, at the same time, when you look at

California, the actual number of unemployed-and it doesn't do an
unemployed person much good to tell him seasonally he is not so
bad off-went from 898,000 to 941,000; it went up by 43,000, or two-
tenths of 1 percent, in California, in spite of the fact that they were
showered by all these military contracts.

I would just like to make sure, Ms. Norwood, that you--
Representative LUNGREN. Would the gentleman yield for just a

moment?
Senator PROXMIRE. Of course.
Representative LUNGREN. We are also showered with a lot of

people from Wisconsin and Michigan when they turn on the televi-
sion on the first of January and see that again we have sunshine
for the Rose Bowl-they start moving. So we are oftentimes
showered with people from those States as well. A lot of good
people, though, that have helped us out.

Senator PROXMIRE. When you say Rose Bowl you really offend.
[Laughter.]

It's all those ringers you get from Wisconsin to play on Califor-
nia football teams. [Laughter.]

You give us some very useful cautionary advice on the black
teenage situation, which I think is probably the biggest and most
conspicuous development perhaps that you report today. But you
say the population of black teenagers is relatively small; their
labor force is even smaller; the number of employed and unem-
ployed in this group measured in the household survey can be
quite volatile; accurate determination of trends for groups of this
size requires several months of time series data., So you are cau-
tioning in on three levels.

Furthermore, and most important of all, it seems that, as Con-
gressman Mitchell brought out so skillfully in his questioning, they
have gone really from a miserable situation, or a horrendous situa-
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tion, I should say, to just a miserable situation. In other words, in-
stead of just having 50 percent out of work, they have 30 or 34,
something of that kind. So it is still a very, very bad situation. And
you're telling us it will be August, September, October before we
can get a really confident feeling as to whether or not this does
report genuine improvements in unemployment for black teen-
agers; is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know how many months. I should empha-
size that this is, in terms of sampling variance, statistically signifi-
cant, a 10-point drop. I feel that we ought to see a couple of months
since this is such a large change, and I think the numbers are ex-
traordinarily small. As you are, I'm sure, well aware, the employ-
ment-population ratio of black teenagers is extraordinarily low.

Senator PROXMIRE. As an expert statistician, can you tell us
what the margin of error involved here is? You say it was a 10-
point drop. Could it have been instead a 3-point drop?

Ms. NORWOOD. The margin of error is plus or minus 5.33.
Senator PROXMIRE. So it could be less than 5 percent improve-

ment?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; but 10 is clearly statistically significant. But

we need to look at a little more, when we are looking at time series
data and at trend, than just plain sampling variance.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you.
Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. I'm going to leave. Everybody in the

Congress knows that I'm a quiet, peaceful sort of guy, and my col-
leagues are sparring here, and I never get mixed up in anything
like that. So I'm going to say goodbye to you.

Before I leave, 7.1 percent is the unemployment rate now?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative MITCHELL. What does that translate into in terms

of human beings? How many?
Ms. NORWOOD. 8.1 million.
Representative MITCHELL. 8.1 million people still unemployed in

this Nation.
Thanks. It's good to see you again.
Ms. NORWOOD. Thanks for coming.
Representative LUNGREN. Madam Commissioner, we want to

thank you for bringing us the news that 106 million Americans are
working today, the highest in the history of the United States. I
want to tell you that I've received a lot of information about being
cautious about 1 month's statistics, so I am going to remember that
when you bring us bad statistics so I can caution everybody not to
read too much into that.

Again, we want to thank you for being as professional and objec-
tive as you are despite the onslaught from all sides of the three of
us here, and we appreciate your patience and your diligence.

This committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-
106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Lungren, Hawkins, and Obey; and Sen-
ator Proxmire.

Also present: Charles R. B3radford, assistant director; and Debo-
rah Clay-Mendez, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Good morning, Commissioner Norwood
and your colleagues.

Four days ago Americans paused to celebrate Labor Day, and in
this year 1984 there was much to celebrate. During the last 12
months alone, civilian employment, according to the figures, has
increased by more than 3 million, and during the same year the
civilian unemployment rate has fallen by a full 2 percentage
points. It is a record that I think we can be proud of.

Ms. Norwood, the problems associated with seasonal adjustments
for the summer months, together with the late August survey
week, make recent month-to-month changes in employment and
unemployment statistics difficult to interpret, at least for me. I am
nonetheless pleased to see that in August employment, measured
by the establishment survey, continued to increase, albeit moder-
ately.

During August, apparently there was a significant decline in un-
employment for black men. The employment-to-population ratio re-
mains at a high level, and the average weekly hours in manufac-
turing, a harbinger of future employment growth, also remained
high.

Overall, labor market conditions continued to improve gradually
during the summer of 1984. Since April, the civilian unemployment
rate has fallen by 0.3 of a percentage point.

The current economic environment is one that allows Americans
to be somewhat optimistic about the future. Productivity growth is
still high, inflation is still low, and real incomes are still rising.

In the first quarter of this year the economy grew at an out-
standing 10.1-percent annual rate. During the second quarter it

(41)
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surprised virtually all of us with the rate at a still incredible 7.6
percent.

This rapid economic growth has been accompanied by impressive
gains in labor productivity. Business investment in plant and
equipment, fostered by, I believe, the administration's tax policies,
is beginning to pay off in terms of greater work productivity.

During the second quarter of 1984, nonfarm business productivi-
ty rose by 4.7 percent

Productivity increases that hold down production costs help to
explain why our economy is enjoying economic growth without
rapid inflation, and together increased labor productivity and eco-
nomic growth mean a better standard of living for the American
worker.

According to the Census Bureau, the real income of the median
or typical American family increased significantly in 1983, the
most recent year for which data are available, and that is the first
significant increase in real family income in America since 1978.

Ms. Norwood, during the past six quarters the economy has
grown more rapidly than at any other time since 1949. Now after
21 months of recovery there is evidence, including, I suspect, the
information you bring us today and brought us last month, that
the economy is making a transition from a period of rapid econom-
ic recovery to a period of slower but sustained growth.

Under such conditions, I doubt we can expect to hear of the dra-
matic labor market improvements on a month-to-month basis that
we apparently were getting used to in your monthly statements;
however, we do look forward to continued gradual declines in un-
employment and further increases in employment.

Once again we welcome your testimony, Madam Commissioner,
and before I ask you to begin with your statement, I would ask
Senator Proxmire for his comments.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you Congressman.
Well, I disagree with Representative Lungren, as is usual. It

seems to me this has not been a very reassuring summer as far as
employment or the economic outlook is concerned.

In the first place, the leading indicators were down, as you know,
in June by 1.3 percent, the first drop in 21 months. The leading in-
dicators had forecast improvement consistently. They went down in
June. They went down again in July 0.8 of 1 percent, both signifi-
cant and substantial drops, and the two successive back-to-back
drops.

Frankly, I fully expected that unemployment would go down in
August. Unemployment, as we know, went up in July. There was a
seasonal situation with respect to June, when it went down sharp-
ly, and went up just as much in July, flat in August.

That means that during the summer, since May, there has been
no improvement at all. We have leveled off at an unemployment
figure of 8.5 million people, which is a very, very high level to have
the recovery stall.

I am hopeful, as Congressman Lungren indicated, that the recov-
ery can resume, and perhaps it will but it seems to me that on the
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basis of the figures we have now it has not only slowed down but it
seems to have stopped recovering. There is no indication of a reces-
sion certainly, but there is an indication that we don't have the
kind of recovery that we need when we have unemployment this
high.

I notice also, Madam Commissioner, that in the figures you give
us today there was no improvement in average hours worked, the
manufacturing overtime declined, and no improvement in real
wages for the month. So that it is hard for me to see that there is
anything very bright in this situation.

It is one thing for the recovery to slow down-it was moving very
rapidly-it is something else for the leading indicators, the unem-
ployment figures, the overtime figures, and so forth to indicate that
we may not be improving very much at all and that the summer
has not been a period of real gains.

Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Obey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OBEY

Representative OBEY. Thank you. I hadn't intended to comment
at this time, but all I can do is echo the comments of Senator Prox-
mire.

First of all, I welcome you here, Ms. Norwood, always happy to
see you.

I represent the kind of district that is so tied to high interest
rates because of its association with wood products and small man-
ufacturing and housing related jobs that when the country sneezes
we get pneumonia, and when the unemployment numbers stop
going down they start going up in my area, and these numbers
arenqt especially good news, certainly for the people I represent.

All I can say is that I agree with Senator Proxmire that a 4-
months stall, while it may be pleasing to those who are looking at
the stock market isn't going to be very pleasing to the people in my
district who are looking at the job market.

Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Hawkins.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAWKINS

Representative HAWKINS. All I can say is to echo the other state-
ments that have been made. To me, even 7 percent unemployment,
were we there, would mean that we are not back to where we were
in January 1981. So it seems we have traveled in a circle, although
we haven't completed the circle.

In the meantime, millions of Americans have dropped off, busi-
nesses have failed. There will be no recovery for those individuals.

I think this is disgraceful, it is distressing, and I think that it
calls for prompt action. This is not the time for a lot of rhetoric.
What we need is to look at the actual number of individuals unem-
ployed.

I think we should dismiss this official rate as not being accurate
and begin to talk in terms of almost 15 million Americans who are
unemployed, that something needs to be done about them.

The human aspect of it, I think, is being totally ignored. We are
looking only at the material part of it, of individuals who all they
want to do is to have a stable dollar, and what they are doing, they
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are deliberately contriving to keep unemployment at these high
levels. To me that is a moral tragedy that as a nation we should be
ashamed of, and I just think it calls for immediate action.

I think this committee, since it was created by the full employ-
ment bill of 1946 and it was given a new mandate in 1978 to review
the President's policy and to make modifications in it, to at least
recommend modifications in it, I think this committee should take
action to do that to get unemployment down.

I just think to go on from month to month with irrational expla-
nations-we were told a month ago that it was a quirk, that school
teachers went back to teaching, kids went back to-that is, teach-
ers went on vacation, the kids were on vacation, now they are
going back to school and we will get further explanations that
won't make any sense. To me, this is-in terms of economic plan-
ning and management, it is insanity, and I think that we should
take some action.

Representative LUNGREN. Commissioner Norwood, we welcome
your testimony. You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
Ms. NORWOOD. Thank.you, Congressman.
We are happy to be here. Mr. Plewes, on my left, our labor force

expert, and Mr. Dalton, on my right, the\BLS price expert.
The August data show a moderation in the pace of the labor

market improvementthat we have experienced for more than a
year and a half. Gains in payroll employment, as measured in the
business survey, were small, and unemployment in August was un-
changed from July. The overall jobless rate remained at 7.4 per-
cent, and the civilian worker rate held at 7.5 percent. The level of
unemployment, at 8.5 million after seasonal adjustment, has held
§teady for 3 of the last 4 months.

According to the business survey, the number of nonfarm jobs
reached 94.5 million in August. Employment in manufacturing, at
19.7 million in August, was about the same as in July, but some
changes did occur in individual manufacturing industries. Over the
month, 25,000 jobs were added in the machinery and electrical
manufacturing industries, and the number of jobs in the auto in-
dustry grew by 30,000. The automobile industry, which lost 160,000
jobs during the 1981-82 recession, has gained 250,000 jobs during
the recovery. Nevertheless, the August employment level for this
industry remains 160,000 below the peak reached in 1979.

In August, small employment declines continued to occur in
three of the nondurable manufacturing industries which have been
experiencing long-term structural problems-tobacco manufactur-
ers, textile manufacturing, and leather products. Overall, in manu-
facturing employment has increased by 1.7 million since the end of
1982; manufacturing now has regained about three-quarters of the
number of jobs lost during the 1981-82 recession.
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The services industry, which has had strong job increases in
almost every month of the recovery, had an employment rise of
45,000 in August. The increase would have been 50,000 larger had
it not been for a hospital strike in New York City, which has now
been settled, that reduced the payroll count during the survey
period. Employment in business services continued to expand.
Indeed, the business service industry has been responsible for one
in every eight of the new jobs created during the current recovery
period.

Little change occurred in the average workweek, and the index
of aggregate weekly hours, which includes the effects of both em-
ployment and hours, has held steady for the last 3 months. Aggre-
gate hours in August were 10 percent above the November 1982 re-
cession trough. Over this recovery period employment has risen by
nearly 6 million.

The household survey shows a decline in employment in August,
all of which occurred among young people. The labor force for this
group; that is, the 16-to-24-year age group, also has declined over
the month. The survey week in August was quite late this year
since the 12th, which is the date that defines the survey week, fell
on a Sunday. It is possible that more youth than usual had already
left summertime jobs in anticipation of the return to school.

Little change occurred in August in the labor force and employ-
ment status of adult white men, but employment among adult
black men rose by about 100,000. And the jobless rate for black
men returned to 14.2 percent, the same as it was in May. This
over-the-month decline was the only significant movement in un-
employment among the major labor force groups.

Over the past year, the labor force has risen by 1.5 million, with
strong gains among both adult men and adult women and with
continued declines among teenagers. The black labor force has in-
creased by nearly one-half million over the year. In August, em-
ployment among black Americans was 825,000 higher than a year
ago.

In summary, the unemployment rate was unchanged from July
to August. The employment data for August, when taken together
with those for July, suggest that employment growth has moderat-
ed from the rapid pace registered earlier in the recovery.

My colleagues and I would be glad to try to answer any questions
you may have.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS

X-11 ARIMA method X-11
2- method Rang

Month and year rate Ofa Cnr- Stable Total Resutoa t me(odficiall
rate proco- Cr'- Sal oa esk ud tho before -

dunn rent etrapo 90

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1983

August..................................................... 9.2 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 0.1
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS-Continued

X-11 ARIMA method X-11
Unad- method Rae

Month and year justed Official ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~12- (official Ra
rate pe Cacr Stable Total Residual month method

dure retextrapo- before
ure ~~~~~~~~~~~lation 1980)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

September................................................ 8.8 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.2 9.3 0.2
October.................................................... 8.4 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.9 .2
November................................................. 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 .1
December ............................................. 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 .2

1984-- -

January ..................... 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 .1
February................................................... 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.8 .2
March....................................................... 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 .2
April......................................................... 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8.
May ..................... 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.5 7.5 .2
June ..................... 7.4 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 .2
July ..................... 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.5 .1
August..................................................... 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 .1

Note--Explanation of columns reads:
(I) Unadjusted rate: Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.
(2) Official procedure (X-Il ARIMA method): The published adjusted rate for all civilian workers. Each of the 3 major civilian labor

force components-agricultural employment nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groups-males and females, ages 16-19
and 20 years and over are seanenaly adjusted independently using data from January 1974 forward. The data series for each of these 12
components are extended by a year at each end of the uriginal series using ARIMA (Auto-Regressive, Integrated, Moving Average) models chosen
specifically for each series. Each extended ueries is then seasonally udjusted with the t X- portion of the X- I ARIMA program. The 4 teenage
unemployment and nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additrave adjustment model, while the other components are adjusted
with the multipliative model. The unemployment rate is computed by summing the 4 seasonal adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total as a percent ut the civilian fabor force total dnived by summing all I2 seasonally ad us components. All the seasonally adjusted series
are revised a the end of each year. Extrapolated factors fur Januar-Joune are computed at the beginning of each y extrapolated factors for July-
December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data become availahle. Each set of 6-moth factors are published in advance, in
the January and July issues, respectively of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (X-1l ARIMA method): The official procedure of computation of the rate for all civilian workers using the 12 components is
followed except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted with X-11 ARIMA program each month as the
most recent data become available. Rates for each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each year, at
the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example, the rate for January 1984 would be based, during 1984, on the
adjustment of data from the period January 1974 through January 1984.

(4) Sfahle (X-ft ARIMA method): Each of the 12 civilian labor force components is extended using ARIMA models as in the official procedure
and lben run thruogh the X-11 part of the program using the stable option. This option assumes that seasonal patterns are basically constant from
year to.year and computes final seasonal factors as unweighted averages of all the seasonalirregular components for each month across the entire
span of the period adjusted. As in the official procedure, factors are extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each
year. The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components is also identical to the official procedure.

(5) Total (X-11 ARIMA method): This is one alternative aggregation procedure, in which tubal unemployment and civilian labor force levels are
extended with ARIMA models and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models in the X-Il part of the program. The rate is computed by
taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated in 6-month
intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(6) Residual (X-11 ARIMA method): This is another alternative a££regation method, in which total civilian employment and civilian labor force
levels are extended using ARIMA models and then directly adjusted multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally adjusted unemployment
level is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted em loyment from seasonally adjusted fabor force. The rate is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the series revised at the end of each
year.

(7) 12-month extrapolation (X-Il ARIMA method): This approach is the name as the official procedure except that the factors are extrapolated
in 12-month intervals. The factors for January-December of the current year are computed at the beginning of the year based on data through the
preceding year. The values for January through June of the current year are the name as the official values since they reflect the name factors.

(8) X-tI method (official method before 1980): The method for computation of the official procedure is used except that the series are not
extended with ARIMA models and the factors are projected in 12-month intervals. The Standard X-11 program is used to perform the seasonal
adjustment

Methods of adjustment: The X-Il ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the Seasonal Adjustment and Times Series Staff under
the direction of Estela Bee Dagum. The method is described in the X-11 ARtMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela Bee Dagum, Statistics
Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard X-11 method is described in X-11 Variant of the Census Method 11 Seasonal Adjustment Program, by Julius Shiskin, Allan Young
and John Musgrave (Technical Paper No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, September 1984.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: AUGUST 1984

Unemployment was unchanged in August, and there were contrasting
movements in the two major employment series, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The overall
jobless rate, which includes the resident Armed Forces in the labor force
base, was 7.4 percent, and the rate for civilian workers was 7.5 percent.
These rates were the same as in May and July.

The number of employees on nonagricultural payrolls--as measured by the
monthly survey of establishments--edged up by 160,000 in August. On the
other hand, the household survey recorded a drop of 425,000 in total
civilian employment. Both surveys show roughly the same gain in employment
since the November 1982 recession trough--5.8 million for the establishment
survey and 5.9 million for the household survey.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons and the civilian worker unemployment
rate both were unchanged in August. A total of 8.5 million persons were
unemployed; the unemployment rate was 7.5 percent, the same as had
prevailed in 2 of the 3 prior months. Jobless rates for most major worker
groups, including those for adult men (6.4 percent), adult women (7.1
percent), and teenagers (18.4 percent), were essentially unchanged over the
month. Jobless rates for whites (6.4 percent) and Hispanics (10.7 percent)
also held steady from July to August. Unemployment among blacks, however,
edged down to 16.0 percent, as the rate for black adult men fell, returning
to the May level. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The number of unemployed job losers declined by nearly 300,000, whereas
the number of reentrants to the labor force rose by 230,000. Job losers
accounted for 49.8 percent of the total unemployed in August, well below
the recessionary high of 63.9 percent. The mean duration of unemployment
fell from 18.1 weeks in July to 17.3 weeks in August; the median duration
was about unchanged at 7.5 weeks. (See tables A-7 and A-8.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment fell more than usual from July to August and, after
seasonal adjustment, was down by 425,000 to 105.0 million. All of this
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Table A. Major inadicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjuated

Category

Labor force 1/.........................
Total employment 1/ .................

Civilian labor force...................
Civilian employmeet ...............
Un-employmeen.....................

Not in labor force.....................
Discooraged workers................

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/......................
All civilian workers...............

Adolt men.........................
AdMlt women.....................
Teenagers .......................
White.............................
Black............................
Hispanic origin...................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm payroll employment............
Goods-producing iodustries..........
Service-prodocing industries.

Average woekly hoors:
Total private nonfarm..............
Manofactoriog ...................
Manufacturing overtime..............

112,946 114,292 115,333 115,567 115,636 115,206 -430
101,706 105,426 106,837 107,438 107,093 106,681 -412
111,277 112,607 113,642 113,877 113,938 113,494 -444
100,037 103,740 105,146 105,748 105,395 104,969 -426
11,240 8,866 8,496 8,130 8,543 8,526 -17
62,680 63,072 62,484 62,407 62,503 63,089 586
1,726 1,339 1,295 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

10.0 7.8 7.4 7.0 7.4 7.4 0
10.1 7.9 7.5 7.1 7.5 7.5 0
9.4 7.0 6.6 6.3 6.5 6.4 -0.1
8.5 7.0 6.7 6.4 6.9 7.1 0.2

23.3 19.6 18.7 17.6 18.3 18.4 0.1
8.8 6.8 6.4 6.1 6.4 6.4 0

20.4 16.5 15.9 15.0 16.9 16.0 -0.9
14.2 10.9 10.7 10.0 10.6 10.7 0.1

Thousands of jobs
89,588 92,7651 93,7841 94,1351

9 4
,

3
1p 

9 4
,510p 15

9
p

23,092 24,5181 24,8621 24,9741
2 5

,
0 6 8

p 25,112p 44p
66,496 68,247 68,922 69,161 69 283p 69,398p 115p

Hours of work

34.9 35.3 35.3 35.3 
3
5.2p 35.

2
p

40.0 40.8 40.8 40.6 
4
0.5p 

4
0.4p

2.8 3.5 3.4 3.31 
3
.
3
pI 

3
.2p

1/ InclOdes toe resident Armed Forces.
p-preliinary.

Op
-0. Ip
-0. Ip

N.A.-ot available.

ualicrum n nave
sl.v'..-u -s -e-----
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decline, however, occurred among youth under the age of 25. This

disproportionately large drop may be the result of a later than usual

survey reference week (August 12-18) during which many young people already

may have left summer jobs in anticipation of returning to school for the

fall term.

The civilian labor force declined by 445,000 over the month to 113.5

million after seasonal adjustment. Youth under 25 accounted for this

decline.

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

The number of employees on nonagricultural payrolls, at 94.5 million,

was up 160,000 in August, seasonally adjusted. The increases in both July

and August were less than in the first half of the year. About 57 percent

of the industries in the BLS diffusion index registered over-the-month

employment increases, also a somewhat smaller fraction than in earlier

months this year. (See tables B-1 and B-6.)

In manufacturing, employment increased in some durable goods

industries, particularly in machinery, electrical and electronic equipment,

and motor vehicles and equipment. In autos, the more scattered timing in

the production of 1985 model cars reduced the extent of usual August plant

shutdowns for retooling, resulting in a seasonally adjusted employment

increase. There was little change in most other manufacturing industries.
Employment in construction was about unchanged in both July and August,

following large increases in the spring. Employment in mining continued to

edge upward.

Within the service-producing sector, employment rose substantially in

wholesale trade and business services. A decline in health services

reflected a since-settled strike of hospital workers, which removed about

50,000 persons from the payrolls during the survey reference week.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on private

nonagricultural payrolls in August was 35.2 hours, seasonally
adjusted--unchanged from the revised figure for July. Weekly and overtime

hours in manufacturing both edged down 0.1 hour, despite a full hour

increase in the average workweek in motor vehicles and equipment. (See

table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private nonagricultural

production or nonsupervisory workers was 112.7 (1977=100) in August, about

the same as in both June and July. The manufacturing index has been at

about the same level for 4 months. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Seasonally adjusted average hourly and weekly earnings both were

unchanged in August. Prior to seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings

declined 2 cents to $8.30, and weekly earnings declined 51.54 to $294.65.

Over the past year, hourly earnings have risen 35 cents and weekly earnings

$14.01. (See table B-3.)
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The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (REI) was 160.6 (1977-100) in August,
seasonally adjusted, a decrease of 0.2 percent from July. For the 12
months ended in August. the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was 3.3
percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movements--fluctuations in overtime in manufacturing
and interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing
power, the HEI increased 0.2 percent during the 12-month period ended in
July. (See table B-4.)
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from Iwo major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household surrey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment. and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 60,000 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics tBLSi.

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricsltural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by BLS in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes approximately 195,000 establishments

employing ouer 35 million people.
For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually

collected for and relate so a particular week. In the household
su-ey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments. and the ineviable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, deilnlltons, and differences
between surveys

The sample households in the household surrey are selected

so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed. or ot in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians: worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm: or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People are also co~unted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-

sween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibilisy for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment during the survey week: they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific effons to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Also included among the
unemployed are persons not looking for work because they
were laid off and waiting to be recalled and those expecting to
repon to a job within 30 days.

The lhboefoece equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployment rare is the
percentage of unemployed people in the Labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on rary-
dng definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The

definitions are provided in the table. The most restricive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.

The overall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonagricultural firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

- Tr hunoii wires, ahihasu based ual r saiirpir. ner,
tr,.te, re- us tie m ralioin: tie enuiishesi wires esrieps uurnh-ur.
ite f-wetpbyed. unaid family ,ukrr, priraie horretid soikrs, und
memb-ri i the srderW Aiwed Fouses:

- The husshuid runes rirdes proenr us unpaid u.re unsent i-h
seplued: hr -rubtuasmni sore du es:

- Thr h-ueh.id -urey is timiad so those iera6ss orty e and oler: the
-riubhiss..l wrey i. no- limised by our,

- The hrahoud ruves has nu d.puecior u rindsridua. b-uusr rash in
dwirua1i scs ,dunlysuvi rw.-ni.hrvhiuishmevirvrerii.spbyvrs kinuat
moreshnan oi jb uo .h-ires su iser on -mohi ri oners pesU . teur
countid reariey or ra-h nirnawme.

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surreys," which may be obtained from the BLS upon

request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year. the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation can be very
large: over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-so-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year. their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments. such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of toamen in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
Honever, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
he adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
sides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
follosed by Bt S. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for she labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
ci tlian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality). and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components: the total for unemploy-
mcni is the sum of the four unemployment components: and
the oserall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
jusimem are recalculated regularly. For the household

aries, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. The January revision
i applied to data that have been published over the previous 5
'ear. For the establishment sur-ey, updated factors for

,eaonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
uthi the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the next section.

Sampling variability
Stattics based on the household and establishment sueseys

arc abjest to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates draun
from ihese -rey probably differ from the figures thai would
bh obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
nuircs and procedures er used. In the household sursey, the
amount of the difference can be espeessed in terms of stand-
ard errors. The numerical alue of a standard error depends
upon she siceof he sample. the results of she sursey, and other
factors. Hos eer, the numerical alar is always such that the
chanc arc apropimaels 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
-n shc ample ill differ by no more than the standard error

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample wig
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. Al approximately the 90-percent
levl of confidence-the confidence lmits used by BLS in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but,
rather, that the chances are appronimately 90 out of 100 that
the "true level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule. the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the sve of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
thejobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point: for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove erron that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
she classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional statistics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, aI S regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this neas release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Eu-nings, published each month by
Ba s. Is is available for S6.00 per issue or S39.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Emptiment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
ihis release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its Explanatory Notes. Measures of the reliabilisy of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due so benchmark adjustments are pro-
sided in tables M, 0. P. and Q of shat publication.
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.888* 6*1,88850,6 ft *88*6*9*9 -968288 8888889t8*..
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Table A2. EmOOpbYewd stat of the din epql by tax and s

HOUSEHOLD DATA

- -" k .

1983 9985 995 I9983 1988; 9 9 S 98; 19989'

C~lllnnnOnlnfleDII .55 .2...........978......................... 96U,440 975.050 178,593 975.490 175,969 76.23 176,28. 176,740 176,583
099858nl=0096 ............................ 993,578 96.1988 915.076 112.197 113.255 9.3.803 913;877 193.938 113.595

PntC"jss;a ............................ .... 65.1 65.9 65.2 65.3 68.5 68.6 6;.6 66.6 69.3
Ei9 .... ,,,,, , . 903.1e7 907.885 905..9. 909 .15.8. 9..602. 0 105.26 19056798 105.395 .0..969
Ed..f..................... .. 9. 10,4| 8 ,104 e02 *05,6i28;3l~ ,10oat ,53i7Eshslswne.0.es.48955 .............. 59.1 60.9 60.5 58. 59. 5.5 60.0 59.' 7 55.6

... IDI~~~9059 5.,714 8.7382 90.633 0.843 8T.5 8.930 8.55 5.3 '526
01,.909.,....... . .... .... .... .... .... .... 9.2 7.5 7.3 9 .5 7.5 7.1 75 7.5

_20"tW-S

05e61.,.8..9089 5.75.09........... 75 32 76.269 76,350 75.032 75.973 76073 76,9i76 76. 269 76. 350
0.10 . ................... 59.359 60 .359 60.270 50.955 59.600 5.5. 56 59.726 59.694 59.75 2

............ ................ 79.1 79. 78.9 78.6 7.3 78.3 78.5 78.3 70.3
W ...................................... 5. 58,5a 56, 662 56.790 53.08 55.385 55.765 55.970 5 709 55.839

E6150ll99.98.58.5,.9... 72.5 74.3 7. 3 71.7 72.9 73.2 73.5 73. 7 3.2
6r-a .... 2.696 2.655 2.690 2.6475 2.5453 2. 859 2.469 2.5 2.3392

8055 ii0.8 l ........... 59 .890 53.9 78 5.6096 59.32 9 52,93 2 53.235. 53.509 53 3.5 53.So7
ubs*s"W ..... 5............................ 4,765 3,679 3.560. 5,.50 4,095 3.861 3,755 3.906 3.853

Lk-.O . h. 8.0. n.o 6.9 5.9 S.7 6.9 6.5 6.3 6.5 6.5

W- U - - -

09l0lno8w9l19 l 90588000 06.25 85.988 85.89 55.028 85..................... 849226 8s,.a8 65.270 84,224 8S168 85.380 55., 588 5,5S91
09.58.1. 9 5.582 55. 75..................................., *82 45,7.6 *5.783 55.896 55703 46,222 56.901 9 6,269 46,602

. .......... 5.................. 2. 9 53.5 53. 5 52.3 53.7 55.2 58.0 55.9 53.8
0..................60.8. 3 82.499 62 .505 91 298 2. 517 43.098 43. 16 *3.OS8 42.819
Enx_ X W ........................ .................. 59.7 9.57 ;8970 469. 50.5I 50.5 50. I 50.0

88061 .... 739 70i 7 55l 27 69 9 623 57 8
n . .i..i . ................ 8.. 0.192 89,792 59.7.8 W0.671 489.096 2. 867 42.523 42.575 5.2 55

I .................................... 3.739 3,246 3,378 3.598 3,186 3,124 2.955 3.173 3.265
050.. . . .......................... .S0. 5 7.9 7. 7.0 6 7.9

M58, en 198 It It -9

Ch1Dall r _ ...................... 3S904 9,683 94.653 15,204 19.328 95.778 95,728 I.,83 19 653
C0Dl -t9 90 ................................. 9 .685 I0,9 9,028 5, 267 8.062 8.o034 8.050 7, 982 7.660

. ............................ 63. 4 68.9 61.6 555. 98.0 58.7 5S.8 52. 3

_,,. P .W .................. ..... 6 *.2 3* 2 ;2!X,, j7'6 .i9
Employed ~ ~~~~nc,,:... 7.737 8. 323 7.579 .0 .0 .0 .3 .9 .9

5.ovf~c .-*985e . 50.9 55.7 59.7 82.; 0 53.8 65. 95.0I8. 92.7
Aeuia............... 7 589 7 7 557 ,3' .3 552 38 321 327 399 397 26855194129898i895.5 . 7.977 7.770 7.977 6.035 6.9~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~7 9 5.970 is, 20 6. 209 59812

. 9....... . 1907 9. 750 9,455 9,08S5 9,562 19529 9.I99 95664 9'0
U.. .. ............ 9. 9.8 17.7 96.0 22.8 19.6 99.0 ;7.6 90.3 98.6

6595090 5. ft 9 . lout 00. 9 0 9 N -. 4* Ul8d 8w
Isll~ee.85990 8d.fl8 5__98,1
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Table " EmploymnIn stn iof thi dlan poqulpimm by race sex ag, elnd ilhgea origin

HOUSEHOLD DATA

- - - " - I _ _ _
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E...."d .........................................
E-I" - W ...................
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Ww.....................................

n a w _ .....................
C _ f- .. ...............................

h n l . ..............................
E.m.W......................................

_ . _ nW ~~~~...................
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.m n ............................

,S7 003
98 .889

90.89.

7.762

52. 28

S 2;273

08.670
78.0

3 8. 02252.3

35.305
87.5

2 .717
7.Ds

7.383

1.63
16.0

8.820

63.37

9, 633

2 36iQ
59. 7

78.8

62. 60

17.6

570905.

16.39

"5.2

57.07

81.6

. 3 7

152. 206
100.80a

66.0
9., 257

61.9

6.2

5. 967

50. 31I

2, 656
5.0

38. 88 5

52.8Ja23
236791

6.0

8.655

7I727

1.228

75.8
12.9

19, 3160
17. 360

;34.70. 338

17.6

S,769

2,a0

5.7 89

5,539

75.

57.7
7;751

76.

1.228

33. 5

*0.3
.2.0

9.738
6.63, 2

.733
5, 7 33
5 ;958.9,700

i 7-U 018777a -. P777 DOS 80

1 52. 802
99.8, I8

93.299

6.2

52. 87" 9

50.27 3

2.838

3 8.79.7
2.57

36, 3;3

2,5
6.3

7,.773

C, 7;3
55.9

72.8
13.9

789,386

24.3
10.956
,53.9
2. 009

16.1

!. 769
75; j7

73.7

5.873
38.7

688.351 17

587

1,053

37:1
3'.2
39.5

6554

669
10.4

I75 .003

97.69

89.503
59.3

51.2

Sl , 8 76

72.9
3.99 2

3.3

38.356

35.767
59.2

6.7

7 8.64

67.8

S,850
75;.6

19.53

2.095

27.2

":I966

5.72

76.72

49.6

63785

2; I.5

75. 0

5.312

.795
672.
I6.4

37.6

*0 5

:6, 15

,63.-
5.35 0

12. 9

75 2.700I
98. 895

6".7
97.933

6.55ii8.0.
6.7

3*9i 72

78.8

3.00 0
S.9

39 032
;3.I

36. 68
69.9

2. 34
6. 0

7.057
57.7

5.916

69.2

57.5

2.07

9267
I I: 931

78.2

61.93
9' 9;

2.7 2

16.0

5I607
57.3

62.
894

16. 0

.51469j

4. 737
39.6

859
39. 5

21.8
385

.2.s
.7. 1

10 07 2
6. 378
63.

! 5 sj35

1156,

152.229

98.E53S"9

92.505

0.4

52 357

36.3
2.9 57

5.8

39 839

3. 750
58.5

2, 269
5.28

7.053
58.0

1,1;2

15. 5

79 302

62.2 0
7 0.70 5

7.903

15.83

I,7;;

38.9

68.3

1-17

5.587
59.0

50.

56.3408

*0.9

780 026

8.332

688

752.235
9.77a
9 2. 7

80.9
6.07;2

6. 1

52.58

89.76

2.804
S. 3

39. 22 6
53.3

37.072
50.5

2.786

6.996
5977

3 11

78.7
7,085

75.5
6.5

90. 3

827

614

8:3.

38

5.966

8.87 87

72.7

820

539-

35.3

6379

128.

70.0

I72. 286
98. 71 0

92, 830

6.280

52 366

70.87

2 896
5.5

39. 359
53.5

37.078
50.-

2. 321
5.8

6.986
57.5

5.786
1.062

17.6

a9. 380
12.076
82.6

20.067

5i,0-9

51.9
0.035

6.95.700
06.9

8.802
83.7

697

5.502

22.02

57.5
8.366
79.5

856

22.83962

62.7

9. 7N
6.093

5.626
53.8

70.6

-2.702
88.006

68.6
97.,850

60.30

52.338

79.63

2900

'5.5

39 137

36.5738i

29.92.352
6.0

6.689

.6.7
1;057

16:2
15.5

783086
;2 j ,766

62a6

52. 8
7 .950
16.0

5.735
75.3
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813

76.2

5.606
58.3

0 .878
50.17
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38.7

2.007

5.800

57.2
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Table A-4. Selected employmnut Indicators

0983 1986 0689 1983 1986 0980 08 998 0980

C6A80976018700

CohoolAnd,16...oo ....o.....08..n...... 0, 003,067 063,886 006 .698 000, *86 '00 *602 005,288 005 6 I 8 105.395 100,969
8t06800dmns~e1.6808.66........ . ............. 38 ,653 39,395 38.809 36. 260 39, 062 39, 059 39, 032 39.121 39,029

86807688810687.6866 8p9868680 . .......... . 24,323 25,22 2 5,197 28,905 25.657 25,322 25, 786 25,716 25,766
Wgm g0b096060,llol,7008061nmIlu. ..................... 5.053 5,628 5,673 5,096 5,90 5.668 5S,688 5,662 5.507

MAJOR 080687R8 668 CLASS OF WORK6R

096866886868816809686&6808 3~~~~~~I ,996 11 6,926 0,75 US62 8,660 0,606I 0, 608 0,50 0,8 9 25
6.10oop06968 m 0.690 9,708 0,662 0,566 .0,65638 , 5337 0,65370 , 559 .95I

U. .. I l. o.. o.............. .50.......... 299 320 262 260 207 266 202 230 208

W. . .78 . .. .......................... 91.108 95.389 9.,773 90,032 92,931 93,920 96,060 93,866 93.556

GnoEnol.0..................1,006 65.100 05,I09 05,630 05 ,768 05,760 05, 665 05, 666 05,762
099al0Ill8u680t . 716,000 80,2667 319,6756 7 f 326,36 77,06 76 71 30,063 78. 35259 76, 22369 37,3 2

00010002.8078 ,. .................................... 76,736 78,907 76 380 73,601 75 851 76,623 77,026 76,997 76,590

9h10.oooph0n ........ . ...... ...... ....... ..... .7,708 3,61 0 7,692 7,6-1 7,836 7,7073 3 0 7. 7,367 7,629
U-np b l .. .. .......9 367 337 317 375 338 371 368 308 328

PEM.5~ AT WORK

6860l8
8
0100267t10l,81168t~~~~~~t68 . . 8 31,508 92,25 9Z40 90,9153 96,906 96.523 96,500 6.6 96,,920

`0 ..-lm,9 cl6U.7 ... 70 .37 75 906 76 593 39399 7, 2276 78 I28 76, 096 78,659 78 7999
-On - - ---1--. - ..... 6,823 6, 200 5.776 5,66 5,593 5,353 5.99 5,300 5,326

0uuU7166111m .o,.........0u30.............,...... 0,762 0,580 0,780 1,762 1,530 0,569 1,658 0,569 0,769

U 818119.60968,901968r .8689. ...... ...... ............. . .6,620 3,998 028 9,063 3,808 3,637 3,700 3,576

PA9011689601606660, .............. 9,653 00..09 9,801 02,588 93,069 02,869 02,51 0 02,889 12,797

nn gn.66nn6 816866,0IlI0uu.60 n18980768 016806

Table A.S. Range of uneomployment meures based on varyting deintlltana of unemployment and the labo force,

seasonally adjusted

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ _ __e_

68686.8086 1983 ! 0981 .0966

U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 00 06 8nmh 00 Jw6 261 l868. 0 t

, ........ 6.0 3.7 3.1 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.6 2.3

*J., 2 .6 wft0-6f8.6....................t............ 6.0 5. I ..7 ..2 3.8 3.7 6.0 3.7

0-3 91080166966868666 2906*8~ - 09n Al 86866806ol066
6.3.. .. . .. ... .. 7.9 7.3 6.6 6.1 S.8 S.6 5.9 5.8

03 0U16066 l ulIllm I o60 6688668668 p606689 of 068 f.0tI00.
cbI0-66 ............. , 100 9.3 .93 7.6 7.2 6.7 7.2 7.2

,.6818.outondF- .0.0 9.3 6.6 7.8 7.8 7.0 7.6 7.9

U4bT-6 u d.p-Wft,-la- ...........................9..0...... .: 1 0.8 9. U .5 7.9 7.5 7. 7.35 7.5

UoTo.,l Whl11.. he 1 Spu-loP- plu. ISIle F7 tIm
f08 96081s nnI060 j6668868 s 0984n086n8860 p Out 60160808688000or o 8e

p68716 ........................ 12.9 12.72 0.2 00.5 9.9 9.5 9.9 9.9

U 106 060666960000688809sS pl n 8106*88 .o,58 .66 D>IPD8686 -

666an1089660696 plus 806067tu8 00086 8088 608
W. 8. 03.5 92.8 00

N A._............. ... ..........I.._.. 3 2 . 1 6 1 .
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TV AZ. SWScWu84mlbyUwrt by seomanly a*.86td

iCI 4~~~~99. Jugly 499.} Aug. Apr, 89, Jun. July 4|99.

.drl, _ ...................... 106.433 8.503 8,524 95 T .5 7. 5 3 7 .9 57.

00a _ 5.150 ,.90, I 3.853 8.1 4.9 4.5.4.9.A......... 9 'I6°76 1,53 4S .9

V_ 8 4.933 3.0...................... ..33 3,787 3993 91. 3.9 .5 P .

-63 402 64 4. 40.9 9.8 9.6 9.4 40.5

_|^," 61 636 7:ss.' *° 5l~ 23 S- 73 10-3 S.,gka- - l m fo- ................ _ _ 3 _ _ 6. __ a L.ftla ..944 7061 E.4 .3 2 1 3
524 4~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~.4 31 4.550 21.54 59.0 9. . 0. . .

La .. ,, I2. .......... LO4.7 8.79 8.5 8.9 , 34.5

8442,24424924482224900~~020~W98~4 8.055 4.89 4306 9. 3.3 7.2 3.0 7.4 7.5

M4* 264 37 224 99.9 2~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~0.3 8.9 7.2 7.9 20.

..................... 9821 839 798 43 .9 149.3 94.8 29.6 297 440

JI, .. . . . . 2.437 1.650 4.652 1.1 7. 7 3.2 7.2 7.5 7.5
o9 ... .0 . 29.9 083 920 44.7 7.5 7.0 7.2 4.7 .93

4a~~~~~~a400 9.....:.. 30 :74 733 40.5 9.0 7. 7. . .3
.. p..220.l2-op 8~ 38 34 375 .7 5. 7 9.5S 5.2 4.26 6.

T. . . . ................ 2.9 :.669 2.699 7.2 6. 5.5 7. 5-. 6.2

1i2._01 440 732 709 *S -1 5.2 4 3. 9 4.3 4.2 4.5 42.820i2.i.88.Wld~~............ 2"90 . 59 29 75. 222 239 2.4 9.4 2.

LA~s441490w09 .A.0.2092 0224942042 4 2 6 -32 78.9884

68s ' 480 . . d_

Tabl A-7. Ouim, of mW ei

W." 981 . .A. 1 . u I
.. T_ | 19. |_aU 19983|489 | *;4 | 29894 | i7 |2

no

b4--sw. VM4,

.d..........................._....
- r _. ..................

M h_..WWM~ ..........................

Tb _ ...................................
,,_f_...............................

l 4_.................................
Is,_ ...............................
It's_ .... ~~.............^

__.......................... ...._

3.9521
3.264

2.233
2.993

X11

9.2

33.8

39.9

23.

; 30 .9

3:.692

2 .

17.0

.9

'100.0
89.6

30.4
27.1

9.4
95.5

3,856

839

24.9
3.2

31.0
.27.6

'.9
17.7

3,633
2. 951
*,078
9.597
2. 481

29.9

100.0
39.2
27.3
38.2
15.4
23.3

3 U38
2.993
2.4355

1, 7.

98.5
8.4

100.
39.1
28.

12.9
19.

3 238
2,933

2,851

Is.4
0.7

100.0
38.0
28.4
33.5

23.9
l 9.5

3. 474
2.279
2.X29
9,.008

18.6
7.2

200.0
39.2

32.4

99.9

3;.62
2,.90

X,.400
,511S

Is'~
3.6

900.0
90.2

34.2
22.3
28.4

35 55
2.3 33

1,1 3-

42.3

30.7
23.9

23.6.
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Table A4ML Resm for unemploymeit

HOUSEHOLD DATA

0-F~~-
Ml -paald

_ &Q9. J-r | D9. 650. OpO. 860 sunS 3300 655.
1983 898. 5I4 go. 1913 1905 1985 598e 198 4 599

f ............... . 5.793 *,258 3.986 6.33 *.527 *,327 *.220 5.511 A.218
0111.9-41 1,.92 1.09 1 .0.7 1,660 1.108 1*192 1,156 1165 1 152
Ospjinr0 .,301 3,167 2,939 5.673 3.519 3 .13 3 055 3 346 3.066

........................... . 863 880 905 359 381 805 8 00 865 835
................................ I 33 215I 2,283 2,349 2.3058 2.17 1968 2.09 ,3.22

10.. . . . 1.323 1.531 1,211 1, 21 1.16 12 .092 1*093

TS8SIUI..15511 l 100.0 100.3 100.0 100.0 500.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 00.0
35*5*58 55.6 58.8 83.6 57.7 58.3 50.9 51.9 52.7 59.9
0o'Is0055 , 16.3 13.5 13.5 15.5 12.5 55.0 19.5 13.6 53.5
O ll, O k_... 99.3 36.3 35.5 53.8 38.7 36.9 37.6 39.1 3652

...... . 8.3 8 0.7 7.5 8.8 9.5 9.8 50. 9.8
33.5 35.3 37.2 23.3 26.1 25.6 25.2 23.5 23.5

8511 _.. 52.7 16.3 13.5 11. 13.8 14.0 l1.0 12.8 12.9

5N596. As00 MS e 0978LAM43 ^0 FC)MC

J .. . 5.. 3.6 3.5 5.5 9.0 3.5 3.7 ' :.0 3.7
JCUs . .8 w e.8 .7 .7 .7 .7 .8 .7

_- .. 2.5 1. 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.9 ..7 8.8 2.0
l l. .. 2 *.2 2 1 . 1.I 1. .0 .0 8.0 1.0

Table A.O. Unemployd perso by sex and aog, mobcmily adjust_

_ JAI 5.9 6. A. .r ` Jl '
89" 1985 5585 5983 8985 156 5 6 5 989 1988

716-- ...................... ,.,,,,,3 8 9.5 1. 7.5 7 . ,5 72. 7. 75

6 .......................... 7 1775 21.6 17.5 58.3 5.3 56.7 86.7
0056848535 . 3.313 1.882 9878 8.5 83.2 81.5 80.7 85.3 58.8

2 Yswo7 ............ 6........... I5.257I237 7.3 6.0 5.7 5.3 5.9 5.A
Elsl w.5. 7658 8.619 5.667 .8, 6. 3 62.0 5.7 6.2 6.5

_1. I, ;5155 ................. 6. ,200 07 .56 7.583 9.8 7.7 3.3 7. 1 7.5 7.2
858.650.. . 2.508 5.885 1.372 ,15. 15.0 89.0 13.7 18.6 51.3

25to,. 1:1..050 850 733 25.3 18.7 18.5 8.5 30.6 58.6

5850179-as . 533~~~~~~~~~~~~66 358 33 S66 .0 23. 28.3 23.3 23.8 2 3.

1A .178*.6 .20 .7538 .5 3 2.2 7.3 5.3 87. 88.5 562.5

23M 9,8 .358 955 .. 0.2 55.3 83.7 58.5 15.5 85. ' 823.
25 V d Dc.. 3.791 2.856 23853 7.5 235.9 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.5
29804. 3.385X 3.5A ,96 2.588 8.0 6.3 5.9 5.6 5.9 5.7
885.sa.510.w. *83 5 608 5.8.5.5.5.5............. 5...... 9 82 1 3 1 a0s 5.6

58 . . ..y . 835 614 679 23.8 19.80 .6 86.7 55.9 81.2
5 ...17. ..... 35 258 309 33.9 20.8 19.0 5 816 . 7.9 20.6

...1... 5 488 3 339 379 19.8 87.0 18.1 86.5 7. 56.9

Ss~eSSM . 3.::: ,65393 2.361r 2,.53 7.02 6.50S 5 5.08 5. 65 5.3.
3.t25 _l 2 ,357 2.823 3.155 7.5 68, 8 5.8 6.5 6.69

...s.d .. ... 383 359 36 4. 7 3.9 5.3 5.8 5.2 3 .
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Ms. Norwood,
and we will go with, I guess, 7 minutes apiece in our questioning
round.

Ms. Norwood, you stated several times in your statement that
there has been a moderation in employment growth. I note you
didn't say that there has been evidence that employment growth
has stopped.

What are your reasons for suggesting that it has moderated as
opposed to saying it has stopped?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I believe that in looking at employment
growth we really need to focus our attention on our business
survey, which comes from employers' payroll. We had an increase
in August of 160,000. I did mention that these were people who
were on strike. So the actual increase is somewhere between
160,000 and 200,000, which compares to much higher increases in
previous months. We were having somewhere around 300,000 a
month for several months before.

Representative LUNGREN. You have mentioned to us before over
the period of this total recovery that we ought to expect a period of
time in which there might be a plateauing of the improvement in
the labor market conditions, even suggested to us that at some
point in time it would not be surprising-not that you welcomed
it-but it would not be surprising, given past history, that it would
go up somewhat.

At this point in the economic recovery is this type of slowing in
the rate of employment growth unexpected, and would it be one
factor of interpretation in concluding that we are going through a
transition to a period of sustained economic growth as opposed to
the period of rapid unemployment growth in the beginnings of a
recovery?

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman, it is difficult to define what is hap-
pening to the recovery only by looking at labor force data. If you
look at unemployment, we had in February, March, and April, un-
employment rates of 7.8 percent for civilian workers and 7.7 per-
cent of all workers for 3 months in a row. And, essentially, for
May, July, and August, if you leave out June, we've had unemploy-
ment rates for 3 months in a row of 7.4 percent. I cannot suggest
one way or the other what's going to happen next month.

In terms of employment, we have had very vigorous rates of em-
ployment growth. I believe we are still having, according to the
business survey, some employment growth, but is clearly somewhat
less than we've been having in previous months.

I think that's about all that I ll say right now.
Representative LUNGREN. You state that the number of unem-

ployed remain approximately constant at about 8.5 million. Was
there any significant change in the composition of that group for
the month of August, in other words, among job losers, as we've
defined them in the past? Is there a different composition in the
reentrants into the job market?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, of course, during the recovery, generally,
you would expect to find, as we have been having for many months
now, a decline in the number of people who are unemployed be-
cause they lost their last job, and from time to time, increases in
the numbers of people who are unemployed because they've reen-
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tered or entered the labor force for the first time. The summer
months, of course, are always complicated by the young people who
are in school, then out of school, working, and then go back to
school.

Representative LUNGREN. I know that we always comment on
the seasonal adjustments and we try to understand what it is
you're saying, and at times, depending on which way the figures
go, we might say one thing about seasonal adjustments or other.
But what happened to employment the last time we had a late
survey week in August? Does that give us any guidance as to how
we look at the figures that we have here?

Ms. NORWOOD. If we go back to 1979 and 1980, we did have this
kind of situation in employment. If we look at employment, we had
a drop from July to August and an increase from August to Sep-
tember in 1979 and 1980, a somewhat slower increase in 1980 from
August to September. That was very much dominated by teen-
agers.

What we've had this August, in the household survey, is a de-
cline both in employment and in the labor force of teenagers. In
other words, teenagers withdrew from the labor force; they did not
become unemployed.

Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ms. Norwood, about a week or two ago, the

New York Times asked some outstanding economists there what
they expected to happen in August to unemployment. They asked
Charles Lieberman and Alan Sinai to address this issue. They said
that unemployment for August will drop. They said the unemploy-
ment rate will drop in response to above potential growth in real
GNP. Well, economists have been wrong in the past. They were
wrong this time. It didn't drop. I certainly expected it to drop.
When I came into work this morning, I thought, well, one thing
I'm sure of, when I see those figures, they'll be down two or three
tenths of a point, maybe more. I wouldn't be surprised if it went
below 7 percent. It didn't drop at all.

Can you give me an answer, why it didn't?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, as I've said, if we look at teenagers, we've

had a drop in the labor force and a drop in employment and they
almost counterbalance. I think that probably at this time of year,
we ought to be looking more at the adults in the labor force, and
they seem to have fared somewhat better with some small employ-
ment gains. But the gains were small, smaller, at least, than they
were in the past.

Senator PROXMIRE. Normally, there's some decline in employ-
ment expected to occur during August. Youths start leaving the
labor force to return to school. I figure that's part of your seasonal
adjustment. But the employment decline of 426,000 last month was
evidently greater than expected.

Why is that?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, partly, it's because we had been in such a

vigorous recovery last year and the year before, but particularly
last year, with a good part of the employment increase occurring in
the summer, whereas this year, the recovery was slower than it
was last year. And another reason, of course, as we all know, is
that seasonal adjustment is an imperfect art. Part of last year's
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summertime cyclical increase was incorporated into the seasonal
adjustment process as a seasonally expected increase. We think we
do a good job of it, but it's not always perfect.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now you've reported that problems with the
seasonal adjustment process produced a somewhat irregular pat-
tern of changes in the unemployment rate over the last several
months. In May and June, the civilian unemployment rate fell
from 7.5 percent to 7.1. In July it went right up again to 7.5 per-
cent and stayed there during August.

Doesn't that pattern indicate that there's been no real improve-
ment since May overall, in the unemployment situation?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, it certainly suggests that the unemployment
in this country has held steady through a good part of the summer.

Senator PROXMIRE. Held steady at a high level.
Ms. NORWOOD. At 7.5 percent.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now in the past, you have indicated to us

that unemployment in successive recessions over the last 20 years
or so has seemed to stall out at a higher and higher-unemploy-
ment improvement, stalled out at a higher and higher figure.

If it stays at this level or goes up, would that be consistent with
the pattern that you'd observed over the last several recessions?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, that will depehd, of course, on what hap-
pens to the business cycle. But you are quite right, that in the past,
we have had a generally rising unemployment rate, for a lot of rea-r
sons. And we have ended each recession with a somewhat higher
unemployment rate than we have had before. We have had, howev-
er, over the last 21 months, a rather strong, steep decline in unem-
ployment. i

You're quite right that it has moderated and there has been
some stability in the summer months. I don't know what's going to
happen in the fall.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now when Congressman Lungren graciously
let me make a remark at the beginning, I pointed out that the
leading indicators were suggesting that the economy might be
moving into a period of, if not of recession, at least of some rather
meager growth.

As I said, the leading indicators declined rather sharply in June.
They went down again in July. All of us want to know what's
coming. This is not some economist sucking his thumb, looking at
the wall and then telling you what's going to happen to interest
rates, and they're usually- wrong. These are hard data, which as I
indicated, for 21 successive months have been absolutely right,
month after month after month. Now they're telling us the econo-
my is going down.

Do you have any notion of the track record of these leading indi-
cators, when they've successively predicted a direction, as they
have in this case, substantial change in 2 successive months?
Hasn't that record usually been borne out by subsequent develop-
ments?

Ms. NORWOOD. The index of leading indicators has been a reason-
ably good measure, but I would point out to you, Senator Proxmire,
that the leading indicators index is subject to revision and is often
revised quite a bit, after it has been published. I don't know that's
going to happen this time at all, but there have been some periods
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when it has been negative, and then has been revised to be posi-
tive.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, the 12 indicators only-there were 10
that were reported on, two weren't available, so that that might be
one basis for revision. But it was a fairly substantial-it wasn't just
a 0.1 percent. It was 1.3 and 0.8, which is fairly substantial; is it
not?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now in August, 5.3 million people who

wanted full-time work had to settle for only part-time jobs.
Throughout the recovery, the number of people working part-time,
involuntarily, has been unusually high.

Who are these workers on involuntary part-time schedules, and
are they concentrated in the States with the highest unemploy-
ment rates?

Ms. NORWOOD. We don't have that information on a monthly
basis for all States.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, why has the recovery left so many
people underemployed? We know we still have 8.5 million people
out of work, but there are millions more who want full-time work
and all they can get are maybe 10, 15, or 20 hours a week.

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know the answer to that, Senator Prox-
mire. I do know that the number of people employed part time for
economic reasons, has declined considerably during the recovery
period, but I also know that that 5.3 million is fairly high.

Senator PROXMIRE. It's high by comparison with what it's been
with level of unemployment in the past.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; it is. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. My time's up.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Obey.
Representative OBEY. Thank you, Congressman.
Commissioner, as I look at these numbers, if I understand them

correctly, they indicate that unemployment in Ohio was up 1 per-
cent, in Pennsylvania it's up half a percent, in Illinois, up from 8.3
to 8.5, in Massachusetts up a full percent. And as I read them, it
seems to me they indicate some other things.

You indicated that adults seem to fare somewhat better. But as I
look at the situation comparing it to January 1981, we have almost
half a million people unemployed today than we had in January of
1981. The rate for adult men in January 1981 was 6.1 percent, the
rate for adult men today is 6.4 percent. The rate for adult women
was 6.7 percent unemployment in January of 1981. It is 7.1 percent
now. It is teenage unemployment which is down somewhat from
19.1 in January 1981 to 18.4 percent now. If we compare the condi-
tion in which people found themselves in January of 1981 versus
today, we still have for adults an unemployment level higher for
both men and women than it was at that time.

Can you tell me for which States unemployment is still above 8
percent?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; we can.
Mr. PLEwEs. The most recent month for which we have figures

for all the States is for the month of June 1984. States above 8 per-
cent are Alabama, with a jobless rate of 10.8 percent in June;
Alaska, 9.9 percent; Arkansas, 9.0 percent; District of Columbia, 8.9
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percent; Illinois, 8.8 percent; Indiana, 8.5 percent; Kentucky, 8.9
percent; Louisiana, 9.4 percent; Michigan, 11.3 percent; Mississip-
pi--

Representative OBEY. 11.3 percent?
Mr. PLEWES. 11.3 percent, Mississippi, 10.5 percent; Ohio, 9.0 per-

cent; Oregon, 9.2 percent; Pennsylvania, 9.2 percent; Tennessee, 8.7
percent; Washington, 9.4 percent; West Virginia, 13.7 percent.

Representative OBEY. Thank you.
Can you tell me what percentage of the unemployed are covered

by unemployment compensation today-29, 30 percent?
Ms. NORWOOD. 29.7 percent as of the week of August 18.
Representative OBEY. That is almost a historical low, isn't it?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is quite low; yes. In 1975, during the recession,

it was as high as 67 percent. It then went down. In 1980, it reached
a high of about 45 percent before dropping to about 40 percent. In
early 1983 it reached almost 52 percent, but it has been below 40
percent since mid-1983.

Representative OBEY. One other question. The service economy-
you mentioned this, but I simply didn't get it down. The service
economy earlier in the recovery was providing a lot of kick to the
recovery. You indicated that that had dropped off significantly.

What were those numbers?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I believe that I said that the services indus-

try had increased by 46,000 in August, and there were 50,000
people on strike, who have since returned to work. So that's almost
100,000. And we have had increases from 70,000 to 100,000 each
month for many months now. So that's about in line. That's the
services industry itself.

Representative OBEY. OK. How about manufacturing?
Ms. NORWOOD. Manufacturing employment was fairly flat from

July to August. We had an increase of only 29,000 in August, and
we had had monthly gains averaging around 60,000 from March to
July. Before that we had increases of 100,000 or more than 100,000
each month.

So there has been some slowdown in manufacturing.
Representative OBEY. So that is where the slowdown is in com-

parison to services?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; more so.
Representative OBEY. I thank you, Congressman Lungren.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Hawkins.
Representative HAWKINS. Ms. Norwood, I would just like to make

a comment on the procedural question of these monthly meetings
that we have with you. They seem to give the perception that we
sometimes take our frustrations out on you, who really are only a
professional who attempts to give us these reports on a monthly
basis.

I would certainly hope that that is not really the situation, that
while it may seem that we look with great anticipation to this
monthly report, I think, as has been referred to that some expected
a drop, others expected an increase. It would seem to me there is a
great distinction to be made on which side of the table you happen
to be, whether it is on your side or on this side, that we look cer-
tainly with great favor on the professional estimates of the profes-
sional statistics that you give us on a monthly basis.
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But it seems to me that there is a defect in that, in that we seem
to make great distinctions as to which group had a decrease, which
group suffered a slight increase, and that overall we seem to forget
the fact that this is not automatic. In other words, if we had antici-
pated, those of us who happen to be Members of Congress, that
there might be a drop, but that we sit around here and listen to
you give us sometimes very distressing news concerning an in-
crease, that it is because the-whether or not we do that is a re-
sponsibility of others and not of you.

And it just amazes me that you have the Congress talking about
a terrible increase, a high rate of unemployment-and it is dis-
tressingly high. There is no question about that-but it seems to
me as Members of Congress we act as if we have nothing to do with
it and that we are going to wait each month for you to give us the
bad news or, hopefully, the good news, depending on our political
allegiance, and so forth, when as a matter of fact it should be the
responsibility, it seems to me, of the Congress to modify programs
or to at least have programs in place and policies in place that do
something about this situation.

We are not just banana peddlers on a street corner hoping that
somebody is going to pass by. We are policymakers, and if at times
it seems that we take the frustration out on you I hope that you
will not take it personally.

Having said that, may I ask you a little further clarification of
this paragraph, in which you said that little change occurred in the
average workweek and the index of aggregate weekly hours?

It is my understanding that any improvement in the work force
or any improvement in the economy with respect to unemployment
usually means that employers will first employ longer and at least
work on those that are already in their work force.

Now, does that not indicate that possibly any optimism about the
statistics for the next month may be a little overstated and that
this is an indication that this first tier or those who are going to be
employed longer and with greater hours during the day are not
now in place and that that is where the first attempt will be made
to increase production?

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman Hawkins, let me first thank you for
the kind comments and to emphasize to you that I consider that
my role here is merely to try to explain the data to you people who
are quite properly the policymakers.

Insofar as the aggregate hours data are concerned, I think that
what those data for August are showing is that there has been
quite a bit of moderation. We have had over a period of many
months now quite a vigorous increase in the number of hours
worked in the average workweek. So our average workweek is at
quite a high level by historical standards.

The manufacturing workweek declined by 0.1 hour in August,
which is very small considering where it is. Employment edged up
in the establishment survey, and the two taken together have not
really moved the aggregate hours index.

I think that is all it is saying. We really will have to wait for
another month to see whether this sort of movement will continue
or not.
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Representative HAWKINS. Well, you say, I guess from the view-
point of a statistician, we have to wait for another month. What I
am saying is that we don't have to wait for another month.

I am not trying to comment on what you said. What I am saying
is that those of us on this side of the table should not be waiting
for another month during a period in which we have boasted about
a recovery, some 18 or 20 months later that is yet showing a 7-per-
cent range unemployment. Now, this means that on a daily basis
there are individuals who are suffering, there are businesses that
are foreclosing that will never reopen, and to speak of this as a re-
covery to me is just-well, is just indefensible.

What do we do about those who are falling by the wayside
during a so-called recovery?

You say in that same paragraph over this recovery period em-
ployment has risen by nearly 6 million. Well, all of the good things
seem to indicate what seem to be good things only in comparison
with the worst recession that we have had since the 1930's, and
with that great and disastrous recession just 11/2 years ago, why
wouldn't individuals be going back?

The fact that an individual gets a job that he lost 1½/2 years ago
may sound like good news, but we should be analyzing why did he
lose the job 11/2 years ago, and why was that necessary, and why is
it necessary to deliberately maintain 7 percent unemployment
when the Congress and the executive certainly have the ability,
and I would hope the willingness, to enact job programs to assist
the recovery in something more substantial; recovery which is
fueled only by high deficits. And when these deficits come down, it
is pretty obvious unemployment is going to increase because there
is no other stimulus available that we have provided.

So when you speak of moderation, it seems to me that we are
talking about good news only in the sense that it is better than
what it was 1½/2 years ago, and that we are headed for the ninth
recession. We have had eight recoveries, and we already have-this
one we label a recovery, but we have had eight of them, and each
one has been followed by stagnation and another recession.

I think you discussed this morning that each one has been worse
than the previous one. At least the last three have been worse than
the previous one, and that we have started at a much higher level
of unemployment.

So it says to me at least, as one individual looking at it on a ra-
tional basis, that the next recession is going to be a lot worse than
the previous one, and there are a lot of people, in my opinion, who
are not going to be able to endure that next recession who possibly
made it through the previous one.

I don't know. I just received an invitation. There is a group down
the hall, the Full Employment Action Council, that intends to take
action, that has meetings in some 25 cities today to alarm the
public about it. Well, I hope that we can do that and not continue
to engage in the optimistic rhetoric that there is nothing that we
can do about this situation and somehow we, the policymakers,
have to sit around this table and listen to you each month give us
the bad news and that we can't do something about it.

I hope that we can do something so that you can come in the
next month and report some good news.
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Ms. NORWOOD. Well, Congressman Hawkins, I leave the policy
decisions to you and your colleagues. I like to think about the re-
ports that we provide you as almost the system of management in-
formation about the economy.

We have not just a few figures on employment and unemploy-
ment but a whole set of detailed information about different groups
in the labor force and about different industries and about differ-
ent areas of the country, and we try to explain those as best we can
and leave the policy decisions to you and your colleagues, which I
think is quite proper for people in our position.

Representative HAWKINS. We appreciate that, and I won't com-
mend you further because my time is up, but only for that reason.

Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Congressman Hawkins.
Representative LUNGREN. Madam Commissioner, we have gone

into some figures comparing these statistics with that of January
1981.

Could you look through your figures and make a comparison be-
tween how many million Americans are employed now and how
many were in January 1981? I think that might be some measure
of where we are versus where we were.

Ms. NORWOOD. Seasonally adjusted, there are 105 million in the
household survey. In January 1981, there were 100 million.

Representative LUNGREN. So 4.5 or 5 million we are talking
about improvements since January of 1981?.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. We can cut it any way we want, but as

far as I can read, that appears to be some progress. We have got 4.5
to 5 million people working now that weren't working in January
1981.

This past recession that we have talked about every time that
you have appeared here, and rightly so, I think in many respects
most would agree was an international one. We were obviously
very much involved with it, but so were many other countries.

Do we have any measurement of the performance of the United
States since the trough of our recession in November 1981, our per-
formance in terms of unemployment declines and employment in-
creases compared with that of other nations?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't have those data in that specific form. We
could try to develop something for the record.

I do have information on the latest unemployment data for the
United States compared to other countries when those are adjusted
to our definitions, and what they show for the summer months is
that Canada and France, as well as the United Kingdom, have had
considerably higher unemployment rates than we have had in the
United States, that Japan of course has had very much lower rates.
Germany is in the 7-, 7.4-percent range, and Sweden of course has
been much lower.

Representative LUNGREN. If you could supply that for the record?
Ms. NORWOOD. We will try.
Representative LUNGREN. Because one of the things that I noted

is that in past years we looked at Canada and they were slightly
above ours, and they seem to track us, going up and down as we
went up and down. That has not necessarily been the case-at least
as I understand it, that relationship hasn't held between the
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United States and Canada over this recovery. That is, we have
done far better with employment than have they. I would just like
to be able to have those figures to track them.

Ms. NORWOOD. That is right because the Canadians were up
around 12.5, 12.7 percent, and they are now down to 10.9. We were
up-these are quarterly figures-we were up to 10.5 and we are
down to 7.4.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]



Civilian Employment, Unemployment, and Unemployment Rates, Approximating U.S. Concepts and
Seasonally Adjusted, Fourth Quarter 1982 and Second Quarter 1984, Selected Countries

(Numbers in Thousands)

United Great
Period States Canada Japan France Germany Britain Italy Sweden

Civilian employment

IV Quarter 1982 99,054 10,499 56,060 21,013 24,870 22,792 20,337 4,218
II Quarter 1984 105,146 10,935 56,740 1/ 20,886 24,441 2/ 23,016 20,123 4,211
Percent change +6.2 +4.2 +1.2 -.6 -1.7 +1.0 -1.0 -.2

Unemployment

IV Quarter 1982 11,775 1,534 1,410 2,025 1,770 3,283 976 134
II Quarter 1984 8,496 1,406 1,590 2,292 1,954 3,540 1,234 140
Percent change -27.8 -8.3 +12.8 +13.2 +10.4 +7.8 +26.4 +4.5

Unemployment rate

IV Quarter 1982 10.6 12.7 2.5 8.8 6.6 12.6 4.6 3.1
II Quarter 1984 7.5 11.4 2.7 10.0 7.4 13.3 5.8 3.2

1/ Second Quarter 1983.
Y/ First Quarter 1984.

Prepared by: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau Labor Statistics, September 1984.
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Representative LUNGREN. You stated that the decline in employ-
ment shown in the household survey, but not the establishment
survey, occurred entirely among young people.

Is this somewhat unusual?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, we don't find out from the establishment

survey anything about the age of employees because the data are
collected from payroll records, and we can only collect what is on
those records.

We do know that in the summer months, in the household
survey, we get very large movements of young people. Of course
these are summertime increases in the number of young people in-
cluded in the establishment survey. However, because the business
survey obtains information for the entire pay period of the estab-
lishment-whether it is a week or longer-the specific timing of
the reference period of the survey has less'effect on that data than
it has on the household data.

Representative LUNGREN. Last week, the conference board re-
ported that its help wanted advertising index gained in July.

Now, according to the Daily Labor Report, conference board
economist Kenneth Goldstein said that the increase in advertising
suggests that employers will still be hiring new workers into the
fall months, the pace of new hiring can be expected to be strong
enough to pull the unemployment rate back down to 7 percent or
even a little lower by the end of the year.

Is Mr. Goldstein's favorable forecast necessarily inconsistent with
the August unemployment report that you bring us today?

Ms. NORWOOD. It is not necessarily inconsistent. I just don't
know. Some of the theories surrounding the unemployment and
employment data are quite favorable and some are not.

Automobile sales, for example, as you know, are doing quite well.
On the other hand, housing starts and housing permits are down.
And industrial production has been up in recent months, but some
of the sales data and capital goods orders have been down.

So I think there are varying kinds of data. The help wanted ads
are of course much more closely related to the labor market situa-
tion than are some of the other data.

Representative LUNGREN. According to the household survey,
employment fell by 350,000 in July while according to the estab-
lishment survey it rose by 300,000 during that same month.

You have mentioned that the August figures bring these two sur-
veys closer together.

Ms. NORWOOD. It is a very unusual situation.
Representative LUNGREN. That is right. My question is, How does

the employment gain since April, from April to the present time,
compare in the two surveys?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, from March to April the two surveys were
fairly close, with the establishment survey having a little more. In
May we had a massive increase in the household survey of close to
900,000 and about 350,000 in establishment survey.

In June we had a larger increase, by about 100,000, in the house-
hold survey than we had in the establishment survey, and then in
July and August, as you know, we had a reverse pattern, with the
household survey losing about 775,000 and the establishment
survey gaining 375,000 over the 2-month period.
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So that it is likely that the May and June figures in the house-
hold survey were probably somewhat overstated.

Representative LUNGREN. What happened to the mean duration
of unemployment in August?

Ms. NORWOOD. The mean duration declined; the median stayed
the same.

Representative LUNGREN. What do we take out of that, if any-
thing? I mean, you always caution us on 1 month's statistics, but
what might we be able to glean from that?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I think that in a period with the kinds of
changes that we have been having, we ought to be recognizing that
the median shows us, you know, where the middle is, and that is
remaining fairly level. The mean is affected, of course, very much
by the change in the economy, and you would expect that, as the
recovery progresses, that the mean, which is just the simple aver-
age, would decline. And that is what is happening. So it is consist-
ent, I think, generally, with what we would have expected, because
as you move into the beginning of a recovery period, you rehire the
people who have been unemployed for the least time-that is, the
last out are usually the people who are the first rehired. And so
you have the mean staying high and then gradually, as you have
used up that pool and begin to hire some of those other people, the
mean is reduced.

Representative LUNGREN. So that's consistent with the data that
we've seen?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; I think so.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Hawkins.
Representative HAWKINS. I have no further questions. Thank

you.
Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood, you answered some

questions earlier about certain States. I certainly don't want to sug-
gest that anybody who's out of a job, that we ought not to be con-
cerned about that person, whether we've got double digit inflation
or low inflation-or low unemployment, but it is a little refreshing.
A number of months ago, the question asked to you was how many
States have double digit unemployment, now how many States
have unemployment above 8 percent.

Let me ask you something about the States. Can you tell us how
many States have experienced an improvement in their unemploy-
ment rates over the year ending in June? The reason I ask you for
June is, as I understand it, that's the most recent month for which
we have unemployment data for all the States.

Ms. NORWOOD. Every State has had an improvement in unem-
ployment. Looking at the record, that's what it shows.

Representative LUNGREN. I asked you a couple of questions a
minute ago about comparing ourselves with some other countries.
I'd just like to get the context of today's hearings and the employ-
ment-unemployment situation over a number of years.

In a recent Washington Post article, Robert Samuelson stated
that our economy created nearly 16 million jobs over the period of
1974 to 1983.

First of all, let me ask you, does this figure appear to be correct
or approximately correct, as far as you--
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Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; I think it's approximately correct. Generally,
I've been using a figure of roughly 20 million jobs over the decade
of the 1970's.

Representative LUNGREN. As I understand it, that compares
fairly well with past job growth. Is that correct?

Ms. NORWOOD. This country has had a very dynamic job growth
situation, in spite of the difficulties we've had with several business
cycles. We have generally done a reasonably good job of keeping up
with the increase in the labor force. The problem that we have is
that as the population expands and more people grow to labor force
age, we have a continuing increase in the labor force, so that if we
didn't create jobs, we would not be standing still, we would be
having a higher rate of unemployment.

Representative LUNGREN. I understand. I just have noted your
writings in the past comparing our labor force growth and our abil-
ity to keep up with that, compared with Europe and some of the
other people with whom we compete, and with all due respect to
all the members on this panel, I think some of us do look at the
figures that you give us and try to extract some lessons out of that.
And one of the lessons might be, how we improve upon the job our
relatively free market economy, compared to other economies, the
job it has done in creating jobs, and try and build on that, as op-
posed to perhaps looking initially to the Government.

Well, I appreciate your appearance with you and your colleagues
here today. One of the indexes of economic indicators that we
haven't mentioned, but I've mentioned occasionally here, is the
number of television cameras here. [Laughter.]

If you'll recall, the month we had a drop of unemployment, or we
thought we did, in that 1 month of four-tenths of 1 percent, we hZ
fewer cameras. So when I walked in here, even if I hadn't heard
the report that we had maintained stability in our unemployment
rate, by the number of cameras here, I knew it wasn't the best
news.

My hope is that we'll have an intimate meeting next month,
where it'll just be you and me, your colleagues and perhaps one
pool reporter and maybe unemployment will be down below 7 per-
cent. [Laughter.]

That's my hope, anyway. Thank you very much.
Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Congressman.
[Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

COMMISSIONER FOR BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS,
Washington, DC, September 24, 1984.

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
US. Senate,
Washington, DC

DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: In response to your question at the most recent Joint
Economic Committee hearing as to the performance of the BLS Indexes of Diffusion,
I have enclosed several charts which present the recent history for these series.

The charts show that the 1-month diffusion index tends to exhibit much more er-
ratic movement than the longer spans-of 3, 6, and 12 months.-For 1984, as you will
recognize, each of the four indexes has portrayed a declining percentage of indus-
tries in which employment has increased. All of these indexes still-remain substan-
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tially above the 50-percent mark and represent continuing overall growth, though
certainly at a declining rate.

The diffusion indexes are in quite close agreement with the changes in the estab-
lishment job counts registered during 1984. For example, the employment growth
during July and August has moderated from the rapid pace experienced earlier in
the recovery, and this is reflected in lower indexes of diffusion.

The historical record of diffusion index changes versus employment changes
shows that the indexes typically lead the peaks and troughs of the business cycle (as
designated by the National Bureau of Economic Research). The enclosed table de-
tails the specific lead time for the past three business cycles. As evidenced in the
charts, however, each series also has provided false signals of future employment
movements.

I should leave to others an assessment of the predictive value of the current de-
cline in the diffusion indexes. These series should not be taken singularly, but
rather viewed as only a small portion of the labor market data needed to assess the
current situation.

If I can furnish any further information, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,

JANET L. NORWOOD,
Commissioner.

Enclosures.
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Indexes of Diffusion

Number of Months Specific Cycle Turning Points Lead Reference Cycle
Turning Points'

1/ Reference turning points are chosen by the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER). Specific cycle turning points
identified using NBER methodology.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
September 1984

Time Reference Cycle Turning Point
Span 1973 P 1975 T 1980 P 1980 T 1981 P 1981 T

1-Month 0 2 48 2 9 10

3-Month 0 3 33 2 8 4

6-Month 0 2 35 3 9 3

12-Month 7 3 30 0 6 6
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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1984

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Lungren, Mitchell, and Obey; and Sena-
tor Proxmire.

Also present: Dan C. Roberts, executive director; James K. Gal-
braith, deputy director; Charles H. Bradford, assistant director; and
Deborah Clay-Mendez, Mary E. Eccles, and Paul B. Manchester,
professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Madam Commissioner and your col-
leagues, welcome again to our monthly hearing on the unemploy-
ment situation.

I am pleased to see that in September the overall civilian unem-
ployment rate declined from 7.5 to 7.4 percent. Although the
number of civilians employed rose only modestly in September, I
think there is reason to be confident now that the economy has en-
tered a period of sustained economic growth and that the months
to come will witness further gradual declines in the unemployment
rate as new job creation outpaces increases in labor force participa-
tion. According to the most recent survey conducted by blue chip
economic indicators, the consensus among private forecasters is
that the unemployment rate will continue to fall throughout 1985.

The Commerce Department's recently released flash gross na-
tional product estimate indicates that output in the third quarter
of 1984 is expected to increase at a 3.6 percent annual rate. Now
after nearly 2 years of rapid economic recovery, the economy is
successfully making the transition to a rate of economic growth
that can be sustained throughout the years to come. This is a good
time to stop and assess the labor market gains that we have made
to date.

The record of the current expansion is not merely impressive: it
is unprecedented in the postwar period. The number of American
jobless has declined by an average of more that 150,000 per month
for the past 22 months. Overall, private enterprise has created an
average of more than 250,000 new jobs per month for the past 22
months.

(85)
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Americans must understand that these gains were not inevitable.
In the United States, current labor market conditions stand in
stark contrast to those prevailing, for instance, in Western Europe,
where the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment now predicts that the jobless rate will equal a record 11.5 per-
cent of the labor force by the end of 1985. Job creation in the
United States has been fostered by our relatively free market
system, stimulated, I believe, by the program of tax and regulatory
reform instituted by the Reagan administration.

Commissioner, a review of most BLS State-level data reveals the
widespread nature of these labor market gains in the United
States. Employment gains between July 1983 and July 1984 were
spread across nearly all major industries, with the result that pay-
roll employment expanded in every State and the District of Co-
lumbia. I was, of course, pleased to see that California headed that
list with the largest gain in employment over the year. Over this
same year, the unemployment rate declined in every State except
Alaska. In 27 States, the unemployment rate fell by more than the
national average of 1.9 percentage points, as shown in the chart to
my right.

These gains-spread as they are across industries and States-
have reached Americans in virtually all of the major population
subgroups. According to the data you released today, during the
past year the employment-to-population ratio has risen for blacks
and whites, men and women. Inflation for the 12 months ended
August 1984 was only 4.2 percent, and worker productivity is in-
creasing sharply. Under the leadership of a strong President, we
have achieved a strong economy. Americans can now look to the
future with confidence and pride.

I might just say in passing that it must have been more good
news this morning when I walked in because this is the lowest
number of cameras we have ever had. It's now one. And I suppose
good news has become ho-hum, but I'd rather have it ho-hum than
have all the panoply of the media and the television that we had in
bad times.

I'd also just say that I want to thank you especially for being
here. I know that you, as part of the Federal Establishment, yester-
day were affected by the inaction of our institution, the Congress.
Perhaps you weren't up to full speed with all your employees and
yet you made sure to be here today. So let me welcome you espe-
cially in that regard to the Joint Economic Committee. Before you
proceed with your testimony, I might ask Congressman Obey if he
has a statement he would like to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OBEY
Representative OBEY. Thank you, Congressman. I, too, would like

to welcome Commissioner Norwood here. She is a constant profes-
sional and I always appreciate that fact.

I do have to say that if we are cheering this morning, it would
seem to me that we are cheering about gnats because as I look at
the situation I fail to see the numbers which indicate any signifi-
cant movement since May. I suppose, unfortunately, it's very diffi-
cult to expect either side of the political aisle to take a look at
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things 1 month before an election in unbiased terms. So I suggest
that people discount 80 percent of what's said on this side of the
table by anybody. But the fact is that if you do look at the num-
bers, you have almost no change in nonfarm payroll employment,
as your statement indicates this morning. We have civilian employ-
ment which is virtually unchanged. We appear to be struck at
almost the same level that we have been since May in a wide varie-
ty of indicators. The diffusion index to which you refer in your
statement which indicates percentage of industries in which em-
ployment has increased has declined from 64 percent in May to 63
percent in June to 62 percent in July to 57 percent in August to
38.9 percent in September, as I read it.

That message may be unclear, but it certainly to me doesn't indi-
cate anything to cheer about. My concern, frankly, is that if this is
the best the ecomomy can do in terms of getting the unemploy-
ment rate down, which has been virtually unchanged since May-if
this is the best we can do when we have the most stimulative fiscal
policy in the modern history of the country and at a time when we
are living on foreign capital, I shudder to think what will happen if
events occur which cause the plug to be pulled on that foreign cap-
ital because this plateau at which we appear to be struck right now
in terms of unemployment could change very radically and very
fast in a not very good direction.

I happen to represent one of the areas represented by the dot,
one of those red dots this morning, and the question for people in
territories like that is whether or not the economy is going to con-
tinue to expand long enough and solidly enough for this vaunted
recovery to reach those parts of the country. I sincerely hope it
does and I frankly wish this were after the election rather than
before it so that we could talk about these numbers in a dispassion-
ate way in terms of what they really mean for the future.

I don't see a lot to cheer about and when I compare table A-9
that you've distributed, for instance, I see a great many categories
for which there has been virtually no change since May. And while
I'm grateful that we haven't had the situation getting worse, I
don't see a lot that makes me stand up and want to holler.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Congressman. Commission-
er, we invite your testimony now.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Congressman. I have with
me Kenneth Dalton on my right and Tom Plewes on my left. We
are indeed very pleased to be here this morning.

There was very little change in most labor market indicators
from August to September. Employment, as measured by both the
household and business surveys, remained near their August levels,
although the average workweek edged up over the month and the
index of aggregate hours increased. The number of unemployed
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persons remained at 8.5 million. Both the overall and the civilian
worker jobless rates-at 7.3 and 7.4 percent-were close to their
August levels. Unemployment has changed very little throughout
most of the summer months.

The survey of businesses indicates that nonfarm payroll em-
ployment was about unchanged from August to September, after
seasonal adjustment. There were, however, some noteworthy move-
ments among key industry divisions. Employment in manufactur-
ing showed the first statistically significant over-the-month decline
in nearly 2 years. Among durable goods industries, employment de-
clines occurred especially in the metals, machinery, and automo-
bile industries. Most of the drop in the auto industry occurred be-
cause much of the payroll expansion that usually takes place at
this time of the year had already occurred in August, as auto man-
ufacturers increased payrolls and built up inventories in anticipa-
tion of a strike by auto workers. The September payroll expansion
in that industry, therefore, was less than usual, resulting in a
return to the July level after seasonal adjustment. Over-the-month
declines also occurred in a number of nondurable industries; the
largest reductions took place in the food and apparel industries.

The BLS diffusion index, which represents the percent of indus-
tries that had employment increases over the month, showed that
only about 40 percent of the 185 industries included in the index
increased employment in September. This is the lowest percentage
since the trough of the 1981-82 recession nearly 2 years ago. The
September diffusion index was heavily influenced by the 1-month
decline in factory jobs, however, and it is thus still too early to de-
termine its significance.

After allowance is made for the return to work of the hospital
workers in New York City who had been on strike during the
August survey week-and hence, were not included in the August
payroll job count-employment in the services industry, which had
been showing strong employment advances throughout most of the
recovery period, was little changed in September. Employment in
business services, however, continued to expand. Jobs in the indus-
try have advanced by 800,000 since the onset of the recovery. Else-
where in the service-producing sector, employment rose in both
wholesale and retail trade and in local government.

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers
on private nonagricultural payrolls, which has shown little move-
ment over the past year, edged up by 0.1 hour in September. The
index of aggregate weekly hours, which shows the combined effect
of changes in employment as well as in hours, also rose in Septem-
ber-by 0.5 percent. Aggregate hours in manufacturing declined,
despite the fact that the average factory workweek and factory
overtime hours were a tenth of an hour higher in September than
in August. Most of the increase in the overall aggregate hours
index came from increases in employment and hours in the service-
producing sector.

Civilian employment, as measured by the household survey, was
little changed in September after seasonal adjustment. Over the 22
months of the recovery period, total civilian employment has risen
by 6.2 million; employment as measured in the business survey has
advanced by 6 million.
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The jobless rate for adult women dropped from 7.1 to 6.7 percent
from August to September, while the rate for adult men was about
unchanged at 6.5 percent. The rate for adult women has been
much more volatile than that for adult men over the summer
months, but if one looks at developments since May, no changes
are evident for either group.

The jobless rate for whites was unchanged in September-at 6.4
percent-while the rate for black workers fell by about 1 point-to
15.1 percent. The Hispanic jobless rate was 10.7 percent in Septem-
ber, unchanged over the month.

Each quarter, the Bureau reports on the number of discouraged
workers-persons who report that they would like to work but are
not seeking a job because they believe they cannot find one. At 1.2
million in the third quarter of 1984, the number of discouraged
workers declined by 10,000 from the second quarter level and was
down by about 600,000 since the recession high registered in the
fourth quarter of 1982. Women and blacks continue to be dispropor-
tionately represented among the discouraged.

In summary, the statistics released today show that employment
and unemployment changed very little in September. The number
of jobless workers remained at about 8.5 million, and the unem-
ployment rate has been on a plateau for several months. The over-
all employment figures, which had shown a moderation in the pace
of labor market improvement in recent months, were little changed
in September, but job declines occurred in several key manufactur-
ing industries.

Congressman Lungren, my colleagues and I will be glad to
answer any questions you may have.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS

X-t1 ARIMA method X-11
Unad- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~method Rano

Month and year justed OfIca cu12 (ofcl
rate poro Cer'eotu Stable Total Residual month method

dune ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~extnaptj before -8
T~~~~ btion~~~~~lm 1988)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1983
September................................................ 8.8 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.2 9.3 0.2
October.................................................... 8.4 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.9 .2
November .................... 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 .1
December................................................. 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 .2

1984
January.................................................... 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 .1
February................................................... 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.8 .2
March....................................................... 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 .2
April......................................................... 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8.
May .................... 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.6 7. 7.6 7.5 7.5 .2
June .................... 7.4 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 .2
July .................... 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.5 .1
August..................................................... 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 .1
September................................................ 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 .1
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Note-Explanation of column heads:
(I) Unadjusted rate: Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.
(2) Official procedure (X- I ARIMA method): the published seasonally adjusted rate for all civilian workers. Each of the 3 ma or civilran labor

force components-agricultural employment, nonagricultural employment and unempmoent-for 4 age-sex groups-males and female.s ages 16-19
and 20 years and soar-are seasonally adjusted independently using data fmrom January 1974 lorward. The data series for each of these 12
components are extended by a year at each end at the original series using ARIMA (Auto-Regressive, Integrated, Moving Average) models chosen
spectically Ins each series. Each eatended series is then seasonally adjsted with the 0-It portion the X-tt ARIMA program. The 4 teenage
unemployment and nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment moadel, while the other components are adjusted
with the multiplicative model. The unemployment rate is computed by summing the 43 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total as a percent at the calian labor lance total derived by summing all 12 seasonally adjuo components. All the seasonally adjusted series
are revised at the end at each year. Entrapelated tactors tar Jannary-June are computed at the beginning at each year; eatrupelated factors for
JulyDecember are computed in the middle at the year after the June data become available. Each set a -month tactes are published in advance,
in the January and July Issues, respectively at Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent )0-tt ARIMA method). The otticfal procedure Ins computation of the rate for all civilian workers using the 12 components is
followed except that extrapolated factors are sot used at alt. Each component is seasonally adjusted with the X-ti ARIMA program each month as
the most recent data become available. Rates tor each month a the current year are shovw as first computed; they are revised onbl once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the lull year become available. For example, the rate for January 1984 would be based, during 1984,
on the adjustment of data trom the period January t974 through January 1984.

(4 Stable (X-tt ARIMA method): Each of the 12 civilian labor force cowpnents is extended using ARIMA models as in the official procedure
and then run through the X-t1 part of the program using the stable option. Tis option assumes that seasonal patterns are basically constant from
year-to-year and conesmpuaes tinal seasonal octars as aweighted averages of all the seasonal-irregular components for each month across the entire
span at the period adjusted. As is the official procedure, actars are extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each
year. The procedure tar computation at the rate tram the seasonally adjusted components is also identical to the official procedure.

(5) Tetal (0 II ARIMA Method): Thin is one alternative aggregation procedure, in which total unemployment and civilian labor force levels are
extended with ARIMA Medals and directly adjusted with multiplcative adjustment modals in the Z-t1 part of the program. The rate is computed he
taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor lorce. Factors aoe extrapolated in 6-month
intervals and the series revised at the end at each year.

(6) Residual (S-11 ARIMA method): This is another alternative aggregation method, in which total civilian employment and civilian labor force
levels are extended using ARIMA models and then directly adjusted with multilicative adjustment models. The seasonally adjusted unemployment
level is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment tram seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is then computed by tahing the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor torce evet. Factors are extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the series reosed at the end of each
year.

(7) 12-month extrapolation (X-tt ARIMA Method): This approach is the same as the official procedure except that the factors are extrapolated
is 12-month intervals. The factors for January-December of the current year are computed at the beginning at the year based on data through the
preceding year. The values for January through June of the current year are the same as the official va ues since they reflect the same factors.

(8) X-tt method (official method before 1980): The method for computation of the official procedure is used except that the series are not
extended with ARIMA Models and the factors are projected in 12-month intervals. The standard X-tI program is used to perform the seasonal
adjustment.

Methods of adustment: the X-tt ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the Seasonal Adustment and Times Series Staff under
the direction of Estela Bee Dagum. The method is described in The X-t1 ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela Bee Dagum, Statistics
Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard X-tt method is described in X-0I Variant of the Census Method 11 Seasonal Adjustment Program, by Julius Shiskin, Allan Young
and John Musgrave (Technical Paper No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, October 1984.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: SEPTEMBER 1984

Employment and unemployment were little changed in September, the
Bureau of Labor Statiatica of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.
The overall jobless rate wan 7.3 percent; it had been 7.4 percent in the
previous 2 months. The unemployment rate for civilian workers waa 7.4
percent, compared with 7.5 percent in July and August.

Civilian employmont--as measured by the monthly survey of
households--totaled 105.2 nillion in September, seasonally adjusted. The
number of persons On nonagricultural payrolls-as measured by the monthly
survey of establilshents--totaled 94.7 million. Both employment series
showed little over-the-onth movement but were up about 6 million since the
November 1982 recession troagh.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The unemployment rate for civilian workers was 7.4 percent in
September, not much different from the 7.5 percent of July and Auguat. The
number of unemployed persona was unchanged at 8.5 million, 3.4 million
below the November 1982 recession trough. (See table A-2.)

Unemployment rates for adult men (6.5 percent), teenagers (19.3
percent), whites (6.4 percent), and Hispanics (10.7 percent) showed little,
if any, change from August. The jobless rate for adult women, however,
moved down to 6.7 percent, after rising in the prior 2 months. The
anemployment rate for blacks edged down to 15.1 percent but continues to be
more than twice that for whites. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The number of short-tern (less than 5 weeks) unemployed declined, while
medium-term (5 to 14 weeks) unemployment rose in September. The mean and
median duration of unemployment were about unchanged but were down
substantially over the past year. There wan no over-the-onth change among
workers who had lost their jobs, had left their Jobs voluntarily, or were
entering or reentering the labor force. Job loners accounted for 50
percent of total unem.ployment, compared with 62 percent in November 1982.
(See tables A-7 and A-8.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment, at 105.2 million, seasonally adjusted, was little
changed over the month. Teenage omployment rose by 160,000 to 6.4 ml ilion.
after declining in the prior 2 months. Civilian employment han risen by
3.4 million over the past year. The proportion of the civilian population
with jobs has risen by 1.2 percentage points during thin period; among
adult men, the increase in the enployment-popalation ratio won 1.5
percentage points. (See table A-2.)

At 113.7 million, the ciilian labor force was about unchanged over the
month after seasonal adjustment but has grown by 1.6 million since
September 1983. This ovcr-tho-year increase wan essentiaily the result of
population growth, as the proportion of the population in the labor force

44-485 0-85-4
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(the civilian labor force participation rate) was about unchanged over this
period.

Discouraged Workers (Household Survey Data)

The number of discouraged workers--persons who report that they want to
work but are not seeking jobs because they believe they cannot find

any--continued to edge down, to a third quarter level of 1.2 million. This

was about 600,000 below the recessionary high of 1.8 million reached in the

fourth quarter of 1982. Nearly three-fourths of all discouraged workers

cited job-market factors as their reason for not looking for employment.
(See table A-13.)

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

I I I
I Quarterly I Monthly data
I averages I

Category IAug.-
I 1984 1 1984 ISept.

I I I I I Ichange
I I I 1III I July I Aug. I Seot. I

HOUSEHOL DATA I
Thousands of Dersons

Labor force 1/..............1115,3331115,4201115,6361115,2061115,419I 213
Total employment 1/ ....... 1106,8371106,9111107,0931106,6811106,9591 278

Civilian labor force ........ 1113,6421113,7101113,9381113,4941113,6991 205
Civilian employment ....... 1105,1461105,201I105,3951104,9691105,2391 270
Unemployment .............. 1 8,4961 8,5091 8,5431 8,5261 8,4601 -66

Not in labor force .......... 1 62,4841 62,8851 62,5031 63,0891 63,0641 -25
Discouraged workers ....... 1 1,2951 1,1971 N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.

I I I . I I

I Percent of labor force
Unemployment rates: I I 1 I I I

All workers 1/ ............ 1 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.31 -0.1
All civilian workers ....... 7.51 7.51 7.51 7.51 7.41 -0.1

Adult men...............1 6.61 6.51 6.51 6.41 6.51 0.1
Adult women.............1 6.71 6.91 6.91 7.11 6.71 -0.4
Teenagers ............... I 18.71 18.71 18.31 18.41 19.31 0.9
White ................... 1 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 0
Black ................... I 15.91 16.01 16.91 16.01 15.1! -0.9
Hispanic origin ......... 1 10.71 10.71 10.61 10.71 10.71 0

l l l l l
ESTABLISHMEHNT DATA I

I Thousands of lobs
Nonfarm payroll employment.. 193,790cI9

4
,51

8
pl 94,350194,532pI

9
4,

6 7
1pl 1

3 9
p

Goods-producing ........... 1 24,862 125,0
4 7

PI 25,059125,086p124,
9 9 6

pl -90p
Service-producing ......... 168,928cI69,471pi 69,291169,446p169,

6 7
5p1 

2 2 9
p

l II
I Hours of work

Average weekly hours: I I I I I I
Total private nonfarm ..... 1 35.31 35.

2
pI 35.21 35.2pi 35.3pI O.Ip

Manufacturing ............. 1 40.81 40.SpI 40.51 40.4pI 40.SpI 0.Ip
Manufacturing overtime .... 3.41 3.3p1 3.31 3.2pl 3.3pI O.lp

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces. N.A.-not available.
p-preliminary. c-corrected.
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Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment, at 94.7 million in September,

seasonally adjusted, was about unchanged from the August level. The

September job count was 3.7 million above its year-earlier level, but the
pace of growth has slowed in recent months. About 40 percent of the 185

industries in the BLS index of diffusion registered over-the-month

gains--the smallest proportion in nearly 2 years. (See tables B-i and
B-6.)

Employment in manufacturing dropped by 125,000, the first

over-the-month decline since late 1982. Among durable goods industries,

declines were concentrated in metals, machinery, and motor vehicles. In

motor vehicles, employment decreased by 35,000, returning to levels
prevailing earlier in the year. In nondurables, large decreases occurred

in the food and apparel industries. There were also small declines in

several other manufacturing industries. The rest of the goods-producing

sector--mining and construction-showed little change over the month.

In the service-producing sector, job growth was strong in both

wholesale and retail trade, with a total gain of 100,000. Employment in

services grew by 85,000, but more than half of this stemmed from the return

to work of hospital and nursing home employees following settlement of a

strike. Employment also rose in local governments.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on private

nonagricultural payrolls and weekly and overtime hours in manufacturing all

edged up 0.1 hour in September. Manufacturing hours, at 40.5, are quite

high by historical standards. (See table 8-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory

workers on private nonagricultural payrolls rose 0.5 percent in September

to 113.2 (1977-100). The manufacturing index, however, fell 0.5 percent

over the month. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.7 percent, 'and weekly earnings were up

1.0 percent in September, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal

adjustment, average hourly earnings rose 13 cents to $8.43, and weekly

earnings increased $4.62 to $299.27. Over the past year, hourly earnings

have risen 31 cents and weekly earnings $12.63. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 161.7 (1977=100) in September,

seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.7 percent from August. For the 12

months ended in September, the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was

3.5 percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes

unrelated to underlying wage rate movements--fluctuations in overtime in

manufacturing and interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant

purchasing power, the HEi decreased 0.3 percent during the 12-month period

ended in August. (See table B-4.)
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major sun eys,
the Current Population Surrey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 60.000 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics l1Ls.)

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by BLs in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes over 200,000 establishments employing
over 35 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the surrey
weeh. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar wek.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors. including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is esplained below.

Coverage. definitlons, and dilserences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so as to reflect the entire civiltan noninstirurionut population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according so
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified a, emplayed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians: worked in their on Huness or prfcesion or
on their own farm: or worked 15 hours or more in an cncr-
prise operated by a member of their family. ahethcr they acrc
paid or not. People arc also couned as employed if they weec
on unpaid leasc bccause of illns, bad wcatlhe. dispuics be-
tween labor and management. or personal rcasons, Members
of the Armed Force tafioned in the United Stae are alr s in.
eluded in the employed total.

Peoyle are lassified as -nerplsed. regardless ot their
eligibiltsy ftr unemployment benefits r public a.ssislanc. it
they meet all of the following rc riia: Thes had nit employ
ment during the uresy ncck: lhie were as asil.at Ior orrk at

that time: and they made specific efforts to find employment

sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Also included among the

unemployed are peons not looking for work because they
were laid off and waiting to be recalled and those expecting to

report to a job within 30 days.
The luborfoes- equals the sum of the number employed and

the number unemployed. The unemployment rate is the

percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilin

plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-

ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictve
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.

The overall unemployment rate is U-5a while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment surey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the

payroll records of nonagricultural firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are

the following:

Thr eose wih wr a-tas:hrh si e werd o rsius-esk. u -.uter .

tir e5.enfrmkssrs. ertuvt alor~is e~rkrr.rai vewhventa -,s,k. uracf.h 1,.rse -um Wm: dhorc

-er iTe. bot rereoter 5 roesuir tots k one vds..,.n

Tiwrshwetr ,s.r Rewr.-.td.., .nael

.sThs h.wsoW - tride vs. hr- -: h

Ireh hewwtwhtu wrzoehs nit.,eo autivsw s| Ittellssadti. tus.,sw ca.h .
dzuai th h-mk d 1 iin S l:inm- rho lh-ihc 16e lh~csat n

,w,,seivor,..> ..." ,,ori,.scse ,icvovurinra ..eslss.5evn 5..n rossel tesildie
,,-s-edra.aelj,,seJ~ih,-ps-r.55-.I
. '--|d 6ham 1 -hei s r a

Other differences between the two surey are decribed in
(Comparing Employment Psismases from Household and

Payroll Sueeys.- which may he obtained from the His upon

requcet.

Seasonal adjustment
f(r e the coorse of a year. she see of the Naitins laabir

firce and the es els of employment asid sneriyplsysneni

und,,eet harp tlocwairns due si such seasnal eens as

changes in weather, redaced err esyarded pridswsisi. har-
sesis, irajor holidays. and she sypeing and closing sIt chirist
tor esample. she labhr force inrea-e he a larWg ounshee each
June when sch ots cl--se and nusriy young ptrpi enie, the jish

markes. The ileest sl uch seasnl variation s;an be see

Iaege: oser the csitit e sIt a e'r, ist es;ylc - e. seas - tlitv trios
r.ciro tire as msich a., 95 percent os It ....... ilh-1 rsurlsih

chagevsi is Hneriploytiytemt
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year. their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal devlopments. such as
declines in economic acttvty or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May. making it difficult to deter-
mine if the levl of economic activity has risen or declined.
Howeer, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by aLs. For esample, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components. plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components: the total for nemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components: and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. The January revision
is applied to data that have been published over the prestons 5
years. For the establishment survey, updated factors for
seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
with the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the nest section.

Sampling variabillty
Statistics based on the household and establishment urvcys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate on the
number of people cmytoed and the other estimates draun
from these surveys probably differ from thc figurev that -old
beobhained Irom a completecensus, cesn it thcamcqoescio.t
raiues and procedures ucre used. In thc household es)-cy. the
amount of the diftcrnsccv can be espresscd in tcrms of stand-
ard errors. The nmimerical valuc ot a standard error depends
upon thesizcofthcsaympc, he-resuhts n hesurvey-andtithcr
factors Homeser. thc numerical salie i ala a, s vuch that the
chanccs are approsmatelt68t iof lthaai csimatc hised
on thc samprc will difttr by no murt than ihe standard rerror

from she resuls of a complete census. The chauces are apspros-
imately 90 oat of tO0 that an estimate based on the sample -ill
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census At apprasimately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by nis in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minos 328,g00X: for total
unemployment it is 220.0dO: and, for the overall unemploy-
meat rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but.
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true' level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling eor. Therefore, reatively speaking, the
estimate of the sioe of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for esample, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point: for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns: for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When alt the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revied. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
ouer time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of ihis survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensrve counts of
entrloyment-agaiost which month-io-muoth changes can be
measured. The net benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classifidation of industries and allow for the formation of
nes esablishmernv.

Additional stalistics and other Inlormatlon
In order to proside a broad Hicw of the Nations employ-

went siuation, ii s regularly publishes a wide variety ol data
in this ncusrclease. More cmprehensivc atitics arecontain-
ed in iitphiiiiteni ant/ 6rrnig,. published each month by
in s. Ii i availablc for 56.00 per issuc or S3.90 per year from
thc U.S. Governmncm Printing Offic. Washington. D.C..
20204. A chu.k nitruiesy ourdcr madc m to the Sunpritti-
dent oif t)ttctncnv mus a.....npans .y l srders.

I tthi ..ti..i-ttit t / A utritity att yrutsidcs apprtsni itatis ni
the standard crrsts ltir ihc hi-tixhrld tirucs data pttbltshcd ih
this recatse Initr -netnpnsmnto and tither lahiti ftire
catenutric,. the standard errors appear in taibles through J t
its I vpltriainrr Ntireso-.. Ses, sr if the retlahiility of the
data &ast I ttees itb c tivhlictivories auid the actual

nit 1' revstunt duc lit heilunutrk adjuctivreri arc pri-
Hidel in nibes Id ft. Pw atid Q it tHat pnhlittitt.,
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Representative LUNGREN. Once again, Madam Commissioner, we
are pleased to have you here and pleased to have the quality of tes-
timony that you always give us. I think we will probably have
about 7 minutes of questioning apiece so we can rotate here.

For a long period of time virtually all the economic indicators
suggested that we were proceeding at almost breakneck speed in
the case of this recovery, and now most of the indicators are sug-
gesting that it's moderated from that earlier pace.

In that regard, at this point, at about 22 months into the econom-
ic recovery, is slowing of the rate of employment growth unexpect-
ed or is it something that you would normally anticipate?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think that the data that we have been seeing for
the last several months are entirely consistent with the other eco-
nomic data on new orders for example, and on retail trade and so
on. So the data do seeri tO fit together quite well.

Representative LuIGREN. In previous appearances before this
committee we've taped about weekly hours and overtime in manu-
facturing. Whereare we with that now? Am I wrong to suggest

that they are remaining at somewhat high levels?
Ms. NORWO/ No; you are quite right. Factory hours are really

at a verv hiA" level and factory hours did go up last month. They
edged u ce" ot an hour in overtime as well, in spite of the fact
that e ,Pyment declined in those industries.
tha esntative LUNGREN. Now normally wouldn't that be an in-

iceo of additional employment gains to come or is this some-
_dg that's acting a little differently than in other recoveries that

e have had?
Ms. NORWOOD. Hours are really very high for this stage of a re-

covery and one can only speculate about why that is the case, but I
think that this may be some evidence that employers are being
very cautious about adding to their work forces and are expanding
hours and keeping hours high rather than taking on very many
more employees and therefore having a long-term commitment, in-
cluding some of the additional costs that would be incurred.

Representative LUNGREN. You say it's rather high for this period
of time in the recovery. Has that been true for some period now in
this recovery; that it's been higher than we expected for some
time?

Ms. NORWOOD. Oh, yes. Hours have not changed a great deal in
the last year. They went up very rapidly in the early stages of the
recovery.

Representative LUNGREN. So we are still trying to figure out
why. You have suggested at least one theory as to why.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. In August, we saw a decline in youth

employment of nearly 300,000. Has that maintained itself or have
you seen any regaining in September of the youth employment?

Ms. NORWOOD. Employment among teenagers held relatively
steady between August and September. There was not a statistical-
ly significant change. As you know, Congressman, there is always a
great deal of difficulty in measuring exactly what is happening to
teenagers through the months of the summer-June, July, August,
and to some extent even September.
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I'm sorry. I'm told that there was an increase of 160,000 and that
is statistically significant.

So there has been some increase in the employment of teenagers.
Although as you know we have had over the summer months some
declines, we are now seeing a pickup.

Representative LUNGREN. You commented on the decline in em-
ployment in durable goods manufacturing. How large was that de-
cline?

Ms. NORWOOD. Overall, the dtcline in employment was about
124,000 in manufacturing.

Representative LUNGREN. How muh of that was accounted for
by the automobile industry?

Ms. NORWOOD. About 35,000 of it was'1 autos. If you look at ag-
gregate hours-that is, employment plus ncurs, I think one can get
a better view of what is going on. As I said i. my statement, aggre-
gate hours for the total private economy wentajp Aggregate hours
for manufacturing went down. Now we did a ca&ulation to remove
the effects of the automobile industry since there ere, as I indicat-
ed, some special situations there over the summeronths. Aggre-
gate hours still went down in manufacturing, althoug"by less. The
data as published show a decline of 0.5 of an hour in " nufactur
ing inputting the automobile industry. If you remove it,,, some
where around a decline of 0.3 of an hour.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
Senator Proxmire.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE

Senator PROXMIRE. Madam Commissioner, I apologize for not
being here at the opening, so I'd like to make a brief statement
now and then I have some questions for you.

In the past 4 years we have run up the most massive Federal
deficits in our history, as we all know. Normally, those Federal
deficits can be expected to stimulate the economy. If the Govern-
ment puts more into the economy in spending, it takes less out in
taxes. In spite of a growing gross national product, we are close to
the alltime peacetime record in the proportion of that huge GNP
accounted for by Federal Government spending.

The increase in this measure of Government spending has risen
from 22.9 percent in 1980 to 23.8 percent in 1984. As we know, rev-
enues have dropped sharply in relationship to gross national prod-
uct and the deficits have risen-gone right through the roof.

So that Federal fiscal policy should have stimulated the econo-
my. Yet unemployment remains roughly stalled. It was 7.5 percent
4 years ago in January of 1981 when President Reagan took office.
It is 7.4 percent today. That is a very, very high rate based on his-
torical experience. In fact, in the past 34 years, since 1950, it's been
at that rate or above in only 5 years-1975, 1976 during the admin-
istration of President Ford, and 1981, 1982, and 1983 during the ad-
ministration of President Reagan. I don't want to be partisan but
those are the grim facts.

Since May, unemployment has remained at the same stubbornly
high level, that is about 7.4 percent or 7.5 percent. The growth of
the economy has slowed down and I think unemployment seems to
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have stalled out. Interest rates remain high. Housing sales and
housing starts have fallen. The auto industry is no longer recover-
ing vigorously and we are told that unemployment in manufactur-
ing industries is increasing in spite of record deficits. You told us
that this morning.

What gives here? What, if anything, can the Federal Govern-
ment do? A bigger Federal deficit will make things worse. A re-
duced Federal deficit leads in the short run to less spending and
higher taxes that could make thirds worse even more quickly.

As I look back at the record, because this is a month before the
election and because I think it is an appropriate time to look at the
policies of past Presidents, we see that under President Eisenhower
unemployment averaged r percent; under President Kennedy 5.8
percent; under Johnson L percent; under Nixon 5.1 percent; under
Carter 6.2 percent; and under Reagan it's averaged 8.5 percent, in
spite of these enormp-s deficits.

Can you think yadam Commissioner, of any policy the Federal
Government can'follow that could somehow cope with this unem-
ployment probLm we have in view of the fact that the usual ap-
proach isa fcal approach? We have followed that sometimes in
the past a, with some success, but now we are using fiscal policy
as we has never used it before and we still have this historically
vaery yzy high unemployment. So what's the answer? That's an

eaestion.
ea;7NORWOOD. It's a very easy question and I have a very easy
Vswer, and that is that we try our best to measure what's hap-

1ened.
Senator PROXMIRE. What was the answer again?
Ms. NORWOOD. We try our best to measure what's happening and

we have great confidence in the Congress of the United States to
determine the policies.

Senator PROXMIRE. I'm glad you have that confidence, but I'd feel
a little better if the outstanding expert in our Government could
give us more specific advice. Maybe next month you can.

Now if unemployment is bottoming out at 7.4 percent, how does
this level of minimum unemployment compare to that of other
post-World War II recoveries?

Ms. NORWOOD. If we look at the changes, which we can do, rather
than the level of the rate, this recovery, as you know, has started
from a much higher unemployment rate and has had a bigger drop
than most previous recoveries since 1949.

Senator PROXMIRE. But it's bottoming out at a higher figure, too.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. That was my question. Did you want to add

something?
Ms. NORWOOD. No, that's all right.
Senator PROXMIRE. One of the encouraging aspects, although it's

a short-term encouraging aspect, is the unemployment improve-
ment for black Americans, but it's an improvement from a very,
very high level to a still extraordinarily high level but somewhat
lower than it was in the previous month; is that correct?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, that is correct. We have had both during the
recovery and this past month improvement in unemployment
among black Americans and some improvement, more importantly
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I think, in their employment-population ratio. But it is still very
much lower than the employment-population ratio for whites.

Senator PROXMIRE. And unemployment is still much more seri-
ous for them?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

today released a report which contains some frightening statistics
about the plight of black Americans. One of the bleakest findings
concern the long-term unemployed. The report states that the
number of whites out of work Tor 6 months and more increased
only 1.5 percent between 1980 and 1983. Now listen to this figure.
But the long-term unemployment rate for blacks went up an amaz-
ing 72 percent over the same period.

Could you give us some more recent figures on this situation and
what are your insights into the reasons fur the great difference in
the black and white long-term unemployment rates?

Ms. NORWOOD. Senator Proxmire, I cannot comment on the spe-
cific rates that were in the newspaper this morining. I did see them
and we did try to check them.

Clearly, we know that black Americans form anid have always
formed a larger proportion of the long-term unemployed than
white Americans. And if we look at--

Senator PROXMIRE. But I'm talking about the increase in the
rate. It was bad in 1980, but between 1980 and 1983 it went up, as I
say, 72 percent, the long-term unemployment.

Ms. NORWOOD. As I said, I do not have those figures and I am not
sure how they were calculated. I can tell you that in January 191i
the long-term unemployed comprised 14.2 percent of the white un-
employed, and in August 1984 it was 16.4 percent. The black long-
term unemployed, on the other hand, was 16.5 percent of the total
black unemployed in January 1981 and has risen to 22.3 percent of
the total black unemployed in August 1984.

Senator PROXMIRE. That confirms the figures that I have offered.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, without talking about the specific numbers.
Senator PROXMIRE. Although blacks constitute about 11 or 12

percent of the population, they constitute almost a quarter of the
long-term unemployed.

Ms. NORWOOD. Long-term unemployment accounts for almost a
quarter of black unemployment. Blacks constitute more than a
quarter of long-term unemployment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now you have in the past discussed a very in-
teresting statistic that you and the Bureau developed. That is the
diffusion index, which is a pretty good measure it seems to me of
what's happening across the board throughout industry in employ-
ment. You report that the monthly diffusion index for percent of
industries in which employment increased nosedived last month
from 57.3 to 38.9 and has fallen throughout 1984 except during
April. You say that's the lowest level-and this figure and the low
level indicates, of course, a lack of increase in improvement in em-
ployment-the lowest level since the depth of the recession in 1982.

Doesn't that clearly show continued weakening of the labor mar-
kets across the board in the Nation or is there any explanation for
that?
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Ms. NORWOOD. It clearly shows that in September there was a de-
cline in employment in manufacturing. The diffusion index, as you
know, Senator Proxmire, is very heavily weighted toward the man-
ufacturing sector and, of course, that's a very important sector of
the economy. There was a drop, as we reported, in employment in
manufacturing and that has shown up quite clearly in the diffusion
index.

If we look at the 3-month span which includes this month and
compare it with earlier 3-month periods. This statistic doesn't
make total weight depend upon a single month-we see a clear
drop over the year from 82 percent in January to 54 percent in
August. So it's quite clear that the diffusion index is showing a de-
cline.

How serious it is, I think would depend upon future months of
data.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up. Thank you.
Ms. NORWOOD. I think it's too early to make a determination on

a single month, but it is clear that it has gone down.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Obey, before you begin, I

might just mention that we have a vote to approve the journal.
Representative OBEY. Thank you, Congressman.
Ms. Norwood, you have indicated you have a lot of confidence in

the ability of the Congress to make the right decisions. I have a lot
of confidence in your deafness in refusing to get involved in any
questions or in any disputes about future policies, so I'm not going
to ask you any questions. I'm simply going to make a few observa-
tions about what I see.
X Ms. NORWOOD. I might say, Congressman Obey, that I wondered
a bit yesterday.

Representative OBEY. I think a lot of people did. I do have one
question I will ask you at the end about some gaps that I think we
still have in the data base, but I am concerned about the following:

As I take a look at what appears, in the context in which this
data comes to us, I see that in 4 years' time we have undertaken
the incredible fiscal stimulation that Senator Proxmire talked
about, unparalleled in my political memory certainly. And yet
what all that has done is to have brought us back to just about the
same place we were in terms of the unemployment level 4 years
ago, stuck at still a very high historical average. We have States
like Alabama, Michigan, Mississippi, West Virginia, Alaska, Ar-
kansas, California, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, New
York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Washington still
stuck at unemployment rates above 8 percent. We have, as you
have indicated, almost a continuous decline in the diffusion index.
If you take a look at one of the largest States in the Union, Califor-
nia, its unemployment level has stayed virtually the same or in
fact gone up somewhat since May. Illinois has experienced about
the same situation since June. It's been stuck since June. New
Jersey has been stuck since May. New York has been stuck since
May. Ohio's is about the same rate-actually a little above the rate
that it was in June. Pennsylvania, still no decline from the May
figures.

There are still very serious problems and everybody knows
what's going to happen after the election, at least what people
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claim is going to happen after the election. Everybody says that
after the election we are going to get about the business of attack-
ing the deficit. If we do and if this is as far down as we can bring
the unemployment level before the fiscal stimulus begins to be
wrung out of the economy finally, belatedly, far later than it
should have been done, I think that raises very serious questions
about what is likely to happen if in fact either or both parties
pursue that course after the election.

It seems to me the question is how we arrive at a consensus in
this country over policies that will prevent us from once again
seeing the economic recovery stall out with unemployment at a
higher level than ever in historical terms. We are slowly going up
that mountainside, regardless of what anybody wants to say about
it, political month or not; and that's what I find so disturbing about
missed opportunities in the past. That's what I find so disturbing
about the future.

Let me just ask you one question about the data base because
you refer several times to the role that the service economy plays
and has played in bringing down unemployment to the extent it
has been brought down.

How solid is our data base on the services economy? How much
do we really know about it? What do we need to know about it that
we don't know? And what don't we know about the nature of the
people who are unemployed in this country and what do we need to
know?

Ms. NORWOOD. Our data base, particularly in the labor market
area but in general in this country, has always been skewed toward
the goods-producing sector. We now are finding, especially in this
recovery but for many, many years, there has been a trend, par-
ticularly in employment, toward the service-producing sector and
in particular the services industry. More than 7 out of 10 workers
are now employed in the service-producing sector.

At the Bureau of Labor Statistics, we have been attempting to
break out as much data as we can on industries in the service-pro-
ducing sector, but we feel strongly that we need to do much more
in the area of further beefing up of the service-producing sector in
our employment surveys, but especially in our wage surveys. We
know very little about prices in the service-producing sector. We
need to know more about labor productivity as well as multifactor
productivity in the service-producing sector, and I feel strongly
that we will get on with doing that.

In the area of unemployment, I think that there are a number of
changes that are going on and we have been seeing a lot of them
over the last couple of years, particularly in this recovery. I think
that local area data which are extraordinarily difficult and very ex-
pensive to produce-and you and I have discussed this many
times-are going to become increasingly important in the future
because I think there's going to be within each region of the coun-
try more disparities from one area to another as the structural
changes in industry progress.

In addition, we have a great deal of movement in and out of our
labor force. We know very little about the people who have
dropped out of the labor force and in particular about the people
who have gone through the system, lost jobs and then gotten into
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unemployment and even dropped out of the unemployment system
by having exhausted their benefits. It seems to me that that's an-
other area that we really need to do more work in.

Representative OBEY. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. Congressman Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. Good morning. It's good to see you.
As I read your data this morning, I was reminded of the data on

the American casualties in Vietnam. The reports would indicate
that 25 Americans were killed in Vietnam this week, the same as
last week, and we ought to be greatly encouraged by that because
we were holding our own. As you know, blacks volunteered dispro-
portionately for combat in Vietnam and we would receive a report
saying that 15 black soldiers in Vietnam were killed last week but
this week it's down to 14 and we ought to be greatly encouraged by
that drop.

I don't see how people can be encouraged by human misery. The
fact of the matter remains that 8.5 million people who want to
work are not working in this country and there's no reason for any
kind of a great, ebullient spirit if we are imposing that kind of pain
on people.

Senator Proxmire said he was encouraged by the 1-percent drop
in black unemployment; is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative MITCHELL. That's big-and he was encouraged.

I'm skeptical, not in terms of the data, but remember a couple
months ago when we had a report on a precipitous drop in black
female teenage unemployment and it went right back up the next
month, and I'm not at all sure that the 1-percent drop is any trend.
I think there is the danger that it will go right back up. I'm not
Scrooge; I'm just a realist.

Let me respond to a point that you raised, Senator Proxmire.
You are concerned about the long-term black unemployment rate
and the fact that it has dramatically increased over the last year.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, wait a minute, Congressman Mitchell. I
pointed out it was disgracefully high and it was still high and that
drop really was--

Representative MITCHELL. No, you--
Senator PROXMIRE. That's the point I made, though. What you're

saying is I said, well, it's a great drop for black unemployment.
Representative MITCHELL. No, no. You didn't let me ask my ques-

tion. You don't understand what I'm saying.
Senator PROXMIRE. That's what you just implied and you're

wrong and you know you are.
Representative MITCHELL. No; wait a minute. Let me speak. You

were distressed and you raised questions about long-term black un-
employment.

Senator PROXMIRE. That's right.
Representative MITCHELL. And you wanted an explanation for

that and you didn't get one. That's what I wanted to speak to.
A possible explanation is the administration's antiaffirmative

action policy and procedure. That signal has been sent out all over
the country. Reagan and his colleagues have made it very, very
clear that affirmative action is not a good thing. The word is out. I
think that it is a factor in the significant increase in the long-term
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black unemployment rates that you might want to consider. I'm
sure there are other factors, but Meese and people over in the Jus-
tice Department have all said that we don't want to fool around
with affirmative action and that word has gotten out to the em-
ployers and it's reflected therein.

I want to follow up on the report of the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities-a terrible report. I hope you can answer this for
me. In your view, are rising poverty rates and falling family in-
comes among blacks attributable to the state of the job market or
to other factors such as transfer programs that might have lifted
families out of poverty?

Ms. NORWOOD. I really can't answer that question very well, Con-
gressman Mitchell. I'm sure that there are a whole variety of fac-
tors involved. We do know, as you and I have discussed many
times, the black population of this country has a very difficult time
in the labor market.

Representative MITCHELL. All right. You just can't speak to that.
This goes to Dave's question and also the Senator's about what do
we really do, do we need to put more money into programs or
create employment through manpower programs or in some other
way. But you can't answer that. OK.

Now I just want to make sure I've got my facts right. You have
given a series of comparisons between January 1981 and September
1984 for all workers, whether the rate is up or down or just about
the same. As I look at this, in terms of adult men, the rate is
higher than it was. That's all civilian workers. It's higher than it
was in January 1981. In terms of teenagers, the rate is up higher
than it was in 1981. In terms of blacks, all categories, adult men,
adult women, teenagers, all of those are up significantly above
1981.

Now we have rehearsed many times at least some of the alleged
reasons why the black unemployment rate is higher, but what
would cause it to go up? Can you give me a hint as to why, in the
black category in all categories-men, women, and teenagers-the
rate went up? Could you give me an explanation why from 1981 to
1984 we've gotten this significant increase?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, we have had rather a significant recession
and, as we all know, the black population tends to do much worse
during a recession period than the white population. There has
been improvement during the recovery but they have started from
an extraordinarily high rate.

Representative MITCHELL. Well, you know, these other groups
went through the recession-adult men, 6.1 in 1981; 6.5 in Septem-
ber 1984; adult black men, 11.5 in 1981; 13.5 in 1984. Now, we all
went through the same depression or recession together. I don't
know whether the rising tide is lifting all boats if you get that sig-
nificant differential between these two categories.

Ms. NORWOOD. I really don't have very much of a factual expla-
nation for that. Part of it, of course, is dependent upon the indus-
tries in which people who have been laid off, worked. We know
that the black population tends to have been hired last and fired
earlier than others and they are frequently people who have had
less experience in employment and therefore suffer from that.
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Representative MITCHELL. I have one other question. My time is
up and I will just put one question to which I know I can't get an
answer.

Can you measure the impact of a significant policy procedure,
philosophical change on unemployment for blacks? Is there any
way to measure that? I'm talking about a clearly stated posture,
enunciated by the Reagan administration that we are against af-
firmative action. Is there any way you can measure that kind of
thing with its impact on black unemployment?

Ms. NORWOOD. I can't give you an answer to that, sir.
Representative MITCHELL. My time is up. Thank you, Congress-

man.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
Madam Commissioner, as I mentioned in my opening statement,

according to a recent survey of private forecasters conducted by the
blue chip economic indicators, the average civilian unemployment
rate in 1985 is forecast to be 7 percent. I just wonder if this favor-
able forecast is necessarily consistent with the September unem-
ployment figures that you bring us today.

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, it would have to come down quite a bit in
the next couple months in order for that to be. It is possible.

Representative LUNGREN. I meant 1985. I'm talking about the
forecast for 1985.

Ms. NORWOOD. I'm sorry. Anything is possible, yes.
Representative LUNGREN. Well, what I was suggesting is, is there

anything necessarily inconsistent with the data that you bring us
today compared to what we have for the last year with that fore-
cast?

Ms. NORWOOD. The data over the last several months has shown
a clear moderation in growth of employment and little change in
the month of September. In order for the unemployment rate to de-
cline further, depending of course always on what happens to the
labor force, we would have to have somewhat more pickup. On the
other hand, we have had a very vigorous 6 million growth in em-
ployment and so we will have to wait and see what the next few
months will bring.

Representative LUNGREN. According to that recent Organization
of Economic Policy and Development report that I mentioned earli-
er, they say the key challenge facing the OECD countries is to
make their economies more resilient so that structural change can
be grasped as an opportunity not resisted as a threat. It went on to
suggest that the unemployment rate that they expect is about 11.5
percent among Western European countries.

Could you give us some suggestion as to what they were taking
about when they suggested that their countries must make their
economies more resilient so they can view structural change as an
opportunity?

Ms. NORWOOD. The European economies do tend to be much
more rigid and their labor markets are far less dynamic than ours.
There is much less movement in and out of the labor force and in
and out of jobs. People get into jobs and they stay there and in fact
it is very difficult for employers to be able to lay people off because
of some of the restrictions that some countries have.
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In the United States, there is always constant movement in and
out of the labor force. As we have discussed many times, we have
situations where generally about half of the people that have been
unemployed in one month remain unemployed in the following
month but that a quarter of them tend in normal times to find jobs
and another quarter of them leave the labor force entirely for some
time. So we have a lot of movement. We have a lot of dynamism in
our economy and we have, of course, in the last 22 months created
a lot of jobs. The Europeans in particular are quite worried because
there has been very little, if any, job creation in Europe.

Representative LUNGREN. Many men and women think of dis-
couraged workers as persons who after repeated efforts to find a
job have given up the search. According to an article in the August
issue of "The Monthly Labor Review," this description does not
apply to many persons actually counted as discouraged workers by
the BLS. In line with Congressman Obey's remark about what
things might we be looking at that we don't look at now and under-
stand better than we do now, I wonder if you would comment on
that article and on the change in definition of discouraged workers
recommended by the National Commission on Employment and
Unemployment in 1979. Would those changes give us a better grasp
of what we're trying to get at when we talk about the discouraged
worker? What impact, if we made those changes, would that have
on the number of persons counted as discouraged workers, and how
would that help us, in your opinion, or move us further away from
getting a better feel for that phenomenon?

Ms. NORWOOD. The Commission that reviewed the unemployment
and employment data system suggested basically that we adopt the
Canadian system, which is to ask questions of those who say that
they are not likely to find work because they are discouraged. That
is, to find out basically when they last looked for work and to count
as discouraged those who had at least sought work within the. last
6 months.

That clearly would reduce the number of people who would be
classified as discouraged workers. We don't know exactly by how
much. We did some years ago a tabulation which reduced it by
about a half, as I recall.

Discouragement is very difficult to measure because clearly dis-
couragement is a state of mind. It is a psychological condition in
part which really gets into people's motivation. It is for that reason
that the Commission that reviewed unemployment recommended
that we not include the discouraged workers as a part of the offi-
cial unemployment rate. As you know, we do publish seven unem-
ployment rates so that people who do want to-add them in are able
to do so and to get it from our release.

We are committed to make that change. Secretary Marshall re-
ported to the Congress in a report required by law that he ap-
proved such a change and Secretary Donovan in the second report
that was required under the law agreed that the change should be
made. We are not, however, in the position to do that immediately
because any change in the questionnaire for the current population
survey, the household survey, requires extremely careful testing.
Survey design is very complex and making any changes in ques-
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tions, even the placement of the question, can have a very impor-
tant effect on the outcome.

That's a very large undertaking and we are not funded for that
kind of testing. So we do not have any plans in the near future to
make that change.

Representative LUNGREN. The reason I brought it up is obviously
that Commission came in to the prior administration with the rec-
ommendation of the prior Secretary of Labor, and the current Sec-
retary of Labor agrees with it. So it's something that really should
be taken out of the partisan arena. We ought to keep in mind, how-
ever, that it's a better measure of what it is we are trying to estab-
lish in statistical thinking.

Ms. NORWOOD. There are really, Congressman Lungren, a
number of methodological issues that probably should be tested in
the current population survey. The whole question of attachment
to the labor force, of what makes people come into the labor force
and leave the labor force, is one that we are particularly interested
in. But we are doing very little methodological work on our popula-
tion survey at the present time.

Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Commissioner Norwood, in September the ci-

vilian unemployment rate was 7.4 percent, essentially the same
level it's been since May. That lack of improvement appears con-
sistent with other indicators in the economy's performance. Real
growth, according to "flash" estimate has slowed to 3.6 percent in
the third quarter. Housing starts have fallen off nearly 25 percent
since the beginning of the year. The growth of industrial produc-
tion is sluggish.

So does it appear to you, in view of that history, that unemploy-
ment is stuck at this level? Is it generally a sign that the economy
is slackening when unemployment stays on a plateau like this for
several months and is growth in the range suggested by the "flash"
strong enough to allow much additional reduction in unemploy-
ment when we only have a 3.6 percent growth and we expect to
have much improvement in unemployment in the coming months?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, you're quite right that unemployment has
been on a plateau I think for the summer months, but we have had
some job growth since May, for example. We had 350,000 growth in
June in the business survey and 215,000 in July and so on. That
growth has been slowing down and, of course, as you well know,
the population keeps growing and we need a great deal of job cre-
ation in order to take account of the growth of the labor force.

Senator PROXMIRE. Of course, that's true. It's a bigger country.
There's more demand. There are more people. And there's no ques-
tion that employment keeps growing.

Looked at the other way, we could point out in the last 4 years
the number of unemployed has increased from about 8 million to
about 8.5 million, so there are about half a million more people un-
employed than there were before, even though the rate is about the
same. Is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; that's correct. Of course, there were also
more people employed.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now slower growth of employment has also
become evident in the BLS payroll survey in recent months. You
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report that the September figure was unchanged-that is, not sta-
tistically significant-following increases in the 100,000 to 200,000
range during the summer and increases of 300,000 or more earlier
in the year.

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. You also report that employment in manufac-

turing industries dropped by 124,000.
When was the last time the number of manufacturing jobs de-

creased and generally when the economy begins to turn down
aren't manufacturing industries among the first to be affected?

Ms. NORWOOD. It's almost 2 years. Employment has been increas-
ing since November 1982, although there was a drop of 30,000 in
December 1982 and 17,000 in February 1983, neither of which was
statistically significant.

Senator PROXMIRE. November 1982 was the beginning of the re-
covery, wasn't it.

Ms. NORWOOD. Basically, November 1982 was the business cycle
though, as designated by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search.

Senator PROXMIRE. How about the answer to my question, when
the economy begins to turn down, aren't manufacturing industries
among the first to be affected? Isn't this some indication that per-
haps we are going to be in some economic trouble in the coming
months?

Ms. NORWOOD. Clearly, one needs to look at the goods-producing
sector as a whole land certainly at manufacturing in determining
what's happening to the business cycle. I think we need more than
a single month of data, of course, and we did have some improve-
ment in construction.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now this month you report that employment
growth is basically flat. In August, employment declined by 426,000
which you attributed to unusual seasonal influences on the data.
That is, because of the late survey week, youth seeking summer
jobs showed up in the August survey instead of September.

Would you have expected employment to rebound in September
if seasonal factor were responsible for the previous month's decline,
and is the absence of a rebound mean the job market may have
worsened?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, we don't expect anything, Senator Prox-
mire. We are always rather interested in what we do get, but I
think that although there was not a statistically significant change
after seasonal adjustment adjustment there was a little bit of a cor-
rection of those data. I don't think you can read too much into
them.

Senator PROXMIRE. You don't think the seasonal factors account-
ed for the one-tenth of 1 percent improvement in unemployment?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, as you know, it takes two-tenths to have a
statistically significant change in the unemployment rate.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now I referred earlier to the BLS diffusion
index showing that 38.9 percent of firms in September reported em-
ployment growth, which is a very, very low figure. In recent
months, this figure steadily declined, as you pointed out.
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Do changes in the index tend to signal turning points in the busi-
ness cycle? When employment growth occurs in less than half of
all firms, how imminent is a recession likely to be?

Ms. NORWOOD. There is some erratic movement, particularly in
the one month diffusion index, and I think one needs to look at it
over some period of time. Mr. Plewes may have something to add
to that.

Mr. PLEWES. Not really. It is indeed a leading economic indicator,
but it has behaved somewhat differently over different periods and
I think we have to watch this. It is certain that it was at a low
level in September.

Senator PROXMIRE. Earlier this week the Conference Board re-
ported its help-wanted advertising index fell by 10 points. That's a
large monthly drop. According to the Board's analysis, "The big de-
cline in want ads in August suggest that employment gains will
level off and the unemployment rate will not drop noticeably for
the rest of the year."

Do you think that's a fair interpretation?
Ms. NORWOOD. I think that's quite a lot to put on just the help-

wanted ads.
Senator PROXMIRE. That's a pretty good indicator, isn't it? After

all, isn't that what people do when they are seeking people to fill
jobs and when that drops off, why shouldn't that be a good indica-
tor?

Ms. NORWOOD. The Conference Board's index is based on a small
number of cities and a small number of newspapers. It is certainly
useful data, but I think we need to take the whole set of data and
put them together to determine what's happening.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is it so small that it would really tend to dis-
tort it, however? After all, the Gallup poll, this great scientific poll-
ster, polls about 1,700 people. The number of jobs involved here is
probably a whale of a lot higher than that.

Ms. NORWOOD. Senator Proxmire, the measurement of economic
phenomena as complex as unemployment and the way people look
at their position in the labor force and their work force activity is a
much more complex kind of activity than that.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up, Congressman Lungren. I have
a few more questions.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you. I'm glad we didn't get into
polls because I could introduce you to Governor Bradley of Califor-
nia whose polls showed was going to win, and President Dewey as
well.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, it may be Reagan this time.
Representative MITCHELL. Your point is well taken.
I just have one question. You were discussing the relationship be-

tween population growth and new job creation and unemployment,
and I think I heard you say that, after all, the population is con-
tinuing to grow, and that obviously affects both entities. I think
also that I read someplace that while the population continues to
grow, it is growing at a declining rate of growth.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct.
Representative MITCHELL. Therefore, population increase might

not be among the most significant factors in terms of the unem-
ployment rate.
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Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I think you're quite right about that. It's
just that it is still there. The other thing, of course, is that we
have, as a result of that, fewer teenagers who are entering the
labor market and so we have less upward pressure on the unem-
ployment rate coming from that group of people who generally
tend to have higher rates of unemployment than the older people
do.

Representative MITCHELL. You're right, but even in that catego-
ry, while you had fewer teenagers, the rate still remained astro-
nomically high and went up in the period between 1981 and Sep-
tember of this year.

Ms. NORWOOD. Right.
Representative MITCHELL. So I just am somewhat skeptical about

placing too much emphasis on population growth.
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, Congressman Mitchell, I was just trying to

point out that our economy needs to keep creating jobs. You can't
stand still because then unemployment would increase. That was
all.

Representative MITCHELL. OK. I have no further questions.
Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood, as we look at this period

of 22 months of the recovery, there's only been 1 month in which
we've seen an uptick in the unemployment rate. You have fore-
warned us that we should look at the possibility of upticks as we go
through the recovery and then perhaps plateaus. We obviously
seem to be at a plateau.

Isn't the current recovery somewhat unusual in that after 22
months we have only had one period of time in which we have had
an uptick in the unemployment rate?

Ms. NORWOOD. The current recovery has certainly had a more
vigorous decline in unemployment. It, of course, started from a
higher level.

Representative LUNGREN. If we could go back to the diffusion
index for just a moment, do you have any suggestions with respect
to the diffusion index or the way it's presently calculated? Are
there any things you are considering looking at? The reason I ask
this is some have suggested, at least in some reading that's been
brought to my attention, that the diffusion might be weighted too
heavily toward the goods-producing sector.

Do you feel this is true and, if so, what impact would that have
on us looking at the data?

Ms. NORWOOD. The diffusion index is very heavily weighted
toward manufacturing and that is the reason, as I pointed out in
my statement, why this index over a 1-month span showed so large
a decline.

Services are important and, as we have said before, more than 7
out of 10 people are now working in the service-producing sector,
and we would like to do some review and testing to see whether
perhaps we ought to have a little higher representation of services.

But having said that, I think it is important to recognize that in
traditional business cycle theory it is the goods-producing sector
that we want to look at and that the diffusion index, which is an
indicator to try to help us to pinpoint what may be happening,
probably quite rightly should have at least some concentration on
the goods-producing sector.

44-485 0-85-5
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Representative LUNGREN. How does the trend in real wages over
the past year compare to what it was 2 years ago or 4 years ago?

Ms. NORWOOD. Real average weekly earnings for production or
nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls increased 1.3
percent from August 1983 to August 1984. The increase over the 12
months ending in August 1983 was 1.1 percent; between 1979 and
1983 real earnings were declining.

Representative LUNGREN. Do you have anything further?
Ms. NORWOOD. No. I think that's probably all I want to say. We

can submit for the record if you like a calculation of what has hap-
pened over that period.

Representative LUNGREN. I would appreciate that.
The Bureau recently released estimates of average annual pay by

industry for 1983. The data, as I understand it, was compiled by
employers under unemployment insurance programs. Could you
tell us what industries nationwide experienced the fastest growth
rate in pay between 1982 and 1983?

Ms. NORWOOD. We can submit that for the record. I would point
out, of course, that those data are averages which are based upon
total payroll and total employment and do not take account of oc-
cupational shifts as do our other wage programs. But we would be
glad to submit them.

Representative LUNGREN. Maybe that's not the proper index that
I should be asking you about and maybe you can tell me what it
would be. I was just trying to determine whether the traditionally
lower paid industries are remaining lower paid relative to the high-
est paid industries or is there some gain in those areas?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think the best measure for looking at that is the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment Cost Index, and that is
showing some increases that are a little bit larger for service work-
ers, for example, versus blue-collar workers, which is what you
would expect since that's where the big job creation has been.

I know there's a great deal of discussion in the press and else-
where generally right now about the whole question of whether we
are having growth in low-paying jobs and perhaps losing jobs that
are higher paying because of the structural shift in our economy
away from steel manufacturing, auto manufacturing, and so on.
We have been looking at that in the Bureau of Labor Statistics, but
I have not yet seen anything either inside or outside of the Bureau
that I think is a statistically significant answer to that question.

Representative LUNGREN. Ms. Norwood, as we all know, there
has been an unprecedented increase in employment since Novem-
ber 1982 accompanied by an equally dramatic decline in unemploy-
ment. A recent CRS study indicates that poverty is extremely sen-
sitive to cyclical economic developments. Yet an August Census
Bureau release indicated that the national poverty rate remained
essentially constant between 1982 and 1983.

Can you give me some guidance on that? Is there some contradic-
tion there or is there a lag period? If we do believe that a falling
unemployment rate does have an effect on poverty, when would we
be most likelylto see it if there is some lag there?

Ms. NORWOOD. My recollection is that although the poverty rate
remained in statistical terms within the same general range, that
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there were a million more people in poverty in the Census Bureau
release.

Your specific question I think gets at the question of people who
have been unemployed for a very long period of time. As we all
know, there is very little correlation, at least in the short run, be-
tween unemployment and poverty.

The problem I think with the groups who find themselves in pov-
erty is that many of them are single person households, women in
particular, who are maintaining households on their own who have
very, very low incomes and nobody else in the family works when
they are unemployed, as well as those who are unemployed for
very long terms, 6 months or more, or even less than that but for
longer than just a few weeks. And there seems to be some correla-
tion within families of people who have great difficulties in the
labor market being related to other people who also have great dif-
ficulties in the labor market.

So I think there is a relationship there, but there is some lag.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
Senator PROXMIRE.
Senator PROXMIRE. Congressman Lungren asked you, Commis-

sioner, about real wages. Isn't it true that the latest figure for.Sep-
tember shows that real wages-not nominal wages but real
wages-did fall in the latest month?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct. Real average weekly earnings
of production on nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm pay-
rolls show an over-the-month decline of 1 percent in August.

Senator PROXMIRE. And isn't it true also that real wages tend to
rise with recoveries as they did with this one but when recoveries
end they are more likely to go down?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, that's sometimes correct, but, of course, we
have had quite a deceleration in the rate of inflation.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now I'm delighted that Representative Lun-
gren got on the question of poverty. I think that's a very good line
of questioning. I'd like to pursue that a little further.

One explanation for poverty is outside the unemployment statis-
tics but included in closely related statistics. For example, in Sep-
tember, 5.5 million people who wanted to work full time had to
settle for part-time jobs. That's a very large number after all, 5.5
million people. In addition to these underemployed people, there
are about 1.2 million so-called discouraged workers who are not
considered unemployed because they have given up looking for
jobs.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates the measure of the un-
employment rate that includes both of those categories. What's the
measure now and what was it in the first quarter of 1981?

Ms. NORWOOD. In the third quarter of 1984 it was 10.9.
Senator PROXMIRE. What is it now?
Ms. NORWOOD. That's the latest number that we have. It covers

the third quarter of 1984.
Senator PROXMIRE. And what was it in 1981? How does it com-

pare again? I missed the first quarter of 1981.
Ms. NORWOOD. I'm afraid I don't have that figure here, but it was

much lower, of course.
Senator PROXMIRE. Do you know if it's gone up or down?
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Ms. NORWOOD. It's certainly gone up but we can supply the exact
figure for the record, but it has gone up.

[The information was subsequently supplied for the record:]
The rate was 10.4 percent in the first quarter of 1981 and reached a high of 15.2

percent in the fourth quarter of 1982.

Senator PROXMIRE. So the number, if you measure this aspect,
both of which is included outside of the unemployment figures, the
number has gone up in aggregate for the total number of people
who work part time although they wanted full-time jobs and the
number of people who are discouraged workers and couldn't find a
job and therefore are not included because they are not seeking
work.

Now there's another aspect of the poverty element that I think
we ought to take a look at, a very serious problem. A new survey
from the Census Bureau showed that only about 18 percent of the
unemployed were covered by unemployment insurance in the third
quarter of 1983, the only quarter from which these survey data are
available. This covered figure seems much lower than those report-
ed by the unemployment insurance system at the time, 18 percent.
That means only one out of six has unemployment compensation
who's out of work. What explains the difference?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't really know. I believe that the figure
you're quoting comes from the Survey of Income and Program Par-
ticipation.

Senator PROXMIRE. Right.
Ms. NORWOOD. This is a new survey covering about 20,000 house-

holds now which is comparatively small. I think we need to allow
considerable time before we can consider that these data have
really settled down and we are more confident about them. We do
know from the actual data that the Department of Labor collects
from unemployment insurance offices that the number of people
who are covered by the unemployment insurance system as a pro-
portion of the total unemployed as we measure them in the house-
hold survey, has been going down. For the month of September it
was somewhere around 29 percent. So that figure is low.

Senator PROXMIRE. Can you tell me how much the proportion of
jobless workers receiving benefits declined over the course of the
year?

Ms. NORWOOD. This year, at the beginning of 1984, that figure
was 39 percent, and it is, as of the 15th of September, it was 28.9
percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. What do these people live on? Do they live on
welfare by and large?

Ms. NORWOOD. We know very little about people who have ex-
hausted their UI benefits. That's something that Congressman
Obey and I were discussing earlier.

Senator PROXMIRE. If you look at that beautiful map over there
with the colors, yellow, red, and so forth, that map shows that 17
States had unemployment rates above the national average in
July. That's the most recent month for which data on all 50 States
are available.

How much of the U.S. population lives in these States, do you
know?
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Ms. NORWOOD. We can supply that for the record, but you can
see from the map that those are States with rather high popula-
tion.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The 17 States with an unemployment rate exceeding the national average of 7.5
percent in July 1984 accounted for 55 percent of the total U.S. population.

Senator PROXMIRE. That includes California, of course.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. And New York. Do the higher unemployment

rates of these States reflect industrial composition?
Ms. NORWOOD. I think they probably are very much affected by

industrial composition, yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. And less diversified State economies? Any de-

mographic differences or other factors?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, there clearly are. You can see some of those

red dots around the border areas. I think there's no question about
the fact that demographic composition, educational attainment,
and especially industrial type has a great deal to do with it.

Senator PROXMIRE. Are there greater disparities of unemploy-
ment among the States than in the past?

Ms. NORWOOD. Among States?
Senator PROXMIRE. Yes.
Ms. NORWOOD. I would like to have us go over that much more

carefully and submit something for the record. I do think that from
area to area, because of the structural changes in industry that
would seem to take place, there is beginning to be a somewhat
greater disparity.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The disparities in unemployment rates have increased over the last three years.
The standard deviations of the State unemployment rates were above 2 percentage
points for July 1982, July 1983 and July 1984, with variances of about 5.0 percent-
age points or higher. The standard deviations of State unemployment rates in July
1977, July 1978 and July 1979 were about 1.6 to 1.7 points, with variances in the 2.5
to 3.0 point range. The ranges of State unemployment rates for July 1982, 1983 and
1984 were greater than 10 percentage points, while the ranges for July 1977, 1978
and 1979 were about 7 points. The span of unemployment rates between the first
quartile and the third quartile for the more recent years were over 3 percentage
points, while the earlier years was between 2.0 and 2.5 points. (See attachment.)
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Senator PROXMIRE. Now the red dots on the map show substan-
tial cities that have unemployment in the double digit range. Are
these high unemployment cities more concentrated geographically
now as compared to past expansions?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know. I would have to look at that and
submit it for the record.

Senator PROXMIRE. And also when you're doing that, would you
tell us for the record whether there are more of these cities now
than in other recovery periods?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, sir.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
The Bureau does not have a sufficient historical series for city unemployment

data to answer the question whether or not high unemployment cities are currently
more concentrated geographically than in past recovery periods.

Senator PROXMIRE. Finally, I started off-I didn't mean to be im-
pertinent. I realize that you have to report on the information and
data and not recommend policy, although I have great admiration
and respect for you. Perhaps you could come up with some statis-
tics to help us understand what kind of policies to use because I
think the big problem that we are going to confront that nobody
has really thought about very much is what do we do if and when
we do move into a recession? Do we cut taxes when we have a defi-
cit of close to $200 billion? Automatically we will have to increase
some spending programs whether we like it or not. Unemployment
compensation is going to go up and a lot of other programs will
automatically rise, all the welfare programs and so forth. In view
of the fact that spending is so high already and the deficit is so big,
what is Congress going to do? We're going to need to look at these
situations very, very carefully and come up with some new and dif-
ferent policies. Any ideas that you may have for statistical guid-
ance would be very helpful.

I have just one other question. I haven't asked anything about
inflation, although inflation seems to have worsened a little bit in
the last month or so. What is the outlook here? We have a slow-
down in the economy and yet prices seem to be rising a little
faster, although they are certainly much better than they were
sometime ago. Can you give me a little guidance on that finally?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, let me just say that I don't think the latest
data suggest or show really very much upward pressure on prices.
Most of the changes that we are seeing in the Consumer Price
Index are related to things like food prices which, as you know, are
very much affected by weather, by blight, by all kinds of things;
and to some extent, housing which is affected by other phenome-
non, and perhaps the--

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me just interrupt. Have you taken a look
at the effect of the strong dollar which enables us to buy cheaply
abroad and not only holds down inflation in that way but because
it competes with American industry it holds down domestic prices
too? That may be a temporary phenomenon if we ever do get the
deficit under control. The dollar is very likely to become softer and
prices will then tend to go up, will they not?
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Ms. NORWOOD. It is quite clear that imports are having a down-
ward effect on consumer prices. Perhaps Mr. Dalton has something
more to add to that.

Mr. DALTON. No, I don't think so. I would just repeat what the
Commissioner said in pointing out that I don't think that the in-
crease in the August Consumer Price Index signals any kind of a
turn. It is fairly close to what we have been seeing for almost a
year now.

Senator PROXMIRE. You think that the data we have so far indi-
cates that inflation is still going to behave pretty well?

Mr. DALTON. Yes.
Ms. NORWOOD. It is behaving, yes, because you see that August

index was affected really perhaps by three things-food, which is
probably a temporary phenomenon. We may get some orange juice
prices rising because of the problems in Florida next month. That's
really not economic phenomena. Housing went up and that is prob-
ably something that is kind of a catchup I think, but it was not a
very large-unusually large figure.

Senator PROXMIRE. Financing housing went up because of the
mortgage rate primarily.

Ms. NORWOOD. There's one other point and that is that we are
seeing less of a downward pull from energy than we did before, but
energy is still behaving itself.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you. On that line of question-

ing, I just wondered whether that blip in August of five-tenths of a
percentage point in the CPI would affect the real wage calculation
for that month.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, of course.
Representative LUNGREN. So, in fact, what you're suggesting to

us is the CPI blip we saw may not establish a trend, and we should
be cautious in trying to interpret what the real wage data mean for
that month?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; and as Mr. Dalton has just reminded me, the
average hourly earnings series which you have been referring to is
deflated by the Consumer Price Index for wage earners and clerical
workers which went up considerably more-nine-tenths rather than
the five-tenths that the CPI all-urban index went up.

Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire just reminded me
that this probably means that next month will look better and
couldn't come at a better time for some of us, while it is a worse
time for others.

So that we can end, at least as far as I'm concerned on a positive
note. Madam Commissioner, I wonder if you could tell us the
number of Americans holding jobs now compared to the level in
January 1981.

Senator PROXMIRE. You might add to that, if the Congressman
would permit, the number of unemployed compared to what it was
in January 1981, so we will end on a balanced note of fairness.

Ms. NORWOOD. In January 1981, there were on a seasonally ad-
justed basis 99,951,000 people employed, all civilian workers, and
there are now 105,239,000.

Senator PROXMIRE. And the unemployed?
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Ms. NORWOOD. In January 1981, there were 8,074,000 unem-
ployed; and in September 1984 there were 8,460,000.

Senator PROXMIRE. Rounded off, 8.5 million.
Ms. NORWOOD. That's right. So there were 8.1 million and 8.5

million.
Representative LUNGREN. And 105.2 million working.
Thank you, Madam Commissioner, for appearing and giving an

objective analysis for these two bipartisan representatives here. We
look forward to seeing you next month. The committee stands ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room SD-

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Lungren and Senator Proxmire.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, deputy director; Charles H.

Bradford, assistant director; and Deborah Clay-Mendez, Mary E.
Eccles, and Paul B. Manchester, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Good morning, Madam Commissioner
and your associates. We are pleased to have you here for the Octo-
ber employment picture in our monthly hearings on the question of
employment and unemployment.

Madam Commissioner, the current economic expansion has been
underway now for nearly 2 years and during this period a record-
breaking 6.5 million jobs have been created. The number of Ameri-
*cans unemployed has fallen by over 3.4 million. This is not merely
an impressive performance; it is, as I understand it from looking
over all the data we have had over the months, unprecedented. No
other postwar expansion can compare with it.

These gains have not been a result of some costly public works
jobs program for the most part. Instead, during the past 4 years we
have relied on the economic forces of individual initiative and pri-
vate enterprise stimulated by investment incentives, lower taxes,
and reduced Government regulation. The private sector has created
an average of more than 250,000 new jobs each month for the past
23 months.

The American people have learned, however, that a job alone is
not a guarantee of economic security. How can individual workers
hope to save for their own or their family's futures if inflation
would run, as it did several years ago in the previous administra-
tion, at annual rates of 12 and 13 percent? How can Americans
maintain, much less increase, their standard of living when pay-
checks fail to keep pace with prices?

While the outstanding performance of the current economic ex-
pansion is apparent in the dramatic decline in unemployment and
increase in employment that we have witnessed over the past 23
months, it's even more apparent when we consider the unusual
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combination of falling unemployment and relatively stable prices
that we have enjoyed. With inflation now running at the modest
annual rate of 4.5 percent, real average weekly earnings-earnings
adjusted for inflation-are rising for the second consecutive year.

The current administration recognized, early on, the importance
of fighting inflation and I'm happy to say that we apparently saw
this battle through. As a result, all Americans, young and old, now
benefit from a lower inflation rate.

Madam Commissioner, the October unemployment and employ-
ment statistics you report today reveals some real labor market
gains. While the civilian unemployment rate held steady at 7.4 per-
cent, there was a substantial increase in the number of Americans
holding jobs. Furthermore, these employment increases were
spread across a wide number of industries. These statistics are the
first hard data that we've had about the performance of the econo-
my in the fourth quarter of 1984. They do appear consistent with
the increases in the index of leading economic indicators that was
reported this week by the Commerce Department and they are, I
believe, evidence that the economy is successfully making the tran-
sition from a period of rapid recovery to a period of steady, sus-
tained economic growth. It is steady, sustained economic growth
that offers the American people the real promise of further in-
creases in employment and declines in unemployment without re-
newed inflation.

As we have always said, Madam Commissioner, we appreciate
you and your colleagues appearing before us and because this is
the last of these sessions we will have before the quadrennial elec-
tions, I suppose there might be a difference of opinion on the part
of Senator Proxmire; and then you can come in with the moderate
view a little bit later when the two of us have spoken.

Senator Proxmire.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE
Senator PROXMIRE. Congressman, you can say that again. I think

that was a very interesting opening statement you made. You
made the best of a very sad case.

The fact is that since President Reagan took office unemploy-
ment has been about at the same level. It was at the very, very
high level of 7.5 percent when he took office and 7.4 percent now,
no significant change, and that is the highest level of unemploy-
ment this country has endured, with the exception of 2 years, since
the Great Depression. Throughout the 1950's, throughout the
1960's, and throughout every year of the 1970's, except 1975 and
1976, unemployment was below the level that it is now.

Furthermore, in spite of the colossal deficit that we are suffering
now, the biggest deficit in the history of our country by far, should
have a stimulative effect according to the analysis of most econo-
mists, we have had a stalling of the recovery. There's been no im-
provement.

I think, Commissioner Norwood, you can recall that I called at-
tention in July and August to the fact that we might be in a stall.
Now it appears that the September and October figures have con-
firmed that. We haven't had any improvement. We are still at the
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very, very high level and historically very high level of unemploy-
ment.

The leading indicators also reinforce that. The leading indicators
have shown very little improvement. In fact, they are down below
what they were 4 months ago. We have more people living in pov-
erty than we had in the previous 4 years before President Reagan
took office. We have extraordinarily high interest rates vis-a-vis in-
flation.

So although what Congressman Lungren said is interesting, I
think we have to recognize that what he's done is very clever-he's
taken the depth of the Reagan recession when unemployment was
10.8 percent and said we have improved since then. Of course we
have, but I think if you put it on the basis of from the time the
President came in until the present time-and I hope you will for-
give us for being a little partisan, we have the Presidential and
congressional elections on Tuesday and this is Friday, so I think
this session is going to have to be colored to a considerable extent
by some partisanship.

But I am looking forward to your presentation. It's always objec-
tive and accurate and I'm sure it will confirm my diagnosis.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, I thank you, Senator. I could tell
that during the Halloween season we would find ghosts and goblins
in those figures somewhere and, Madam Commissioner, we look
forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Congressman. I have with
me Kenneth Dalton on my right, our price expert; and Thomas
Plewes on my left, our employment-unemployment expert.

We are always very pleased to have the opportunity to appear
before this committee and to provide a few comments for interpre-
tation of the data that we released this morning.

Unemployment held steady in October, as the overall jobless rate
remained at 7.3 percent and the civilian worker rate held at 7.4
percent. Employment as measured by both the household and the
business surveys rose over the month, and hours of work declined.
The number of unemployed persons was 8.4 million-seasonally ad-
justed-in October. After dropping sharply in the early months of
the recovery, unemployment has shown little movement since last
may.

Despite the lack of movement in the October jobless figures, the
pace of job growth picked up. The business survey showed payroll
jobs up by 440,000, a much stronger gain than had occurred in
recent months. The bulk of the October gain occurred in the large
service-producing sector of the economy where almost 3 out of
every 4 workers are now employed. Gains occurred throughout the
sector, but the largest increases were in retail trade and services.
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There was a moderate increase in the number of factory jobs
(55,000) in October. Although the BLS diffusion index, which is
heavily weighted toward manufacturing, showed 65 percent of the
industries had employment increases in October-up sharply from
40 percent in September-the factory job increases did not offset
September job losses in that industry. Job growth in manufactur-
ing has been quite limited since early in the spring. Indeed, manu-
facturing has recovered only about 70 percent of the jobs lost
during the recession..In October, all of the employment increase oc-
curred in the durable goods industries. Employment in fabricated
metals and machinery, which have been slow to recover, returned
to about their August levels. Still, by October, the fabricated
metals industry had regained only 56 percent of the jobs lost
during the recession, and the machinery industry had regained
only 45 percent. In October, smaller job gains occurred over the
month in lumber and wood products; furniture and fixtures; stone,
clay, and glass products; instruments; and the nonsteel portions of
primary metals.

Although the number of jobs rose in October, the average work-
week of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonagri-
cultural payrolls declined by two-tenths of an hour in October, and
the factory workweek was down a tenth of an hour. The index of
aggregate weekly hours showed little change, as the over-the-
month increase in payroll jobs was countered by the decline in
weekly hours.

Civilian employment, as measured by the household survey, was
up by 350,000 in October, after seasonal adjustment. The increase
occurred among adult men and women. Since the recession trough
of November 1982, the number of employed adult men has risen by
3.7 million and the number of adult women by nearly 3 million.
Employment among teenagers has declined by about 100,000 over
the period reflecting a decline in their population level. Since the
onset of the recovery, total civilian employment as well as the
number of payroll jobs have each risen by 6.5 million.

Unemployment among most worker groups changed little in Oc-
tober. The rate for adult men fell slightly to 6.3 percent over the
month, while that for adult women edged up to 6.9 percent. Al-
though neither group has shown much movement since early last
summer, declines in the men's jobless rate have been much sharper
than in the women's rate during the recovery. Moreover, the male
rate continued its decline into 1984, compared with a flattening in
adult female unemployment thus far this year. The unemployment
rate for teenagers was little changed in October and has remained
in the 18- to 20-percent range throughout the year. The jobless rate
for blacks-at 15.4 percent in October-is down from about 17 per-
cent at the beginning of this year, but has changed little since last
spring. The Hispanic unemployment rate of 10.9 percent remains
close to its level at the beginning of the year.

Although there has been little change in the overall level and
rate of unemployment in recent months, measures of average dura-
tion of unemployment-the mean and the median-both declined
in October and have fallen fairly steadily since mid-1983. The
number of long-term unemployed has also declined. In October, 1.4
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million people-1 in 6 of the unemployed-reported that they had
been jobless for 6 months or more.

The civilian labor force increased by 320,000 in October. The gain
was concentrated among adult women. Over the past year, the
labor force has grown by 2.2 million, including 1.3 million adult
women and 1.1 million adult men. Large numbers of adult women
have come into the labor force in 1983 and 1984. Over the past
year, adult women represented 58 percent of the labor force growth
and accounted for 41 percent of the growth in employment.

In summary, the labor force grew and employment rose in Octo-
ber. Most of the job expansion occurred in the fast growing service-
producing sector. However, the jobless rate did not change. Unem-
ployment has been at about the same level for the past 6 months.

Congressman Lungren, my colleagues and I will be glad to try to
answer any questions you may have.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS

X-11 ARIMA method X-11
method R

Month and year Un rate tOtficial Concur- Stabte Totl Residual 12mon8th m (cols) 2-
erte procedure rent StablrTotllaeibeafore 8)a

lin 1980)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1983

October . . 8.4 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.9 0.2
November .............. 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 .1
December .............. 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 .2

1984

January . ............. 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 .1
February . ............. 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.8 .2
March . ............. 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 .2
April .............. 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8.
May . . ............ 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.5 7.5 .2
June . . ............ 7.4 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 .2
July . ............. 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.5 .1
August ....... ....... 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 .1
September . ............. 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 .1
October .................................. 7.0 7.4 7.3 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.4 .2

Note.-Eplanation of column heads:
(1) Unadjusted rate Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.
(2) Official procodore (X-ti ARIMA method): The published seasonally adjusted rate for all civilian workers. Each of the 3 major civilian labor

forme componenagricultural employment tnnagricultural employment and unempluyment-for 4 age-sex groups-males and females ages 16-19
and 20 years and ame-ar seaseeayl adjusted independently using data frem January 1974 forward. The data sories for each of these 12
components are extended by a year at each end of the original senes using ARIMA eAut-flrenassme, Integrated, Moving Average) models chosen
specifically for each series. Each extended seres is then seaseeally adjusled with the X-11 portion of 8-1f ARIMA program. The 4 teenage
unemployment and nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model, while the other components are adjusted
with the multipicative model. The unemployment rate is computed by summing the 4 seasenally adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total as a percent of the civilian aber force total derived by summing alf 12 seasonally a usted components All the seasonally adjusted series
am revised at the end oa each year. Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at hu beginning ad each year; extrapolated factors for
July-Oeceober are competed in the middle ad the year after the June data beome anailabte. Each set of ti-eneeth factors are puidished in advance,
in the January and July issues, respectively, d Employment anid Eamiogs.

(3) Concurrent (It t ARIMA method): The ficial procedure for compiutation ad the rate fr all civilin workers using the 12 components is
lowed except that extrapolated factors are net used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted with the X-I ARIMA program each moth as

the mest recent data buenre avabitade. Rates for each month of the cemrent year are olswno us tat computed; they are revised onhe once each
year. at the ended the year when data for the full year becooro availablo. For example. the rate for January 1904 would be based, durng 1984,
on he adjub ei b rovnitd a laf en w ebfodanus 1974 through Januar 1904.

(4ehd:Ec te12 cvanior rcecomponextssemeindo ngiRtMAnodelsas in Sthe oticl Vr indure
and' tBen ron through the 8-tI part of 9l progoam usiug 9e stahfe optin. This upton aueme that seasonal patterns are basicaly constnt from
year-to-year and compte fine onasol facor s usoeighted average o all the neaseeakrregubr components for each month across the entire
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spar f th peiod ajustd. A in he oficil proedur, fatorsare atnaolatd in6-moth itervas anvthewoesare eahe at he edfofeaci
year. The procedure tar compotation of The rate from The seasonally adjusted components is also iduticat to the official procedo.ur

(5) Toal (AIt AttMA mthod) Thinis on alterativeaggreationproceure, n whih totl onemoylnet nandcivilanolaor foceeteelsra
enteded ithARIMA meelsand irecly etjuted ithmultplictiv adjstmnt mdeloin he AIt prt f th pmgam.The eate n cmputdeh

ta ige asond with MIMAl modebdly adjusted fatal o mp ymenutsan a tphersert ofasnetan nally adjusted total civilian labor far e. Factors are e xtrapela ted in 6 fore

intervalsaandithehseries revthedoatiThelendoofdeacheyear
(6 j) Resduao (Ath extIMa method) This lsManteuteatvagrao meethodn hchtoa ciila emthayret thandor civilian aplabo tfed

level t isnderived s hy sutacting foareanually adjsedemploymeurent fom yeasoal labor forue. atthe raegisnn tof er compeed hy dtakn thedroivhted

year

()Meth12onth eadtorentl The X-It AIIMA method wasTdeselponpec istheatmsteis Castahe offical p d jue stept hat Tefa s are esnStafflated
thinr12tmont in~tervals The factors for Jan hoary-D descm ber at The emen ear M ar e aompute d jusaet th Metinigof, The y sear Baed on da tathroghthes
precedin yearthlge valu-54E esbtrJauary thog1 aea9h8uretya0r h am sTeofca.ale ic hyrtec h aefcos

The standard X-11 method is described in X-11 Variant of the Census Method 11 Seasonal Adjustment Program, by Julius ShisBin, tain Young
and John MuSgrave (Technical Paper No. 15, Bureau of the Ceanss, 1967).

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 1984 -
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: OCTOBER 1984

Employment rose in October and unemployment was unchanged, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The
overall jobless rate was 7.3 percent, and the rate for civilian workers was
7.4 percent. Both rates were the same as in September, but down from those
prevailing early in the year.

Civilian employment--as measured by the monthly survey of
households-rose by 350,000 in October to 105.6 million. The number of
employees on nonagricultural payrolls--as measured by the monthly survey of
establishments--advanced by 440,000 to 95.2 million. Each employment
series was up about 6.5 million since the November 1982 recession trough.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons and the civilian worker unemployment
rate were both unchanged in October. A total of 8.4 million persons were
unemployed; the civilian worker jobless rate was 7.4 percent, 3.3
percentage points below the November 1982 recession high. (See table A-2.)

Jobless rates among most major worker groups, including whites (6.4
percent), blacks (15.4 percent). Hispanics (10.9 percent). and teenagers
(L8.8 percent), showed little, if any, change from September. The
unemployment rate for adult men edged down over the month, to 6.3 percent
and has declined by a full percentage point since January. By contrast,
the rate for adult women rose slightly to 6.9 percent, about the same level
as early in the year. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The average length of time an unemployed person had been jobless
continued its downward trend, as the mean and median duration of
unemployment declined over the month to 16.5 and 7.2 weeks, respectively.
The number of persons who had been out of work for 6 months or longer has
declined by 600,000 since the beginning of the year. (See table A-7.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment increased by 350,000 to 105.6 million in October,
after seasonal adjustment. The employment increase occurred entirely among
adults. The proportion of the civilian population with jobs (the
employment-population ratio) edged up to 59.7 percent over the month. (See
table A-2.)
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The civilian labor force grew by 320,000 in October to 114.0 million,
after seasonal adjustment. Over the past year, the civilian labor force
has risen by 2.2 million; adult women accounted for 1.3 million of the
increase.

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

* ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~I l
I Quarterly I Monthly data

averages I
Category ISept.-

I 1984 I 1984 Oct.
I I I I I Ichange
I II I III I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I

HOUSEHOLD DATA I
I Thousands of persona

Labor force 1/ ...... 1115,333l115,4201115,206l115,419l115,72241 303
Total employment j/.......1106,8371106,9111106,681l106,9591107,2911 332

Civilian labor force ........ 1113,6421113,7101113,4941113,6991114,0171 318
Civilian employment ....... 1105,1461105,2011104,9691105,2391105,5861 347
Unemployment .......... 8,4961 8,5091 8,5261 8,4601 8,4311 -29

Not in labor force .......... | 62,4841 62,8851 63,0891 63,0641 62,9391 -125
Discouraged workers ....... ; 1,2951 1,1971 N.A.I N.A.l N.A.l N.A.

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/ ............
All civilian workers......

Adult men...............
Adult women............I
Teenagers...............
White...................
Black...................
Hispanic origin .

ESTABLISHMENT DATA I

Nonfarm payroll employment..I
Goods-producing.- .-.-.-.-- I
Service-producing . I

Average weekly hours:
Total private nonfarm.....I
Manufacturing............I
Manufacturing overtime....I

Percent of labor force

I I I I
7-41 741 7.41 7.31
7.51 - 7.51 7-51 7-41
6.61 6.51 6.41 6.51
6.71 6.91 7.11 6.71

18.71 18.71 18.41 19.31
6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41

15.91 16.01 16.01 15.11
10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71

I I I

7.31
7.41
6.31
6.91

18.81
6.41

15.41
10.91

0
0

-0.2
0.2

-0.5
0

0.3
0.2

Thousands of jobs
93,790194,542pi 94,523194,754pl95.195pl 441p
24,862125,054pl 25,098125,005pl25,071pi 66p
68,928169,488pl 69,425169,749pI70,124pl 375p

I I I I I

35.31 3
5.

2
pl

40.81 40.5pI
3.41 

3
.

3
pj

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.

Hours of work
I I I

35.21 35.3pI 35.lpj -0.
2
p

40.51 40.6pI 40.5pI 0-1p
3.31 3.3pI 3.3pI Op

I I I
N.A.-not available.

I- ------- ~ -- --- --

I
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Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment, at 95.2 million in October,
seasonally adjusted, rose by 440,000 over the month. Gains were rather
widespread, with nearly two-thirds of the 185 industries in the BLS index
of diffution registering over-the-month increases; this contrasts markedly
with the prior month when only two-fifths of the industries showed
increases. (See tables B-i and B-6.)

The bulk of the October job growth occurred in the service-producing
sector, paced by advances of 140,000 in retail trade and 130,000 in
services. These two industry divisions have shown strong growth during the
recovery, accounting for almost half of the total payroll employment gains
during the period. Over-the-month increases also took- place in
transportation and public utilities, wholesale trade, and finance,
insurance, and real estate-about 75,000 each.

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment rose by 55,000,
not enough to recoup the 115,000 decline in September. All of the October
increase was in durable goods, where gains were pervasive; the largest were
in machinery, fabricated metals, and lumber and wood products. Elsewhere
in the sector, employment in mining and construction were both about
unchanged from September levels.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls fell 0.2 hour in October to 35.1 hours. The
manufacturing workweek edged down 0.1 hour, and factory overtime was
unchanged at 3.3 hours--the same level that has prevailed over the past 6
months. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weeekly hours of production or nonsupervisory
workers on private nonagricultural payrolls, at 113.2 (1977-100), was about
the same as in September. The manufacturing index (at 95.9) also was about
unchanged over the month. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings were about unchanged in October, and average
weekly earnings were down 0.7 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to
seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings edged down 1 cent to $8.42,
and weekly earnings fell $3.73 to $295.54. Compared to a year earlier,
hourly earnings were up 26 cents and weekly earnings rose $7.49. (See
table B-3.)
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The Hourly Earninas Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 161.6 (1977.100) in October,
seasonally adjusted, essentially unchanged from September. For the 12
months ended in October, the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was 2.9
percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movements--fluctuations in overtime in manufacturing
and interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing
power, the HEI decreased 0.3 percent during the 12-month period ended in
September. (See table B-4.)
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 60,000 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (stBs.

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, murked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by BLs in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes over ZWl0bll establishments employing
over 35 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definilloin, and dlfferences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
Iween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States am also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment during the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Also included among the
unemployed are persons not looking for work because they
were laid off and waiting to be recaled and those expecting to
report to a job within 30 days.

The ldborfonc equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployment weae is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Arted Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate is U-Sa, while U-Sb represents
the some measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose namor appear on the
payroll records of nonagricultural firms. As a resul, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

-The hoaend -oey. rol bu a re
bluer Ynoumo Or the poubtios; the ruatthbur ejrvey erottan aurlsoure.
th, olr-Pbsed. .Psid rusty worters, pre tathod sore . mW
umbe Or th U resde Aorod Forms:

- The hur dtrd rry tudn proe m oap. ta h onsa the
orPoYrd: the -rabliroror oy do- eau

- 7r Irotohod ntrr . tuted at te 1o rear a e d old.er he
Srahlstw moneys nor m alimed by ue:

-The horrod sorry t. -n duploi.Or ofedvidoeh. bda rb oi-
deridu i. ousted orb son: in the riblMh.mr rney, rpkne- worktt at
oum tta ou job or urh.-ar uppr on ours thu nor paying -Wmo hr
ousied ystep t.u -ut peer.

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimatei from Household and
Payroll Sureys,' which may be obtained from the 0ts upon
request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the coure of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when whools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation can be very
large; over the course of a year. for example. seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May. making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics can Jte seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by BLS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employmeat components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
surrey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. The January revision
is applied to data that have been published over the previous 5
years. For the establishment sury, updated factors for
seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
with the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the next section.

Sampling variability
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and thie other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that woald
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard errors. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 tshat an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard eror

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence Emits used by aLs in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unemployment it is 220,000: and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by thnse magnitudes but,
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment surrey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this surrey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
essployment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional statlstlcs and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Natin's employ-

ment situation, aLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employmen and Earnings, published each month by
BLs. It is available for S4.50 per issue or S31.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household surrey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment surrey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P. and Q of that publication.
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Table A-4 Selected employment IndIcators
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Table A,& Selected unemployment IndIcators, seasonally adjusted
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Table A Pt Employment slasts of male Vetnamre vtnot and m totno by age not leamsoaly ad
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Table A-13. Employment statu~s of the ciollian population or ton larI~ge States
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Table BI1. Employ4*s on nonagculltral piyrolls by Industry
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Representative LUNGREN. Well, thank you, Commissioner Nor-
wood.

Madam Commissioner, based on these statistics and others that
we have received from the Labor Department, it's obvious that in-
flation remains low, and that although interest rates are higher
than all of us would like to have them, they are almost half what
they were a number of years ago, 4 years ago. They appear to be
falling now. Consumer confidence from the indexes that we have
seen is high. Consumer spending is up. The index of leading eco-
nomic indicators for September released by the Commerce Depart-
ment rose four-tenths of 1 percentage point.

In this context, is the rate of job creation in October consistent
with these positive economic indicators?

Ms. NORWOOD. The rate of job growth in October, particularly in
the business survey, increased over-the past several months. As
you know, employment growth had slowed down considerably in
the summer months, particularly in the manufacturing industry.
In October, most of the growth was in retail trade and services.
Factory employment also rose, but is still below the level that we
had in August.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, one of the questions I would like
to get at is this: In looking at the data just superficially someone
would say, well, we've been stuck on this 7.4 figure for approxi-
mately 6 months and they would interpret that to say there's been
little or no job growth.

What we see in October would not be consistent with that. What
I'm trying to do, in explaining to the average person who would
like to know and have a sense of what is going on out there, is to
point out that this rate of job creation is a good sign for us, isn't it?
It would indicate that in fact we are not standing still in a very
real sense.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, indeed; we have had and we can expect
always to have an increase in the labor force and one needs to have
an increase in jobs in order to keep up with that labor force
growth.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask you something about the
relationship between GNP growth and job growth. GNP growth
slowed for a couple of months and now Commerce Secretary Bal-
drige expects to see a GNP growth rate of 4 percent for the fourth
quarter of 1984. That's obviously a prospective estimate, based on
what he thinks is going to happen. The October figures we have for
employment and unemployment at least to give us one bit of data
for the first month of that quarter, what does this job growth rate
say to us? Is there anything we can extrapolate from it? Is it con-
sistent or necessarily inconsistent with the projection of a 4-percent
GNP growth rate for the last quarter?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't think we can read into these data any-
thing that is particularly consistent or inconsistent with those esti-
mates. There has been a pickup in job growth. There has also been
a decline in hours of work. The aggregate hours index which prob-
ably is closer to some of the output kinds of measures has been rel-
atively stable. The stability, however, may be because the job in-
crease that we are seeing is so heavily in the service-producing
sector, and the hours in the service-producing sector are more diffi-
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cult to measure effectively, and there are a lot of part-time workers
in the service-producing sector.

So it's certainly not inconsistent with anything that any of the
forecasters have been saying.

Representative LUNGREN. We have a chart over here talking
about the increase in employment, that first chart or the chart
closest to me, which shows how the employment growth for 22
months into the current expansion compares to the figures from
other recent economic expansions. The chart is based on figures
from the BLS household survey, so it shows about a 1.4 million in-
crease during the recovery from February 1961 to December 1962,
an increase of 3.9 million from November 1970 to September 1972,
4.7 million from March 1975 to January 1977, and it shows a 6.2
million increase-but with the information you bring us it actually
should be 6.5 million-from November 1982 to October 1984.

The question I have is, would a chart based on the establishment
survey figures tell a different story?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't believe so; no, sir. We have had a pickup
in job growth in the establishment survey, particularly this month.
There was a slowdown in the job growth in the establishment
survey during the summer months, but, as I mentioned earlier,
there was a pickup in October. Over the 23 months of the recovery
period, we have had the same employment increase, 6.5 million,
both in the household survey and in the establishment survey.

Representative LUNGREN. So we come back to what we have dis-
cussed many times, that even though on a month-to-month basis
there may be some difference between household and establish-
ment surveys, over a significant period of time, they tend to coin-
cide fairly well.

Ms. NORWOOD. They are extremely close. They are quite close
now and have been for the last couple of months. Occasionally they
do part. It's much easier for us at BLS when they don't, but I do
think that it is important for us to have two independent measures
of employment growth.

In the month of October, they are both showing the same em-
ployment growth over the 23 months of the recovery.

Representative LUNGREN. So they both showed 6.5 million?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, sir.
Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Congressman.
First I just want to make it clear that we disagree on the facts

on interest rates. People always talk about the very high prime
rate which was I think at 1 month at 21 percent. They forget about
the fact that not many people-I challenge anybody in this room to
raise their hand, anybody, if they've ever paid a prime rate. What
we pay is the mortgage rate. The overwhelming majority of people
own their homes in this country, 70 percent, have to pay the mort-
gage rate. The mortgage rate is substantially below under Carter
what it is today and what it has been under the Reagan adminis-
tration.

The real difference is the interest rates that people pay. The in-
terest rates that people pay are now much higher than they were
and they have averaged higher under this administration consist-
ently than under the Carter administration.
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Now let me get into some questions here. In October the civilian
unemployment rate was 7.4 percent. It has been stuck at about this
level since May. In May it was 7.5. So, Madam Commissioner, is
the recovery over? In other periods of recovery, has the unemploy-
ment rate stayed at the plateau in the range of 7.5 percent for as
long as 5 months and when the unemployment rate remains on a
plateau for a period like this is it generally followed by another
downturn?

Ms. NORWOOD. We have had pauses in the unemployment change
in the past. We had a period in 1977, for example, where we were
within two-tenths--

Senator PROXMIRE. For as long as 5 months?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, we had unemployment rates of 6.9, 7, 6.8,

6.8, and 6.8 percent over 5 consecutive months in 1977.
Senator PROXMIRE. Is there any way you can estimate how soon

we might get an indication one way or the other of whether we are
going to move ahead or whether we are likely to stagnate or even
have unemployment increase?

Ms. NORWOOD. No, I don't know of any way using the data with-
out going into forecasting. However, we know several things. We
know that employment growth in the business survey slowed down
a bit. There seems to be a pickup in October. In some of the goods-
producing industries we are back to where we were in August, and
in services we are continuing upward. We know that we are con-
tinuing to have a decline in the teenage population and we should
not be expecting upward pressure from that source. We know that
the rate of increase of women coming into the labor force in recent
years, while continuing, is slower than it was in the past.

So there are some demographic factors which might suggest that
it would be somewhat easier to reduce unemployment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now real gross national product, the GNP,
growth in the third quarter of 1984 increased by 2.7 percent accord-
ing to the most recent estimate of the Commerce Department. Is
that rate of growth sufficiently rapid to keep unemployment from
rising?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, as you well know, Senator Proxmire, there
has been a great deal of discussion about that and a lot of people
suggest that it takes a 3-percent rate of growth to reduce the un-
employment rate very much. Those numbers, however, were devel-
oped sometime ago when relationships were very different. I'm just
not sure whether that would hold up now.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, different in what way? It would seem to
me that that's a highly relevant relationship. If we had growth in
the population and growth in the work force and growth in produc-
tivity and we have an overall growth, however, of only 2.7 percent
or 3 percent, it's hard for me to understand how you can diminish
your unemployment at that level.

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, the point I was trying to make earlier, Sen-
ator Proxmire, is that because of the declines that took place some
years ago in the birth rates there is slowing in the increase in
labor force participation and in the increase of people coming into
the labor force. I don't know quite how important that effect will
be, but it seems to me that we have been having for sometime now
a reduction in some of the groups who have traditionally had high
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unemployment rates and therefore the upward pressure on the un-
employment rate from demographic factors may be changed.

Senator PROXMIRE. I understand. That's a very good point. Demo-
graphic factors may have that effect. Isn't there a counteracting
effect, however, in the technological improvements, robotics, and
computers and so forth that there's been increased productivity
and mean that you have to get greater growth in order to have the
kind of stable level of employment?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, sir.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now in the eight 4-year business cycles

there's been a tendency since the 1960's for the recoveries to leave
the unemployment rate at a higher level each time. We have
brought this up a number of times before but I think this would be
a good time to mention it again.

If this recovery is managing to lower unemployment only to 7.4
percent, is the economy facing a holding pattern until the next re-
cession?

Ms. NORWOOD. I would hope not.
Senator PROXMIRE. Let me followup by saying if the enormous

budget deficit we have had couldn't bring unemployment below 7.4
percent-and they certainly have been enormous on the basis of
any experience I have had-what prospects do we have for lower-
ing unemployment further?

Ms. NORWOOD. I just cannot comment on that, Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. In the past it's been my observation that

fiscal policy has been the one crude but obvious way that the Fed-
eral Government has tended to reduce unemployment. We have cut
taxes and we've increased spending. We've gotten to a point where
it's going to be very, very difficult for us to do that without deficits
that really boggle the mind.

In its program for economic recovery the Reagan administration
made the following projections on unemployment: In 1981, 7.8 per-
cent; 1982, 7.2 percent; 1983, 6.6 percent; 1984, 6.4 percent. How do
the actual average unemployment rates in each of those years com-
pare to the rates forecast by the administration?

I might point to the chart to give us some help over here. What
I've pointed out here is that in the first year of the Reagan admin-
istration unemployment was 7.6 percent; the second year, 9.7 per-
cent; the third year, 9.6 percent; and the fourth year, 7.6 percent.
As you can see from the chart, in every year it was substantially
higher than the previous administration. The first, second, third,
and fourth year of the Reagan administration was higher unem-
ployment and it is now and it was in every year we compare there.

My question is, Why is the actual course of unemployment from
1981 to the present different so much from what the administra-
tion expected its policies to produce?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think you in the Congress are better able to
judge that than I. Clearly, we know that we have had a very steep
recession and that we are now recovering-have recovered pretty
much from that recession. In a recession always, as you well know,
the unemployment rate tends to be higher at the end of a recession
than when we went into the recession.

Senator PROXMIRE. But this isn't the end of the recession. The
end of the recession was November 1982. We've had 2 full years
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since the end of the recession and the unemployment rate is still,
as I pointed out, extraordinarily high by any historical standard,
higher than it's been in any year of the last 40 years with the ex-
ception of 2.

Ms. NORWOOD. That is true, but it is still considerably down from
the 10.7 percent that it was at the trough of the recession.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now this question will take me a minute or
two to ask. The civilian unemployment rate in October 1984 at 7.4
percent is about the same level as it was in January 1981 when
President Reagan took office. In this period of nearly 4 years, the
country experienced its most severe recession, as you just pointed
out. The jobless rate was 10.7. percent and nearly 12 million people
were out of work.

For how many months during this period did the unemployment
rate stay about 10 percent?

Ms. NORWOOD. Ten.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ten months. Now between 9 and 10 percent?
Ms. NORWOOD. Nine months.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now apart from this recession has the coun-

try had unemployment rates as high as 9 or 10 percent since World
War II?

Ms. NORWOOD. No, sir.
Senator PROXMIRE. So for 19 months, or over 40 percent of Presi-

dent Reagan's term so far unemployment was 9 percent or higher,
breaking the postwar record, and it's taken 22 months of recovery
to bring unemployment back to where it was when the administra-
tion arrived. Isn't that accurate?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; there was just one period in May of 1975
which had 9 percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up. I have a few more questions.
Representative LUNGREN. If you might permit me a partisan

comment, it never ceases to amaze me that the President, at least
from the other side of the aisle, gets criticized because the program
didn't come into effect soon enough. As the Senator will recall, it
was because we had to deal with the Members of his party in the
House that we had to agree to extend the introduction of the Presi-
dent's program for 3 years. I guess maybe that's the best argument
I've heard for a Republican House of Representatives. If we could
have a least put it in place in the first year we wouldn't have had
to go through that recession for 2 years before we got the effects of
our policies.

Senator PROXMIRE. If the Congressman would yield on that--
Representative LUNGREN. I would be happy to. I accept the nomi-

nation to the Senate.
Senator PROXMIRE. In the last 4 years-well, let me come back to

that.
Representative LUNGREN. Commissioner Norwood, you began to

speak a few minutes ago with Senator Proxmire about previous
economic recessions and expansions. As we have mentioned, this
current one is in its 23d month. The last expansion that lasted that
long began I guess in 1975. I thought maybe we might review some
of the unemployment patterns seen during that recovery.

Reviewing the data it appears to me that at the onset of that ex-
pansion the unemployment rate dropped precipitously from 9 per-
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cent in May 1975 to 7.4 percent in May 1976. And then it appears
that between May 1976 and December 1976 when we were just a
year into that sustained economic expansion the unemployment
rate jumped up from 7.4 percent to 7.8 percent. And apparently in
some data that you talked about a minute ago it reached then a
plateau of several months and then that plateau was at 7.8 percent
and following that plateau we saw the unemployment rate fall
until the end of that economic expansion, leaving us at 5.6 percent
in May of 1979.

Is my reading of the data correct in that regard?
Ms. NORWOOD. Roughly so.
Representative LUNGREN. So that would suggest to me, to some-

one who's not totally initiated into this whole area, that it might
be risky to assume that an uptake or a plateau of unemployment
seen during sustained economic expansion would be an indication
that we would take that it spells the end of labor market gains.

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, Congressman, my experience suggests that
it's always risky to assume anything. One needs to look at data.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, I guess what I'm saying is that
you have been warning us as we got into this recovery that we
might expect there to be a period of a plateau and you began warn-
ing us rather early in the expansion and we didn't see it. We were
kind of confounded for some months, not only that we had sus-
tained a drop in unemployment but that it was as precipitous as it
was. So you convinced me. I was looking for that plateau. We found
it, but I hope that we won't read too much into it to suggest that it
necessarily determines for us where we are going to end up.

I share the Senator's concern about the fact that in most of the
recessions and recoveries we have had since World War II, I believe
with one exception, we have always come out of it with a higher
unemployment rate and a higher inflation rate than we did with
the previous recoveries. In this one we're coming out with a lower
inflation rate. There appears to be no doubt about that. At least we
have matched the unemployment rate that we began this whole
process with and it is my hope that maybe we can confound every-
body again and bring the unemployment rate down along with the
inflation rate. People didn't think we could do that in the past and
yet the inflation rate appears to be down and everybody appears to
understand that and appreciate it. I'm hopeful we will be able to do
the same thing in the area of unemployment.

In that regard, I'd like to ask you to refer to the diffusion index.
Last month we were concerned-and I know Senator Proxmire was
and I was-about what appeared to be a rather sharp slowdown in
the diffusion index and you warned us at that time again that we
should look at trends and not just 1 month's figures, and this
month we appear to have a different reading.

Could you compare the two and tell us what that might indicate,
with the caveat that we ought not to read too much into 1 month's
statistics?

Ms. NORWOOD. The diffusion index, which as you know is heavily
weighted toward manufacturing, dropped quite a lot last month to
40.3 percent. It is now back up to 65.4, which is higher than it has
been for quite a number of months. Clearly, though, one needs to
look at that index month after month and over a longer period of
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time. If we look at the 3-month span, for example, it's lower than it
was in the summer months but nevertheless closer to what it was
for 3 months ending in August.

I think it's something we need to watch because it does tend to
signal developments. I am pleased to see that it is up again this
month.
. Representative LUNGREN. In the past you have indicated to us

that the 50-percent mark was sort of an important mark for us to
look at and why was that?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, the diffusion index basically tells us the per-
centage of establishments that reported an increase and we like to
see that as high as possible, and when it's over 50 percent that's
pretty good, and certainly the 65 percent is pretty good.

Representative LUNGREN. Commissioner Norwood, you stated in
your prepared statement that the mean and median duration of
unemployment has fallen fairly steadily since mid-1983. How much
did they decline in October?

Ms. NORWOOD. In October the mean duration was 16.5 percent. It
was 17.1 in September. And the-I'm sorry-weeks-17.1 declined
to 16.5 weeks and the median was 7.6 weeks in September and 7.2
in October. So they have both declined.

Representative LUNGREN. By how much did the number of long-
term unemployed decline in October?

Ms. NORWOOD. If we define the long-term unemployed as those
unemployed 6 months or more, in October there were 1.4 million.
In September there were slightly more than 1.5 million. So it's
down not quite but about 7.5 now or something like that.

Representative LUNGREN. What's the significance of having the
mean and median duration of unemployment falling and having
the number of long-term unemployed declining?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, as you well know, there is a great deal of
movement in the American labor market. We have a very dynamic
labor market even when we are in recession. People move from
jobs to other jobs and from employment to unemployment, into the
labor force and out of the labor force. The people who have the
hardest time in the labor market are usually those who once
having gotten into a state of unemployment have great difficulty
getting out of it. People who have been unemployed for very long
periods of time are in great economic and social distress and that's
a serious problem for this country and it is always good to see
those numbers decline.

Representative LUNGREN. Now we have spoken on this panel, a
number of members, about the concerns as the economy comes on
and the recovery comes on and many times those people with the
fewest skills who have the toughest time are not picked up until
the recovery matures. So I guess I would interpret these figures to
show that we have had some maturity in that recovery such that a
good number of these people are being picked up even though we
still have a not insignificant number there.

Ms. NORWOOD. The number of long-term unemployed rose consid-
erably during the last recession and it is down quite a lot in the 23
months of the recovery, and you're quite right, we normally see a
decline as the recovery matures and we are seeing that decline
now.
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Representative LUNGREN. What happened to the employment-
population ratio in October?

Ms. NORWOOD. The employment-population ratio in October is up
from 59.5 in September to 59.7 in October, up 2 points.

Representative LUNGREN. How does that compare with let's say
January 1981?

Ms. NORWOOD. That is up six-tenths from January 1981.
Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Madam Commissioner, let me just change

pace for a minute. I want to get back to unemployment but I'd like
to ask you and your colleagues some questions on inflation.

The most recent report on the Consumer Price Index showed in-
flation rising at the rate of 4.2 percent over the past year. Obvious-
ly inflation has moderated substantially from the double digit rates
prevailing in 1979 and 1981, but let's see what's responsible for
this. And I'd like to ask you to answer with respect to four catego-
ries.

First, how much of the decline is attributable to changes in
energy prices which gave rise to the double digit inflation in the
first place? Second, how much reflects favorable developments with
food prices? After all, we have the worst farm depression since the
Great Depression with farm income down in 1983 to one-half what
it was in 1979 and falling distress on the farmers. Third, how much
reflects the effect of the bloated dollar caused by the deficit which
has cut the cost of imports very sharply and of U.S. products com-
peting with imports?

Mr. Bergston says about 50 percent of it is from that. Bergston is
an expert in this area in the State Department.

And to what extent was inflation brought down by the recession
which was longer lasting to force employers to cut prices and work-
ers without jobs to take cuts in pay?

Ms. NORWOOD. Senator Proxmire, I am not able to answer all of
those questions. I don't think anyone is. But let me just say that
you are right, that we have had a very real deceleration in food
prices in the shelter component of the CPI and in the energy com-
ponent of the CPI all of which were responsible for the acceleration
of prices which occurred in the period in the mid-1970's when we
had the OPEC oil crisis. Some of those decelerations also worked
their way through the economy as the recession occurred.

They are now, as we all know, having a real effect on price levels
in this country on imports. The BLS released a press release on
export and import prices which showed a considerable drop in
import prices and an offsetting increase in export prices as well,
led by food however, not by manufactured products.

So I think all of those things are having a big effect. Part of the
import price issue, of course, is because of the high value of the
dollar.

Senator PROXMIRE. You know, it's really astonishing to me, the
administration takes credit for the better inflation performance,
and I wouldn't blame them-of course, they take credit for it-but
it's astonishing because all the elements that went into it either
had nothing to do with it or they would deny this was part of their
plan. Certainly, they had nothing to do with the energy prices. We
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have a glut of oil, whereas we had a shortage before, and energy
prices going down because of that glut.

I don't think they would take credit for the terrific, deplorable
position of our farmers who are suffering so terribly from the sur-
plus of food production. I don't think that they would want to take
credit for the bloated dollar that is caused by the deficit which has
had this effect on import prices, lowering them and lowering the
competition of our producers with them. And I certainly don't
think they would want to take credit for the recession.

So it seems that there's no administration policy responsible for
that except those for which they deny responsibility. I don't expect
an answer to that, but let me ask you a question.

Ms. NORWOOD. You may be interested in knowing, Senator Prox-
mire, that the 12-month rate of change in the energy component of
the CPI that ended in January 1980 was really the highest period
in the last several years-41.6 percent, and that for the year that
ended in January 1985 that component was down to 1 percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, that's a start, a clear reflection of the
effect of energy prices on credit.

You reported that since the trough of the recession employment
grew by about 6.5 million. Now taking into account the jobs lost in
the 1981-82 recession, what is the employment gain from January
1981 to the present?

Ms. NORWOOD. From January 1981 to the present; there are
about 6 million jobs created-I'm sorry-that's 5.6 million-6 mil-
lion increase in the labor force.

Senator PROXMIRE. By how much did employment grow in the 4
years prior to 1981, from January 1977 to January 1981?

Ms. NORWOOD. 10 million.
Senator PROXMIRE. So under Carter it grew by 10 million and

under Reagan it grew by 5.6 million?
Ms. NORWOOD. That's true.
Senator PROXMIRE. If employment had continued to grow at the

1971-81 pace from January 1981 to October 1984, without the set-
back of the 1981-82 recession, would employment today be much
higher than it is?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, of course, it would. There was a higher
annual rate of increase in the period from 1977 to 1981 than there
has been since 1981 to 1984.

There is, of course, a slower population growth and lower labor
force growth. But the answer to your question is that there would
have been 5 million more jobs.

Senator PROXMIRE. Given today's labor force, what unemploy-
ment rate would we have today if employment growth since 1981
had matched the 10 million in the previous 4 years?

Ms. NORWOOD. We can calculate that for you. We don't have it.
Obviously, it would be considerably lower.

Senator PROXMIRE. I calculate it at 4 percent.
Now overall, if for most worker groups unemployment rates in

October are about the same as they were in January 1981. Is that
right?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; correct.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Among blacks, chiefly adults, current jobless
rates are still noticeably higher than they were in 1981, I believe.
Is that right or wrong?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; the unemployment rate for blacks is 15.4 per-
cent and it was 14.4 percent in January 1981. It's 1 point higher.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now altogether, even though the unemploy-
ment rate is about the same, how many more people are unem-
ployed today than there were in January 1981 because, of course,
we have a bigger country and a bigger work force?

Ms. NORWOOD. About 360,000.
Senator PROXMIRE. Compared to that period just prior to the re-

cession in mid-1981, how many more people are unemployed now?
Ms. NORWOOD. There are 8.4 million people unemployed now, 7.9

million in July 1981.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now you report that the length of the manu-

facturing workweek declined by two-tenths of an hour in October
and over the last 2 months there's been some loss in factory jobs.

As I understand it, new orders are down in the latest figures we
have.

Do these patterns indicate that the economy is weakening and do
drops in hours of work often precede cutbacks in employment?

Ms. NORWOOD. They sometimes do, Senator Proxmire, but I think
that what we are reporting today is a considerable increase in em-
ployment in the service-producing sector and I'm not sure how to
read the hours there.

If we look at the goods-producing sector, clearly the aggregate
hours are important and that shows a flatness.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, there are several distinctions between
manufacturing and service, one of them being that the hours are
somewhat shorter in service I believe. The hourly pay is also some-
what less. Is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. For the sector as a whole; that is correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. So this would mean that compensation gener-

ally might be lower if we have that as a long-term shift?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, but there are, of course, trends for greater

increases in the service-producing sector wages.
Senator PROXMIRE. In October 5.5 million people who wanted to

work full-time could find only part time jobs. That number has re-
mained very high throughout the recovery. Why is that?

Ms. NORWOOD. Because the economy, though we have been pro-
ducing jobs and now we have produced in the recovery 6.5 million
jobs, it has not been enough to take account of that. We still have
about 5.5 million people who are working part time for economic
reasons.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now as I understand it, when the unemploy-
ment is determined, if someone has worked 1 hour in the previous
week they're not considered unemployed. Is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right. They're considered as employed.
Senator PROXMIRE. So how many hours on the average do these

people who are only part-time employed work?
Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know.
Senator PROXMIRE. Is unemployment underestimated by not

counting those working only a few hours as unemployed, in your
judgment?
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Ms. NORWOOD. Our definition of unemployment, as you know, re-
quires that the person have had no employment during the survey
week and have looked for work at some time during the 4 preced-
ing weeks.

It is true that we could have a different definition. The BLS does
publish a table of seven different rates and one of those includes
half of the people who were employed part time for economic rea-
sons. That unemployment measure was 9.9 percent in October.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up, Congressman Lungren.
Representative LUNGREN. Madam Commissioner, Senator Prox-

mire had you give us the figures of the increase in unemployed
during the course of this administration. I believe that came to
about 500,000 people and we are talking about people.

Could you give us the number of people unemployed-the in-
crease in the number of people unemployed between January 1977
and January 1981?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; 794,000.
Representative LUNGREN. Almost 800,000 people increase in un-

employment. I guess we could calculate how many more people we
would have unemployed if we went at the same rate that the
Carter administration did, using the same figures that the Senator
had, but I don't have time to do that. I wish we also had time to
figure out what the inflation rate and the interest rate would be
today if they had continued to increase at the same rate they did
under Carter, and whether that would have any impact on job cre-
ation. I suspect that if we had maintained inflation at 13 or 12 per-
cent-not even gone up, just maintained that, as the Carter legacy
for 4 more years, that might have at some point in time had an
impact on employment growth. I also suspect with interest rates as
high as they were that that would have had some impact on em-
ployment growth as well.

Madam Commissioner, obviously we are all concerned about
these various statistics, but perhaps one of the things that's most
important to people out in the country is something they can really
relate to in terms of this standard of living. This is not so much the
size of their paycheck as it is purchasing power what they can pur-
chase in terms of real goods and services.

As I understand it, the most recent data that we have on real
average weekly earnings are for the month of September. Can you
tell us where we are on that? Did we have an increase for that
month or a decrease or was that flat?

Ms. NORWOOD. For the month of September, real-that's correct-
ed for inflation-real average weekly earnings increased five-tenths
of 1 percent. If we look at it over the longer period of time, there
has also been an increase.

Representative LUNGREN. Let's look at a period of time, Septem-
ber 1984 to September 1982. What kind of figures do we get for
that period of time?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I don't have that particular calculation
here, but I can give you the hourly earnings index or the weekly
average earnings over the 4-year period that we are talking about.
And in current dollars, they have gone up 21 percent and in con-
stant dollars about half a percent-four-tenths of 1 percent.
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Representative LUNGREN. I guess this question should be directed
to Mr. Dalton. As of September-again, the most recent month for
which we evidently have price index data-our economy had been
expanding for 22 consecutive months. Now looking at January
1977, the 22-month point in the business cycle expansion that
began in March 1975, what inflation rates did we see at that time?

Mr. DALTON. As of January 1977, 5.2 percent.
Representative LUNGREN. And was this a relatively stable infla-

tion rate such as the rate we have today or was it an accelerating
rate? I'm trying to compare it with the last, most recent, long-term
expansion that we had.

Mr. DALTON. Well, if we're talking about the rate of inflation at
the recession trough in March 1975, that was 6.6 percent, and the
same rate at the recession trough in July 1980 was 8.3, and the rate
of inflation at the recession trough in November 1982 was
9.7.

Representative LUNGREN. According to a survey conducted last
month among the members of the National Association of Econo-
mists, inflation expectations are the lowest in the 10 years the
survey has been conducted. Over the next 5 years that organiza-
tion, Mr. Dalton, is forecasting 5.5 percent inflation down from 8.2
percent in 1980. Are these predictions consistent with the rate of
inflation that we're seeing today and for the last number of
months?

Mr. DALTON. The annual rate of inflation over the last 12 months
ending in September is 4.2 percent.

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman Lungren, I think that what we're
seeing in some of these surveys is the result of the expectations of
people that the deceleration that has been taking place in inflation
will continue and that's partly because there has been a decelera-
tion also in wage rates and labor costs in general.

Representative LUNGREN. A few minutes ago Senator Proxmire
was talking about the question of inflation and he went into it
from one perspective. I'd like to look at it from a slightly different
perspective. That is, what has happened to the producer price
index for finished goods in September?

Mr. DALTON. It declined two-tenths of 1 percent.
Representative LUNGREN. And it is my understanding that that

would make it two consecutive declines in that index.
Mr. DALTON. Yes, August and September.
Representative LUNGREN. When was the last time we had an

index that showed two consecutive declines in the producer price
index for finished goods?

Ms. NORWOOD. A long time. We can check that out for you.
Representative LUNGREN. From my perusal it would appear to be

8 years. That's a long time as far as I'm concerned.
Since we're talking about the rate of inflation, it obviously is im-

pacted by a wide variety of factors. That is, the rate of inflation
that's actually faced by the American consumer. We have fancy
names for it, CPI and so forth, and different types of CPI. Would
the producer prices be among the important factors that influence
what the consumer is impacted on with respect to inflation?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; of course it would.
Representative LUNGREN. Why?
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Ms. NORWOOD. Producer prices show us stages of development in
prices of commodities and services that are purchased. There are
very few services, unfortunately, in the PPI, but the indexes can
show us what happens when we look at prices of crude goods, inter-
mediate goods, and finished goods. We have indexes for consumer
foods, for example, so that we can look at price as it goes into the
retail market. Those relationships are not always direct ones, but it
is very important to have a PPI that is showing deceleration if we
want to expect or anticipate a continued deceleration in the CPI.

Representative LUNGREN. Before turning over to Senator Prox-
mire for another round of questions, I would just indicate that it
seems to me that in fact the administration can take some credit
for the drop in energy prices. If there's one thing the United States
could do to help break the back of OPEC it was to decontrol our
own production of petroleum. I must say that was started under
President Carter but it was accelerated under this administration,
and, in my judgment, that was the one single thing the U.S. Gov-
ernment could do with respect to influencing OPEC and helping to
produce that glut on the market.

So in fact there are some things we can do and I think that we
ought to recognize that it was done on a bipartisan basis. It was
started by President Carter and accelerated by President Reagan
and it's one thing that we were able to do that probably more than
any other thing from our standpoint influenced the energy situa-
tion that we see today.

Senator PROXMIRE. Both President Carter and President Reagan
are fine men, but I don't think either one of them had much to do
with the present glut of oil production.

Now let me call attention to-my good friend and distinguished
colleague keeps talking about how much higher interest rates were
during the Carter adminstration. I call attention to a publication
here called "Economic Indicators," and "Economic Indicators" has
on its front that the responsibility for this is the Joint Economic
Committee, the chairman of which is Roger Jepsen, a Republican
from Iowa. Roger Jepsen is not exactly a supporter of the Demo-
crats and therefore I think we can take this as reasonably objec-
tive.

I call attention to the last column and the last column is new
home mortgage yields and the last column shows that interest
rates were lower, consistently lower, under President Carter in
1978, 1979, and 1980 than they were under President Reagan. If
you go across the line, you see that virtually all interest rates,
whether U.S. security yields, Treasury yields; that is, high-grade
municipal bonds, corporate AA bonds, prime commerical paper, dis-
count rate-everything but the prime rate, and the prime rate, as a
matter of fact, was higher on the average under Reagan than
under Carter, although it has gone down recently. But overall,
there's no question about it, interest rates are higher under Presi-
dent Reagan and the present administration than they were under
the previous administration.

Representative LUNGREN. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator PROXMIRE. Sure.
Representative LUNGREN. What direction were they going?
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Senator PROXMIRE. Well, under the Carter administration, they
went up; sure they did. Under the Reagan administration, they're
still higher.

Representative LUNGREN. Which direction are they going now?
They are going down.

Senator PROXMIRE. Sure they've gone down, but in relationship to
inflation they are still very high and they are still higher than
they were under the Carter administration, much higher, substan-
tially higher, by about 20 percent.

Ms. Norwood, you point out the weak recovery in the manufac-
turing sector. Manufacturing has regained only 70 percent of the
jobs lost during the recession; fabricated metals, only 56 percent;
machinery, 45 percent. Which States are most seriously affected by
this weak manufacturing recovery and based upon BLS projections
what does the future hold for those industries?

Ms. NORWOOD. The States that are affected, as we know, are the
north central region, in particular around the Great Lakes, and
also some of the textile and apparel-producing areas that have
gone down into the southern part of the country. There is almost a
strip of high unemployment through the country.

BLS projections for the future suggest that there will be much
faster growth in the service/producing sector than the goods-pro-
ducing sector, but we do expect to have some increase in jobs in the
goods-producing sector as well.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now the preliminary total-I'm not talking
about just manufacturing-total employment level of 2,265,000 in
Wisconsin in my State was still below the September 1979 figure
for the State, even though we've had an increase in population and
so forth.

How many States have yet to reach the employment levels
achieved before the recession started in 1979? Instead of counting
them, why don't you read them off because I think they are major
States and it would be interesting.

Mr. PLEWES. These are States that have not yet come back to
where they were prior to the recession?

Senator PROXMIRE. That's right, prior to September 1979.
Mr. PLEWES. We did not do those. We will have to go through the

States individually.
Senator PROXMIRE. Do you have it for August?
Mr. PLEWES. I do not have the unemployment figures for August.
Senator PROXMIRE. I'm asking for employment.
Mr. PLEWES. All right. Changes in the employment level from

August 1979 to August 1984 are as follows: The State of West Vir-
ginia was 10 percent down from where it was in August 1979; Iowa,
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Mississippi, the District of Colum-
bia, South Dakota, and Wisconsin also had lower employment
levels.

Senator PROXMIRE. They haven't recovered in total employment?
Mr. PLEWES. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. As I say, in spite of the large increase in the

work force.
Madam Commissioner, the unemployment rate for blacks accord-

ing to your October data was 15.4 percent. You note, despite some
rises during the summer, the overall jobless rate for blacks is about
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what it was in the spring. Generally, doesn't the gap between white
and black employment rates narrow during periods of recovery,
and why hasn't this happened this time?

Ms. NORWOOD. It does generally do so. The black employment sit-
uation deteriorated beginning in 1980 and then showed little, if
any, recovery prior to the last recession that we had. Blacks start-
ed the 1981-82 recession with a very high rate of unemployment
and it got much higher during the recession. The situation has im-
proved for blacks, and for black adult men in particular during the
recovery period. Over the past 2 years, blacks have gained about
1.2 million jobs, but the unemployment rate for black workers re-
mains extremely high.

Senator PROXMIRE. Among the 10 largest States, you report a siz-
able increase in unemployment in Illinois, from 8.7 percent to 9.4
percent. Which of these 10 largest States have higher unemploy-
ment rates than they did in January 1981 and also in mid-1981
before the recession began?

Mr. PLEWES. I can figure that out but I didn't bring that with
me.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR THE 10 LARGEST STATES, SELECTED MONTHS
[Seasonally adjusted]

January 1981 July 1981 October 1984

California.............................................................................................................. 7.3 7.3 7.5
Florida.................................................................................................................. 6.0 6.6 6.4
Illinois.................................................................................................................. 9.0 7.3 9.4
Massachusetts...................................................................................................... 5.4 6.4 3.7
Michigan.............................................................................................................. 12.7 11. 9 10.9
New Jersey ......................................... 7.6 6.5 6.0
New York ......................................... 7. 7 7.6 7.5
Ohio ......................................... 9.6 9.3 9.5
Pennsylvania ......................................... 8.0 8.3 9,0
Texas ......................................... 5.3 5.1 5.7

Senator PROXMIRE. All right. I'll tell you what I have and then
you can answer additionally. While the unemployment rate has
been flat since June, 8 of the 10 largest States have seen increases
in joblessness. How would you explain that phenomenon?

Ms. NORWOOD. We have had a real slowdown over the spring and
summer in employment growth in manufacturing, and there are
some industries that really have not recovered very well in the
manufacturing sector. Most of the jobs are in the services sector, so
that those States which have a high concentration of some of the
basic industries of the country that have not yet had much recov-
ery are still not doing too well.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now if you look at the colorful map we have
over here with yellow and red, some of the States I've designated
as yellow and some of the cities as red. Now there are 17 States
whose unemployment rates are still above the national average of
7.5 percent in August. That's the most recent month for which data
on all 50 States was available.
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You submitted information in response to a question last month
that indicated that there are greater disparities in unemployment
rates among States in the present recovery than there have been in
past recoveries.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Is this largely attributable to the length and

severity of the 1981-82 recession which hit certain States especially
hard and left them a long way to go to recover, or have characteris-
tics of the States' economy such as industrial structure and demo-
graphic composition changed in ways to produce uneven patterns
in the States?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think both have occurred, Senator Proxmire.
The 1981-82 recession was sharp and steep, and it hit durable man-
ufacturing, in particular, extremely hard. There are some States-
particularly those around the Great Lakes region-which have a
very high concentration of industries of that kind. I think there is
also, as you can see from the employment growth in the services-
producing sector, a very real change in the whole structure of our
industry and much of the growth is occurring in places where
there isn't always a very vigorous growth in manufacturing.

So I would anticipate that we will be seeing considerable dispari-
ty from one local area to another in the future and there's going to
be a lot more pressure from policymakers for more and better local
area data.

Senator PROXMIRE. The map also points out 36 local metropolitan
areas, cities, which still have double digit unemployment rates.
That is, above 10 percent. Why, after 22 months of a general recov-
ery, have these cities been left so far behind and are there common
problems or characteristics responsible for the high unemployment
rate in those areas?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think a large part of it is the industrial struc-
ture, as I said before. Manufacturing as a whole has regained only
70 percent of the jobs lost during the recession. If you go down and
look at some of the specific industries, you find that the auto and
housing related industries have done well but that many of them,
like primary metals, have recovered only slightly. Employment in
the steel industry is below the level that prevailed when the reces-
sion ended. Fabricated metals and machinery are well below their
prerecession levels, as are food manufacturing, textiles, apparel,
and so on.

Senator PROXMIRE. Has the steel industry grown at all since the
trough of the recession?

Ms. NORWOOD. No; it has not. It's really down. Employment in
basic steel, blast furnaces, and basic steel products, is below the
level that it was in July 1981 by about 200,000, and is still slightly
below the November 1982 level.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Senator. I'm glad you

brought your chart. It gives me an opportunity to talk about Cali-
fornia, which we refer to as the "Golden State." You've got yellow,
not quite gold, but we appreciate the significance of that.

Senator PROXMIRE. You've had more "Golden Fleeces" than
other States have had.
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Representative LUNGREN. We would like to talk to you about a
couple of them. We'll see what we can do about some of them. Ac-
tually, California ought to be a very, very pale yellow because the
latest figure we have i. California has a 7.5-percent seasonally ad-
justed unemployment rate, which is a significant drop over the last
several months. The figure we have on a seasonally adjusted basis,
employment was 11,775,000 for October 1984, showing a gain of
134,000 jobs from September to October, and the unemployment
dropped 100,000 over the month, which is the lowest level we've
had in California since October 1981. So we appreciate you having
us on the chart. By next month we will probably be off your chart
and that's one-tenth of the Nation in population and then you will
have to change the chart.

The other thing I'd like to say about the chart is that it does talk
about certain areas, specific areas of high unemployment, cities pri-
marily, although there are some rural areas there-but primarily
cities that have urban problems.

That's why I hope that maybe we can get the Democratic leader-
ship in the House of Representatives to assist those of us on both
sides of the aisle, Democrat and Republican alike, to support the
President's urban enterprise zone idea. That's to help those specific
areas of high unemployment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Would the Senator yield on that?
Representative LUNGREN. As soon as I get the nomination, I will.

I'll be happy to. You're not trying to send Senator Cranston a mes-
sage, are you, by calling me Senator? Go ahead.

Senator PROXMIRE. I just wanted to point out that those urban
enterprise zones, as even Secretary Pearce points out, is only a
pilot project. There are only 25 or 26 communities that would have
it. It would have almost no effect whatsoever on unemployment. If
you're going to do the job, you would have to provide it on a far,
far more massive scale.

Representative LUNGREN. I agree. I wish we would. But in order
to get it through a Democratic House of Representatives, we had to
first have it as a pilot project, and it is a shame we haven't had 4
years to deal with it because if we had had it as a pilot project for
4 years I believe it would prove its worth and we would be affecting
those areas instead of just talking about them.

Madam Commissioner, with respect to particular areas of high
unemployment that are much higher than other areas of the coun-
try, how many metropolitan areas does the Bureau prepare unem-
ployment rate estimates for?

Ms. NORWOOD. Several hundred metropolitan areas.
Representative LUNGREN. I'm going to have to ask you to supply

those for the record then.
Do you know how many of these areas showed an unemployment

rate falling in the last year? Because I understand you have it for
August, so from August 1983 to August of 1984.

Ms. NORWOOD. I do not have that here and will supply it for the
record, but we would expect that it would be a large number be-
cause unemployment has been dropping generally. Even though
many of them remain at very high levels, I would expect that they
would have dropped considerably.
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Representative LUNGREN. I understand from your press release it
said "all but three." I didn't know what the universe was we were
talking about.

Ms. NORWOOD. Mr. Plewes has some information to provide.
Mr. PLEWES. We did note this for your staff earlier, I believe the

total was around 150 and most of those have had a drop in unem-
ployment.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, most-I believe the release said
"all except three," so all but a small number would have shown a
drop in unemployment over that period of time.

Again, I don't want to catch you unprepared for this, but as I un-
derstand it, over this period, August 1983 to August 1984, the aver-
age percentage point decline in the unemployment rate for those
areas was 1.8 percentage points.

Mr. PLEWES. That's what we have.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
Unemployment rates were reported for 240 metropolitan areas in August 1984.

Only three areas had a higher rate than a year earlier.

Representative LUNGREN. Then, looking at the areas of unem-
ployment above 10 percent, the average decline for those areas now
above 10 percent was 2.9 percentage points. They are still higher
than the rest, but this suggests they are dropping their unemploy-
ment rates at a faster clip than the rest of the country. I don't
want to minimize the problems they have, but at least if there is
some hope out there we ought to give them that hope, that accord-
ing to your statistics they are gaining on the unemployment prob-
lem faster in pure percentage points than the rest of the country.

Madam Commissioner, one of the things that intrigued me this
last week as I was out in my home State was a report that came
out from the Rand Corp. talking about gains in income for the
women in the work force. Even the celebrated Washington Post re-
ported on it. I didn't have a chance to read it, I had to read it in
my local press back home, but they still did report it.

They indicated that women's earnings were at least beginning to
rise somewhat relative to men's. This is a report from two individ-
uals who I believe have been studying it for between 2 and 4 years
and at least those are the conclusions they come to.

Is that consistent with any evidence that your Bureau has re-
garding recent changes in women's earnings relative to men?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, it is. We are responsible for data of that kind.
I have not seen that study and, therefore, I cannot comment on it
in detail. I have seen the newspaper accounts.

It is correct that the series which was begun in 1967 showed that
on average women's earnings when compared to men's were 59
percent, and that that ratio is now up to about 64 percent, which is
some increase over a long period of years.

I think the other point that needs to be made is that we are talk-
ing here about averages and that there have been a number of var-
ious kinds of studies which have attempted to standardize for
things like experience, education, amount of time in the work force
and so on. With those kinds of approaches one can reduce the
female-to-male wage gap somewhat, but one cannot eliminate it.
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We have done some work in BLS with occupational wage survey
data to examine earnings by sex in particular occupations. We find
that when you look at some of those specific occupations, the gap is
very much narrower.

The problem really is that women are working, in general, in
low-paying occupations, traditional occupations, which have tended
to be low paying, and in industries like textiles and apparels that
are low-paying industries.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask you this to follow up then.
In a recent article in the Monthly Labor Review, a comment was
made that "a relatively high proportion of women who were man-
agers in 1983 had been clerical workers the previous year." I just
wonder what we might be able to take out of that. What were the
possible explanations for that? Could that just be a quirk in the
data? What I'm trying to say is, is that something important that
we ought to take a look at? I'm not trying to overstate this, but
when I see figures like this in a number of different reports I'm
trying to find out whether something really is going on out there
that maybe we haven't fully appreciated, and that would suggest
some greater occupational mobility than I had suspected was out
there.

Ms. NORWOOD. Some things are going on out there. Women are
moving out of some of the traditional occupations into some of the
nontraditional occupations. That's particularly true in professional
and managerial kinds of occupations.

I would point out that there's quite a wide breadth of occupa-
tions in the managerial classification. You can have a manager of a
group of clerks 6r you can have someone who is handling a whole
company. So that I think there are some differences there, but it is
true that there has been in recent years a movement of mobility
into nontraditional occupations by women.

The problem is that the numbers are very small. If one looks at
the percentage changes, the percentage changes are extremely
large, but they are on a small base. So there is progress. There's a
great deal of progress that has gone on. It's rather slow.

Representative LUNGREN. Again I don't want to overstate it, but
I was just wondering if the fact that we see the greater job growth
in nonmanufacturing sectors of the industry might be an indication
that perhaps greater mobility is available in those areas and that
would affect women as much as men. I don't want to stereotype it,
but it just seems to me in the manufacturing side the mobility for
women has not necessarily been there. It hasn't necessarily been in
the other sectors either, but in terms of mobility for women the
growth in nonmanufacturing sectors may offer greater opportuni-
ties than we have seen in the economy as it was previously struc-
tured.

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, of course, women have not been very heavi-
ly represented particularly in durable manufacturing, where the
earnings have been quite high. As women's labor force participa-
tion increased, so did jobs in the service-producing sector. There is
some evidence that in the newer kinds of occupations, such as com-
puter programmers, for example, the differential between male and
female earnings is extremely narrow, and in some cases there is
almost no difference at all.
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Representative LUNGREN. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. I'd like to follow up on that. I think that's a

very interesting line of inquiry because I think we have suffered as
a country because we have not employed women as fully as we
should and given them the opportunity that we should and I think
there's been a dramatic change, but not much of a change in their
compensation. When I went to Harvard Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration, there were 750 in my class and there wasn't a
woman, not a single one. And Harvard Law School was about the
same.

Now we have quite a different situation. About 30 to 35 percent
in law schools and business schools and I suppose in the future
that will help. For a long time we've had more women employed in
banks than men, but none of them-by and large, none of them in
positions of any real influence or where they get reasonably compa-
rable compensation.

In the military we've had a big increase. I think something like
10 percent of our military now. We have more women in the Army
than any army in the world. It's increasing and it's proven that it's
worked out well.

But the figures that you just give us are appalling. Since 1967, in
spite of all this, women are still making about 62 percent of what
men make. Is that what you told us? It was 59 percent 20 years ago
and now it's 62 percent. It's still very discriminatory and very
unfair.

Ms. NORWOOD. There is a large gap that remains. There is an-
other series that's a little bit different. That one averaged about 59
percent in the 1960's and 1970's and is now up to 64 percent. They
are all showing about the same thing. When you look at averages,
when you try to adjust for differences in education and experience,
that gap is much narrower, but it does not disappear.

Senator PROXMIRE. The article that I read projected that by the
year 2000 women might be making 75 percent as much as men.
That's not very encouraging to me in the way of progress. It seems
to me we could do a lot better. That's why we should enact the
ERA, among other things.

Thank you, Congressman.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Senator Proxmire.
Thank you, Commissioner Norwood, for testifying. We certainly

appreciate this. From my point of view, you bring us good news.
Job growth is continuing. Unemployment continues to go down.
The overall unemployment rate remains the same; 6.5 million new
jobs over the last 22 months has to be good news for everybody
and although you come here as an objective reporter, we certainly
like you bringing good news over a 22-month period of time.

Senator PROXMIRE. If the Congressman would yield--
Representative LUNGREN. I would happy to yield.
Senator PROXMIRE. I think you bring bad news. Maybe on Tues-

day, the bad news may be good news in a sense, but I would agree
with Congressman Lungren that what we want is news that indi-
cates that we are not stalled, as we seem to be, in the recovery. For
that reason, I think that the news is bad.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, that just shows you how we view
things rather differently. The President has an interesting story
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about that and the punch line goes, "There's got to be a pony in
here someplace." I'll tell you the rest of the joke later on.

Thank you very much, Madam Commissioner. The committee
stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

562, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, deputy director; and Mary E.

Eccles and Deborah Clay-Mendez, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE, PRESIDING
Senator PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
Madam Commissioner, I'm going to make a little different state-

ment this morning than is usually made here because it's an oppor-
tunity for me to chair these hearings after some period of time.

One hundred and sixty four months ago-that's 13 years and 8
months-this committee held its first hearing on the unemploy-
ment figures. As chairman of the Joint Economic Committee at
that time I called that hearing for April 2, 1971, and I did that be-
cause the Secretary of Labor in March 1971 publicly announced
that the unemployment rate had dropped in February, signaling a
recovery from the 1970 recession. Up until March 1971, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics had regularly held a press conference when the
unemployment results for the previous month were released. But a
little later on the same day as the Secretary of Labor had called
the drop in unemployment a signal of recovery from the recession,
the Associate Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics told
reporters at the regular unemployment release press conference
that the 0.1-percent drop in the unemployment rate had "no statis-
tical significance." This embarrassed the Secretary of Labor. It con-
tradicted the Secretary's assertion that the unemployment change
signaled an end to the recession. So the Associate Commissioner
was fired. The Secretary of Labor also declared that the Bureau of
Labor Statistics would have no more press conferences to explain
the unemployment developments of the preceding month when the
data are released.

To meet this situation I started the regular monthly practice of
inviting the Commissioner of Labor Statistics to come before this
committee for a hearing on the day the unemployment figures
became available. This committee has held about 160 hearings on
the unemployment figures since that time. Since that first hearing,
April 2, 1971, we have had three Commissioners of Labor Statistics,

(179)
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Geoffrey Moore, Julius Shiskin, and now, since May 1979, Janet
Norwood.

I go through this review to remind us that the unemployment
data constitute political dynamite. The unemployment rate is the
big political enchilada in our country especially to an incumbent
President and the members of his party in the Congress. The most
obvious practical proof of the wisdom of a President's economic
policies is what those policies do to jobs. As long as jobs increase
and unemployment falls, most Americans are likely to feel pretty
favorable toward the President and his party. When unemploy-
ment rises, political discontent grows. The level, I repeat, the
level-not the rate of rise but the level-of unemployment seems to
have far less influence on American political opinion than whether
the rate of unemployment is rising or falling. In 1971, when the
Secretary ohTTbor was so distressed about the Associate (6ommis-
sioner's interpretation of the unemployment figures that he fired
him and ended all news conferences, the recession level of unem-
ployment was 6 percent. The number of unemployed was 5 million.
In this recovery the unemployment rate may have bottomed out in
the 7 to the 7.2 percent range, one-sixth higher than what was con-
sidered a recession trough 14 years ago, and the number of unem-
ployed is not 5 miillion-but more than 8 million in this recovery.

Today, if unemployment begins to rise again, the problems for
the Federal Government and our economy will take on a new and
very serious dimension. The President has just announced that he
will call on the Congress to make a series of reductions in domestic
spending including the end of various economic development and
job programs, such as the Economic Development Administration,
the Jobs Corps, the Urban Development Action Grant, housing pro-
grams, not to mention Small Business Administration, the work in-
centive program, direct loans for the Eximbank and others.

Congress may or may not agree. If the recovery continues and
unemployment falls further, the Congress may accept the Presi-
dent's requests and make the spending cuts. If unemployment
rises, Congress will very probably refuse to end these programs. So
the prospect of Congress acting favorably on the President's re-
quests to reduce the deficit by cutting spending hinges heavily on
what happens to unemployment in the next year or so. Whatever
remote prospect there may be that the Congress may increase
taxes to reduce the deficit also depends primarily on what happens
to unemployment. If unemployment rises, there is no way the Con-
gress will raise taxes to reduce the deficit. In that event, I predict
there will be another tax cut.

But the unemployment figures will have an even more profound
effect on the deficit and this will not be speculative. It will be a
direct and certain effect. As the unemployment rate rises by 1 per-
cent, the Congressional Budget Office tells us that the deficits will
also rise by $40 billion by 1985, by $47 billion in 1986, and by $53
billion in 1987. That means a rise in unemployment of 1 percent
would wipe out every penny of the President's proposed savings of
$42 billion in 1986. Furthermore, since the President could not win
the $42 billion savings if unemployment rises, we can expect that
in that event instead of the deficit declining from $210 billion to
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$170 billion, as the administration contends, it will grow to $250
billion or more.

As a matter of fact, the OMB budget estimates that forecast the
$210 billion deficit assume a decline in unemployment in the
coming year and a subsequent drop in 1986 and 1987. To be specif-
ic, they forecast unemployment of 6.7 percent in 1985, 6.6 percent
in 1986, 6.4 percent in 1987 and 6.3 percent in 1988. If unemploy-
ment does not fall but stays about as it has in the past 6 months,
even the President's spending reductions totaling $42 billion if put
into effect 100 percent would still leave the deficit close to $200 bil-
lion in 1986.

So what is the outlook? Well, as I say, today's news is good. Em-
ployment increased in November. Unemployment decreased. But
actually, to put this into perspective, the civilian jobless rate at 7.2
percent in November has been stuck near this range for 6 months.
After nearly 2 years of recovery, there are still 8,150,000 people out
of work and 250,000 more than before the 1981-82 recession began.
Another 5.4 million who want full-time work have to settle for
part-time jobs. Discouraged workers, who want jobs but have given
up looking for work, still number almost 1.2 million.

Meanwhile, there are multiple signs that the economy is weaken-
ing. Real growth slowed sharply to 1.9 percent in the third quarter
of the year; all of that 1.9 percent gain was absorbed by inventory
accumulation. If you account for that, there was no gain whatso-
ever in the third quarter. Industrial production has started to drop
and the Government's index of leading indicators-often a signal of
changes in the business cycle-has shown sizable declines in 3 of
the last 5 months. The recovery seems to be running out of steam
while unemployment is still historically very high. If we have
reached the end of the road with this recovery, it has left major
segments of our work force and large parts of the country stranded
along the way.

What happens now? Can we make further progress against un-
employment with economic growth as low-as 1.9 percent? General-
ly, since the population and the labor force are growing, it takes
GNP growth of at least 3 percent to keep unemployment from
rising.

Since 1982, when the recession hit bottom and the unemploy-
ment rate shot up to 10.7 percent, fiscal policy has been highly
stimulative. We have run enormous budget deficits, so it's hardly a
surprise that unemployment has come down from that disastrous
level. But what will happen if we begin the next business cycle
with deficits in the range of $200 billion or more? How can we take
effective action to reduce the unprecedented structural deficits that
loom ahead? If unemployment increases, the deficits will grow, re-
flecting the automatic stabilizers in our tax and transfer system.
Attempting to reduce the deficit at that point would make unem-
ployment worse. I don't see any obvious answer to this dilemma.
Our future economic stability depends on reducing the deficit, but
either a slumping economy or even a growing economy-if the
growth is 3 percent or less-would tie our hands.

Finally, in addition to high, overall unemployment, we would be
reaching the end of the recovery with especially heavy unemploy-
ment among blacks-15 percent-black teenagers-41 percent-
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Hispanics-10 percent-and among such groups as female house-
hold heads and workers displaced from declining industries. In Sep-
tember, as the charts show, there were 16 States with unemploy-
ment rates above the national average; in 18 States, the jobs lost in
the last two recessions have yet to be regained.

I look forward to your testimony this morning to clarify the con-
dition of our labor markets. If the recovery is over, our fiscal policy
choices will be exceptionally difficult. We will need the best analy-
sis you can give us.

And finally, James K. Galbraith, who has been the alternating
executive director and deputy director of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee since 1981, will be leaving his post at the first of the new
year. Those of us who have been in the Senate and on the Joint
Economic Committee for a number of years, as I have been, know
what an outstanding job he has done. Mr. Galbraith's knowledge of
economics and grasp of public policy issues is the best of any Joint
Economic Committee staff director I have worked with, and his
counsel and opinions have been much valued by myself and my col-
leagues on the committee. Jamie is just at the beginning of what is
already an illustrious career and I know that some day we will
look back at his tenure with pride at having known him "when."

Go right ahead, Ms. Norwood.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH V.- DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you, Senator. As always, I have with me

Thomas Plewes on my left, and Kenneth Dalton on my right, our
employment and price experts in the Bureau.

It's a very real pleasure to appear before you this morning, Sena-
tor. I would like to take the opportunity to express the appreciation
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics for what we believe to have been
an extremely important action by you those many years ago in es-
tablishing these hearings. I believe that the hearings have kept the
Bureau on its toes and I think that's alway's a useful thing. But
even more than that, I think they have been very much in the
public interest because they have given the public and the media
an opportunity to hear us explain the data and to hear both par-
ties' points of view about the data, and I believe that this has been
an extremely useful undertaking.

I would also like to point out, Senator Proxmire, that I myself
have participated in hearings before this committee on the employ-
ment situation for more than 80 of the 160-odd meetings that there
have been.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to offer the Joint Economic
Committee a few comments to supplement our "Employment Situa-
tion" press release issued this morning.

The overall employment situation improved in November, as em-
ployment increased and unemployment declined. The overall un-
employment rate was 7.0 percent and the civilian rate 7.2 percent
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as the number of unemployed persons dropped to 8.2 million after
seasonal adjustment.

The number of employees on nonfarm payrolls rose by 300,000
over the month, continuing the pickup in employment which began
in September following slow growth during the summer. Most of
the November increase occurred in the service-producing sector of
the economy. Even after allowing for the expected seasonal hiring,
retail trade employment grew by more than 115,000, seasonally ad-
justed, accounting for almost 40 percent of the over-the-month em-
ployment gain. There was also a large increase in the services in-
dustry. During the 2 years since the trough of the recession, two-
thirds of the job growth of 6.8 million has been in the service-pro-
ducing sector.

The November gain in goods-producing jobs was small, with most
of it concentrated in construction, where employment grew by
30,000.

At 19.7 million, employment in manufacturing changed little in
November. In fact, the number of factory jobs has grown very little
since July of this year. Over that 4-month period, an increase of
70,000 jobs in the durable goods industries was about offset by a
drop of 60,000 in nondurables. Only the electrical equipment and
automobile industries have shown substantial growth since mid-
summer, while losers include some industries with long-term prob-
lems-primary metals, textiles, apparel, and leather products. In
the aggregate, manufacturing employment was still more than
600,000 below its July 1981 prerecession peak. The manufacturing
industry has recovered only about 70 percent of the jobs lost during
the 1981-82 recession.

Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers
on private nonagricultural payrolls, at 35.2 hours, rose one-tenth of
an hour in November, and both the total factory workweek and
factory overtime also edged up one-tenth of an hour over the
month. Nevertheless, the aggregate hours index for the Nation's
factories, which as you know combines the effect of changes in both
hours and employment, remained slightly below the levels for July
and August.

The civilian unemployment rate declined two-tenths of a point in
November to 7.2 percent, seasonally adjusted. Improvements in job-
lessness were reflected in the rates for adult women-down three-
tenths of a point-and teenagers-down 1.3 points. The rate for
adult men, however, was unchanged.

The number of persons unemployed for 6 months or longer, at
1.4 million, has held about steady since August, following sharp de-
clines earlier in the recovery period. Another group of workers
with difficulties in the labor market are those working part time
for economic reasons. This group, at 5.4 million, remains at about
the level of last March.

The civilian labor force was unchanged in November; it has
shown very little growth since May. Over the past year, however,
the labor force grew by about 2.0 million. Adult women accounted
for almost two-thirds of this increase. The civilian worker employ-
ment-population ratio rose 1.2 percentage points over the year to
59.8 percent. For the black population, this ratio, at 53.6 percent,
has risen over the year at a faster pace than for whites. The black
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employment-population ratio has risen 4.8 points since the trough
of the recession 2 years ago.

In summary, unemployment declined in November and employ-
ment increased. Job gains continued in the fast-growing, service-
producing sector of the economy. Employment in manufacturing
changed little in November. Indeed, there has been virtually no
growth in factory jobs since summer.

DISPLACED WORKERS

As has been our custom in the past, Senator, I would like to call
your attention to a BLS release issued last week reporting on the
results of a special supplement to the current population survey.
Information was collected on workers whose jobs were abolished be-
tween January 1979 and January 1984. We found that 5.1 million
persons had been at their jobs at least 3 years before they were dis-
placed. Of these, 60 percent were reemployed when surveyed,
though frequently at lower pay, about 25 percent were looking for
work, and the remainder had left the labor force.

Even when reemployed, workers who had been displaced from
durable goods manufacturing were less likely than workers dis-
placed from other industries to have obtained jobs at comparable
pay. Overall, about half of all employed displaced workers were
earning less on the job held in January 1984 than they had earned
on the job that was lost. Among those who had lost jobs in automo-
bile manufacturing, the proportion with lower earnings was 60 per-
cent, and in steel it was nearly 70 percent.

Senator, my colleagues and I would be glad now to try to answer
any questions you may have.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
METHODS

X-It ARIMA method X-l1

Unoad just- method Winle
Month and year ed rate Official Concur- Stable Total Residual (offiial ( ) -

procedure rent tieno98e

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1983
November ............. 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 0.1
December . ............ 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 .2

1984
January . ............. 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 .1
February . ..................... 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.8 .2
March . ............. 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.8 7.7 .2
April ............. 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8.
May . ............. 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.5 7.5 .2
June ... .. ......... 7.4 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 .2
July .............. 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.5 .1
August . ............. 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.5 .1
September . ............. 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 .1
October .............. 7.0 7.4 7.3 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.4 .2
November .............. 6.9 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.3 7.1 7.1 .2
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Note.-Expiaatison of column heads
(I) Unadjusted rate: Unempeoyment rate for all viisn wnters, not seasonally adjusted.
(2) Official procedure (X-ll ARIMA meihod): The published seasonally adjusted rate for all civihan workers. Each of the 3 maj civiran labor

force componeats-agricutural employment, nonagncultural employment and unemploment-for 4 age-sex groups-oales and femas, ages 16-19
and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted independently using data from January 1974 forward. The data series for each of these 12
romponents are esteeded by a year at each end of the original series usig ARIMA (Auto-Regressive, Integrated Movng Average) models chosen
opecitically for ecah series Each estended eeries is then seasonally adjosted uth teX-ll portono the X-l lMARa program. The 4 teenage
onemplaynreot and nonagricultuoral eirnpdoynment ceornpaneots are adjasted writh the additive adtortment mondet, while the other ceompaonets are ar.;usted
with the oraltipicative nindel. The onernployment rate is cemputod by summring the 4 seasonalfy adjtusted anemploymcnet cempornents and calcuating
that totaf as a percoot of the cnvilian fbbor force total derived by summing all 12 seasonally adjusted compotnents. All the seasonaty adpstad series
are reevsed at the end of each year. Estrapobtad le actors for January-Jane are cornputed at thc bogioning of each year; extrapetated tactors for
July-December are cemputred in the middle of the year after the June data brecome availbie. Each sot of6rr-omnth tactses are pu~hfnbn in advance,
in the Jannary and July ESUCes, resyctivofy, of Fmployrnent and Earrings.

(3) Cencorrent (X-ll ARIMA meethnd): The official procedare for cOmpUtatiOn of the rate for all cifiran workers using the 12 components is
followed escept that estrapeated factors are set mad at all. Each component is seasonayl adjusted with the X-1l ARIMA program each month as
the most recent data become available. Rates for each onth of the current year are snown as first computed; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year heceme available. For example, the rate for January 1984 would be based, during 1984,
on the adjushment of data from the period January I194 through January 1984.

(4 Stable (r-1 AtIMA method): Each of the 12 ciilian l force cwanm rents os extended using ARIMA models as in the official procedure
and thn run through the X-11 part of the program using the stable option. is option assumes that seasonal patteres are basically conotant from
year-to-year and compuesl final seasonal iac ors as unworghted averages of all the seasunalirregular components for each month across the entire
span of the period adjusted. As in the official procedure, factors are extrapolated in ir-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each
year. The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components s also identical to the official procedure.

(5) Total (X-0fll ARI method): This is one alternative auregation procedure, in which total unemployment and cinilan labor force levels are
extended with ARIMA models and directly adjusted with multlpcative adjustment models in the X-11 part of the program. The rate is computed by
taking seasonally adjusted total unempteyment as a percent of seasonally adjusted total cvifian labor force. Factors are extrapolated i fi -mont
intervals and the semes revised at the end of each year.

(6) Residual (X-ll ARIMA method): This is another alternative aggregation method, in which total civilian employment and civilian labor force
levels are extended using ARIMA models and then directly ad sted wnth mutiphuicatfve adaustment models. The seasonally adjasted anemploymnt
level is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment trsm seasonally a justed labor force. The rate is Iton compated by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated is 6-month intervals and the series revised at the end of each
year.

(n 7) 12-month extntriolin (0-11 ARtIMA method): This approach is the name as the official procedurre exoepr that the factors are extrapolated
i 2-month interals. The factors Ior January-Eecember of the current year are computed at the beginning of the year based on data through the
preceding year. The values for January through June of the current year are the same as the official va ues since they reflect the same factors.

(8) X-11 method (official method bofere 1980): The method for computation of the official procedure is used except that the series are not
extended with ARIMA models and the factors are projected in 12-month irtervals. The standard X-11 program is used to perform the seasonal
adjustment.

Methoedsf adjustment: The X-11 ARIMA method was developed at Statisatics Canada by the Seasonal Adjustment and tlims Senio Staff under
the direction ulEtela Bee Dagam. The method is described in The 0-11 ARIMA Seasonal Adjusstnent Method, by Eatela Bee [Dagum, Statistics
Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard X-11 method is described in X-11 Variant of the Census Method 11 Seasonal Adjustment Program, by Julius Shiskin, Alan Young
and John Musgrave (Technical Paper No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of tabor Stattstics, December 1984.
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TUE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: NOVEMBER 1984

Unemployment declined in November and employment rose, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The
overall unemployment rate fell from 7.3 to 7.0 percent, and the rate for
civilian workers dropped from 7.4 to 7.2 percent. Although both measures
had shown little movement in recent months, they were more than a full
percentage point below year-earlier levels.

Civilian employment--as measured by the monthly survey of
households--rose by nearly 300,000 in November to 105.9 million. The
mumber of nonagricultural payroll Jobs--as measured by the monthly survey
of establishments-also was up by about 300,000 to 95.5 million. Since the
November 1982 recession trough, each employment series has advanced by 6.8
million.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons fell by 275,000 In November to a
seasonally adjusted level of 8.2 million, and the civilian worker
unemployment rate declined two-tenths of a percentage point to 7.2 percent.
Since November 1982, the jobless total has declined by 3.7 million, while
the unemployment rate has dropped by 3.5 percentage points. (See table
A-2.)

The over-the-month improvement was shared by several of the major
worker groups. Jobless rates for adult women (6.6 percent) and teenagers
(17.5 percent) declined, while that for adult men (6.3 percent) was
unchanged. Also, there were reductions for whites (6.1 percent) and
Hispanics (10.0 percent) and little change for blacks (15.0 percent). (See
tables A-2 and A-3.)

aa*aaaa*a*a*aaeaa*aaeaaseaaeeaaa**a*ea*saaaaaae*5*55**
* a
a I accordance with usual practice, the *
a Employment Situation release of December data will *

i Incorporate annual revisions in seasonally adjusted *
* unemployment and other labor force series. *
a Seasonally adjusted data for the most recent 5 *
a years are subject to revision. The December data *
a will be released on Wednesday, January 9. a
a a
eeaeeeaaaaeaeeeeeaeaaaeaeaaaeaaaaaaasaaeesaaeaea*a55555**
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All of the decline in unemployment over the month occurred among those
who were jobless for less than 6 months. At 1.4 million, the number of
persons jobless for 6 months or more has held at about this level in recent
months, after declining markedly between mid-1983 and this past summer.
(See table A-7.)

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, u"zonally adjusted

I Quarterly I Monthly data
I averages

Category I IOct.-
1984 1984 Nov.
I I | change

I II I III | Sept. Oct. I Nov. I
HOUSEHOLD DATA I

I Thousands of persons
Labor force 1/ ....... 1115,3331115,4201115,4191115,7221115,725l 3

Total employment 1/ ....... 1106.8371106,9111106,9591107,2911107,5711 280
Civilian labor force ........ 1113,6421113,7101113,6991114,0171114,0261 9

Civilian employment . 1105,1461105,2011105,2391105,5861105,8721 286
Unemployment .............. 1 8,4961 8,5091 8,4601 8,4311 8.1541 -277

Not in labor force..........1 62,4841 62,8851 63,0641 62,9391 63,1091 170
Discouraged workers....... 1 1,2951 1,1971 N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.

I I I I I I

Percent of labor force
Unemployment rates:

All workers 1/............
All civilian iorkers ......

Adult men...............
Adult women............I
Teenagers.............
White...................
Black...................
Hispanic origin ......... I

ESTABLISHMENT DATA I

Nonfarm payroll employment.. |
Goods-producing ...........
Service-producing .........

Average weekly hours:
Total private nonfarm ..... I
Manufacturing .* I
Manufacturing overtime....I

I
1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.

I I I I 1
7.41 7.41 7.31 7.31 7.01
7.51 7.51 7.41 7.41 7.21
6.61 6.51 6.51 6.31 6.31
6.71 6.91 6.71 6.91 6.61

18.71 18.71 19.31 18.81 17.51
6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.11

15.91 16.01 15.11 15.41 15-01
10.71 10.71 ' 10.71 10.91 10.01

I I I I I

93, 7901
24, 8621
68, 9281

l

Thousands of lobs
94,5601 94,807195,150p195.453pl
25,0561 

2
5,010125,078pl25,131pl

69,5041 69,797170,072p70.,322pj
I I I l

Hours of work
.I I I I I

35-31 35-31 35-41 35.lpl 35.2pI
40.81 40.51 40.61 40.4pl 40.5pl
3.41 3.31 3.31 3.3pl 3.4pl

I I i I I

-0.3
-0. 2

0
-0.3
-1.3
-0.3
-0.4
-0.9

303p
53p

250p

0. lp
0. lp
0. lp

N.A.-not available.

44-485 0-85-7

I -
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The number of job losers fell by 215,000 from October. Job losers,
with a decrease of 1 million over the past year, accounted for the bulk of
the total decline in unemployment of 1.3 million. (See table A-8.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment rose by 285,000 in November to 105.9 million,
seasonally adjusted. The over-the-month gain occurred primarily among
adult women. Civilian employment was up by 3.2 million over the year--1.8
million adult men and 1.5 million adult women. (See table A-2.)

The civilian labor force was 114.0 million in November, unchanged from
October. The proportion of the civilian working-age population in the
labor force (the labor force participation rate) was 64.4 percent, also the
same as in the previous month. Over the year, the labor force grew by
about 2 million, and the participation rate was up by 0.4 percentage point.

Industry Payroll Employment (Esteblishment Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment increased by 300,000 in
November to 95.5 million, seasonally adjusted. As in recent months, growth
was concentrated in the service-producing sector. Since July, the number
of jobs in this sector has risen by a million, while there has been
virtually no growth in the goods-producing industries. Since November
1982, two-thirds of the 6.8-million job gain has occurred in the service
sector. (See table B-1.)

The largest November increases were in retail trade (115,000) and
services (90,000). In retail trade, strong growth took place in general
merchandise stores, while both business and health services contributed to
the rise in services. Elsewhere in the service-producing sector, modest
gains were recorded in transportation and public utilities; finance,
insurance, and real estate; and wholesale trade.

Manufacturing employment was little changed over the month. In fact,
at 19.7 million in November, the number of factory jobs was about the same
as in July. Over this period, jobs in durable goods have increased, while
there has been a decline in nondurable goods.

Construction employment increased by 30,000 in November to 4.4 million.
This was 620,000 greater than the March 1983 employment low but still
170,000 less than the January 1980 employment peak. In mining, continued
gains in oil and gas extraction offset declines elsewhere in the industry.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls rose 0.1 hour in November, as did weekly and
overtime hours in manufacturing. For the past several months, the overall
and manufacturing workweeks have been fluctuating around the November
levels of 35.2 and 40.5 hours, respectively. (See table B-2.)
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The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory
workers on private nonagricultural payrolls rose by 0.7 percent in November
to 114.0 (1977-100). The index was up about 5 percent over the year and
more than 11 percent from the November 1982 level. The manufacturing index
was up 0.3 percent in November to 96.0. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earninas (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.6 percent in November, and weekly
earnings were up 0.9 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal
adjustment, average hourly earnings increased 3 cents to $8.44, and average
weekly earnings were up 21 cents to $296-24. Over the past year, hourly
earnings rose 28 cents and weekly earnings $9.82. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 162.1 (1977-100) in November,
seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.4 percent from October. For the 12
months ended in November, the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was 3.1
percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movements--fluctuations in overtime in manufacturing
and interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing
power, the HEI decreased 0.8 percent during the 12-month period ended in
October. (See table B-4.)
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 60,000 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics mBLS).

The establishment survey provides the infortation on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This infonsation is collected
from payroll records by BLS in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes over 200,000 establishments emuploying
over 35 million people.

For both surreys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, whrch is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad.
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definitions, and differences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, du personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment during the surrey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Also included among the
unemployed are persons not looking for work because they
were laid off and waiting to be recalled and those expecting to
report to a job within 30 days,

The laboefoece equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployment male is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seren measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The ovenall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household surey, the establishment surey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonagricultural firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

-Th. hou-hold surrey, nthough bhed oun sau kr monk rrsrss a
L.,,,. nor u- fhr Porutaor; sh* rthtabliuhtt sury l riudru d aure.
sti oltf-rpyrd. unpaid tawdy worker, PrWee houshod worhkn, aud
wrrbrr oarse reudrt Aened Furcs

-Th, huouhotd survey urdude Peotse us upyid Len, stong the
rsrtoed. thr rrtblishhmmlr surey does ens

- The tosshorWrvey - thed tu thos I-6 Ye. nor e nd oles, th
enatblinmi- survey is ens wised by su:

- The hmnrhold srvey ha en d-rhutpcumr u irdirduh, b-reu rh is.
dibrdiss u murted onry onto ai thenhlitshmest survey. employ-s wrkig.s
morr then ow ut us olher nmpnruM or more then our - yroS wo-id be
courted senurstey rot -h nrrnme.

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the BLS upon
request.

Seasonal adjuslment
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levls of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal varsation can be very
large; over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal devdopments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic aesivity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production worker, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. Al these statistics cam be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more acucrate information and is therefore
followed by sLs. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments ar recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. The January revision
is applied to data that have been published over the previous 5
years. For the establishment survey, updated factors for
seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
with the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the next section.

Sampling variability
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard error. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from theresults of a complete census. Thechances are approx-
imately 90 out of 1I0 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approhimately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by sLs in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,l00D for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but,
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" Ieel or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by mder than these amounts.

Sampling ror for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the sie of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of tennagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, a is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months ace based on incamplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates ace
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con.
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensise counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

AddItIonal statistlics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, sLs regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics ace contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
sLs. It is available for 14.50 per issue or 131.60 per year from
the U.S. Goverment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard ror for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, O, P. and Q of that publication.
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Table A.1. Employqmnt status of tho population, Intluding Armed For In tho United States, by *ax
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Table A 2. Employment status of the cIvIIn population by asx and age
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Tabl Ebnpibynnt status of th civillan popuislon by race, sex, age, and Hispanic origin
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Table A-4. Selected ompoylnlnt Indicatot
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Table A-& Selected unemployment Indlcators, seasonally adjusted
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Table AZ. Reason for unipwoymant
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Table 410. Employment status of blok and other woro
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TablA.12. ply status of male Vbbtnae ntua and nmWm by a*g. sot eonanly _ad
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Table A13. Employment status of the elilian population for ten large States
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Table B51. Employees on nonsgricultural payrolls by Industry
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Table B-2. Average weekly houre of production or nonaupervlsoey workers, on private nonagricultural payrolls by industry
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Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Madam Commissioner.
I want to especially thank you for the displaced worker study
which you have done. This is most helpful. I think few people
really realize that the tragedy of the recession is that such a very,
very, very high percentage of the people that lost their jobs in the
recession don't have them now and, as you and I have discussed
before, those that do have jobs are either working part time or
working at jobs that pay a great deal less. And I think that that's
been quite widely overlooked and I think it's something Congress
ought to be very sensitive to and aware of.

I'd like to go back first very briefly to my opening statement in
which I pointed out the conditions under which this hearing has
been held. In view of the fact that this is the first hearing since the
election and that the so-called political heat is off, to the extent
there is any political heat on you-that's what I want to ask about.
You're in a very critical position because what you say is reported
widely in this country every month and obviously your analysis of
the unemployment situation could have a very serious political
effect.

Have you been asked at any time in your 6 years as Commission-
er or as Acting Commissioner to modify your analysis? Has there
been any suggestion, any subtle indication in any way that you
should temper your remarks?

Ms. NORWOOD. No, sir; never.
Senator PROXMIRE. None?
Ms. NORWOOD. None.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, now let me ask you, if such pressure

were put on you in any way, shape or form, what would you do?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, it would have no effect and I think that's

perhaps one of the reasons that it hasn't been asked.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, would you come up here and tell us?

Would you report it? Would you go public with it?
Ms. NORWOOD. Certainly, if necessary, I would. If necessary, I

would resign and so state.
Senator PROXMIRE. You say if necessary?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. I don't believe that that would be necessary.
Senator, I think one of the things that really has been accom-

plished partly I believe by your originating the Joint Economic
Committee hearings is that there has been widespread understand-
ing of the nature of the sensitivity of the data that we put out and
the importance of having an objective group of people doing it.

We have in the Bureau of Labor Statistics very close ties with
the media. We try to be as open an agency as possible. Nobody has
these data in time, as a matter of fact, to try even to adjust them
because the data go directly from my office to the print shop with
no review by anyone outside of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

As you know, the system that we have is that the afternoon
before the release is issued I telephone the Chairman of the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers and give him the information so that he
can report the data to the President. That is not done until after
the press release and my statement have been written and cleared
by me and gone off to be printed. So there really is no opportunity
for that to occur now since we have changed all of those procedures
so many years ago.
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Senator PROXMIRE. So your position is that your statement is al-
ready prepared, printed, and not subject to any change when the
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers is informed?

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right. I'm not sure that it is completely
printed, but it has been completed. It has been finished.

Senator PROXMIRE. For the last 6 months or so there has been
no Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, as you well
know.

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. And to whom have you given your statement?
Ms. NORWOOD. To Mr. Niskanen, who is Acting Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. I wish he were Acting Chairman but he's not.

There is no Acting Chairman that's been appointed.
Ms. NORWOOD. He is acting as Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. I stand overruled. He may be acting as Chair-

man, but I think that's one of the-well, I don't want to get into
this. It's not the subject of this inquiry, but it's the first time I've
ever seen an agency that didn't really have a formal acting Chair-
man. There's nobody the Congress can go to to get advice-who can
speak for the Council of Economic Advisers.

But as far as you're concerned, he's been acting as Chairman and
he's the person to whom you report?

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. You report that in November unemployment

was 7.2 percent and employment increased by 300,000, largely due
to the growth in the service sector. Over the last several months,
however, there have been multiple indications that the economy is
slowing down, such as real gross national product increased by only
1.9 percent in the third quarter compared to the 10.1 percent and
7.1 percent in the first and second quarters, respectively. As I
pointed out, even that 1.9 percent is increased by the fact that in-
ventories were increased by that much. Industrial production fell
in September and stayed flat in October. The index of leading indi-
cators has declined in 3 of the last 5 months. New orders for dura-
ble goods declined sharply in October, particularly in the category
of nondefense capital goods. Domestic auto sales at the end of last
month were over 14 percent lower than a year ago.

What's your interpretation of these measures? Do they portray a
slackening of the economy?

Ms. NORWOOD. Many of them certainly are showing some slow-
down in the rates of increase and some of them have gone nega-
tive. The data that we are producing are, of course, each month the
first data that come out of all economic series, but I think that our
data have shown a pickup beginning in the early fall, at the end of
the summer. That has not always been reflected--

Senator PROXMIRE. But your data are unemployment data. Isn't
that what you regard as a lagging indicator that follows the others
because there's a tendency on the part of employers not to lay off
their employees until they absolutely have to? Therefore, these
data foreshadow what's going to happen?

Ms. NORWOOD. I was referring, Senator, to the employment data,
particularly the payroll survey data, which tend to be coincident
indicators.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Well, do you think the economy is meander-
ing toward another slump or do you think the indications are that
we may be moving ahead?

Ms. NORWOOD. I find the data extremely interesting because of
the different patterns that they are showing. We have a serv-
ice-producing sector that is clearly continuing to do very well.
Retail trade employment is up quite a bit really, and I would
expect that therefore there would be some evidence of increasing
retail sales. That seems to be what employers are anticipating.

Services, particularly business services, have continued to be
very strong. One out of every eight new jobs in the recovery period
in the last 2 years has been in business services. And yet the man-
ufacturing sector continues to be relatively flat. Durable manufac-
turing has had some changes, depending on the industries. The
steel industry, as you know, has continued to decline in employ-
ment, whereas automobiles and electrical manufacturing have
done pretty well. Machinery has not done very well. But the indus-
tries that have had such long-term declines-like apparel, textiles,
shoes, leather-every single month seem to be losing more jobs.
The declines are small, but their work forces now are quite small.

So we seem to have a picture with very different patterns. We
are getting dislocations and changes that I think we have not seen
before, at least not to this extent.

Senator PROXMIRE. Real GNP growth in the third quarter of
1984, as I said, increased by only 1.9 percent, according to the most
recent estimate of the Commerce Department. And I made the as-
sertion that that rate of growth is not enough to keep unemploy-
ment from rising. Is that correct?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, there's a lot of speculation about that. I
think that is a generally accepted view based on some work that
Arthur Okun had done some years ago.

There have been many changes in the economy, in the composi-
tion of the work force, since that time and so it's hard to say. But
it's quite clear that we need considerable growth in order to reduce
unemployment in a period of increasing labor force size.

Senator PROXMIRE. So if it stays at the level of the third quarter
around 2 percent, that probably wouldn't be enough to continue to
diminish unemployment the way the Congressional Budget Office
estimates that unemployment will be reduced?

Ms. NORWOOD. It could be difficult.
Senator PROXMIRE. Once growth starts to subside, how long does

it take to see an effect on unemployment? That's sort of a lagging
indicator.

Ms. NORWOOD. That varies a great deal. If you look at the unem-
ployment data, it goes anywhere from the very next month to 3 or
4 months thereafter. I think, again, it depends on where the unem-
ployment is occurring, what groups of the labor force are increas-
ing. For example, in 1981 unemployment began going up immedi-
ately. In 1980, it took several months.

Senator PROXMIRE. In your judgment, can overall growth contin-
ue without an upturn in the manufacturing sectors?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think we should understand that the manufac-
turing sector has regained 70 percent of the jobs that it lost during
the recession. I think growth probably will make up--
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Senator PROXMIRE. But it's been quite flat since May. In the last
6 months there hasn't been much improvement. It seems to have
bottomed out.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes; it has. Part of that probably has to do with
the value of the dollar and the kind of competition on imports
which of course is doing us some good on the price side.

Senator PROXMIRE. The industries you mentioned are ones that
are very seriously affected by imported goods and of course the
other industries are losing in export markets. So my question is,
Can overall growth continue without an upturn in the manufactur-
ing sector, in your view?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I think it can. I would hope there would be
overall growth and that there would be a pickup in the manufac-
turing sector.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now in the eight postwar business cycles-
we've a chart on the board there, that first chart-there's been
a tendency particularly since the 1960's for the recoveries to leave
the unemployment rate at a higher level each time.

Now if this recovery is starting to run out of steam as other eco-
nomic indicators suggest, can we expect any further improvement
in unemployment or is the 7.2 percent about the best we can do
based on historical experience here?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, obviously, Senator, I don't know what is
going to happen in the future. We do know that there's been some
interesting changes in the labor force which are affecting the kind
of pressure that there might be on the unemployment rate.

For example, in the period of the 1970's we had tremendous in-
creases in women's labor force participation rates. We are continu-
ing to have increased participation by women but it is at and will
continue at, I think, a slower rate of increase than in the past;
therefore, less upward pressure.

The number of teenagers in the labor force when we had the
baby boom generation growing up to labor force age was pushing
the unemployment rate upward. We used to have several hundred
thousand youngsters entering the labor force every year. This past
year, from November to November, we had a decline of 250,000
teenagers in the labor force. They always have had very high unem-
ployment rates for a variety of reasons and, therefore, we can
expect less upward pressure on the unemployment rate from them.

And there are other factors as well. So I think the situation in
the future is going to be somewhat different from that in the past.

Senator PROXMIRE. You report that the labor force didn't grow in
November and has changed little over the past 6 months. In the
past year, the labor force increased by about 2 million people fol-
lowing an increase of about 1.1 million the year before.

Are these unusually slow rates of labor force growth for a period
of economic recovery?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. That is, in the 2-year period after the 1975
recession, we had double the labor force growth for many of the
reasons that I was describing before. On the other hand, you can go
back to the very early period of 1949 or 1961 and find slower
growth, and the 1958 recovery period was about the same as now.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Now in November 5.4 million people who
wanted to work full time could find only part-time jobs. Why is
that?

Ms. NORWOOD. Obviously because the economy was not producing
the jobs that they needed. Although there has been enormous
growth-300,000 is really quite strong growth-these people, per-
haps because they were not in the places that the jobs were or be-
cause of their skills--

Senator PROXMIRE. How do you define a part-time job? People
think of a part-time job as maybe a job where people work 30 hours
a week. That would be a full-time job.

Ms. NORWOOD. 35 hours.
Senator PROXMIRE. What time do you say is part time?
Ms. NORWOOD. Less than 35 hours is part time; 35 hours is a full-

time job. You should understand, Senator Proxmire, that many of
the people who tell us that they are working but working part time
for economic reasons are people who have regular part-time jobs
but would like to be working full time. So all of that group are not
people whose hours were cut back from full time to part time.

Senator PROXMIRE. The unemployment rate among blacks was 15
percent in November, well over twice the rate for whites. Among
black teenagers the unemployment rate exceeded 40 percent which
was substantially more than twice the unemployment rate for
white teenagers.

What proportion of black teenagers actually have jobs and has
this proportion increased sufficiently during the recovery?

Ms. NORWOOD. About 23 percent. The employment-population
ratio of black teenagers is extraordinarily low at 23.1 percent in
November. That's certainly higher than during the period of the
recession-when it dipped below 20 percent-but it is low by histor-
ical comparison. We've had rates of 28 percent. Even that is quite
low and it's very low compared to white teenage employment-popu-
lation ratios.

Senator PROXMIRE. Compared to whites, are employment-popula-
tion ratios for black adults lower as well?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. They certainly are, particularly the black
adult men compared to white adult men.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now because so many of our economic indica-
tors are based upon manufacturing data, are we getting an incom-
plete or even misleading picture of our economic health and, if so,
what should we do to improve the information we need to make
policy?

Ms. NORWOOD. I'm sorry-you started with--
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I started with manufacturing data. You

made a very good and important point that we aren't getting much
recovery in the manufacturing sector but the service sector looks
much better, especially the business service sector. And I'm won-
dering if maybe we haven't adjusted our indicators and our data to
the fact that we have a changing economy now.

Ms. NORWOOD. That's right. It's difficult to answer a question
like that, of course, in the current budget climate. As you know we
are in the process currently of completing the redesign of the Cur-
rent Population Survey. We have begun looking at the need for
further testing and research on survey techniques. Since the
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survey techniques for the Current Population Survey were devel-
oped for social and family conditions of the 1950's, there have been
a lot of changes in family structure and I believe we need to look
at ways to test new approaches to collecting those data.

We have a CPI revision underway which is supposed to be com-
pleted in 1987, but that also depends upon the budget. The Con-
gress added to our fiscal 1985 budget a little over a million dollars
for us to begin to work toward improving data in the service-pro-
ducing sector and the Bureau has already reprogrammed to the
extent that we could in order to improve some of the information
on services out of our basic business survey and we have begun
publishing a good deal more detail. But those samples need to be
addressed and modernized and I believe beefed up in the service-
producing sector.

In addition, we need to know more about productivity and wages
in those areas.

My concern is first that it takes resources to keep the data
system up to the social and economic changes that are going on.
You can't just stand still. You have to keep changing and a lot of
that can be done by having increased efficiencies and we found
that the application of new technology has been very helpful to us,
but I think that is a problem. And the other problem, of course, is
that when there are tight budget conditions, as there were for ex-
ample in fiscal 1982 in particular for us, there is always a tendency
to try to keep data series and the result then is that the quality of
them-the research aspects of trying to keep improving them-
goes. Much of what we have now is required by law, so it's very
difficult to find places to cut it.

I am very concerned about what will happen, not just to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics but to the whole statistical community.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now let me ask you about the unemployment
and the Federal deficit because that's the No. 1 domestic problem
in the view of many of us that we face in our country.

High unemployment automatically enlarges the Federal deficit
by simultaneously reducing tax receipts and increasing expendi-
tures on unemployment insurance and other Government transfer
programs.

If high unemployment persists year after year, tax losses grow as
a result of the economy s lower output path, while the enlarged
deficits cause outlays to keep rising by pushing up interest costs on
the public debt.

Of course, even more important is the fact that when you get
into a recession it's impossible to make structural changes in the
fiscal policy-either cut spending as I pointed out or increase taxes.

The CBO has estimated that a sustained 1-percent increase in
unemployment, as I indicated earlier, relative to its baseline projec-
tions would increase the deficit as follows: Fiscal year 1984, $24 bil-
lion; fiscal year 1985, $40 billion; fiscal year 1986, $47 billion; fiscal
year 1987, $53 billion; fiscal year 1988, $60 billion; and fiscal year
1989, $68 billion.

In your judgment, are these reasonable estimates of the effects of
higher unemployment on the deficit?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't really know. I have great respect for the
Congressional Budget Office. I know its staff well and I believe that
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it does very good work, but I'm not thoroughly familiar with those
estimates and I would have no way of making a judgment on them,
Senator.

Senator PROXMIRE. I calculate that if we move into a period of
real prosperity with exuberant growth with the kind of supply-side
responses that we may encounter the deficit will get even worse,
and I'll tell you why. You will have these effects, but you will also
have a skyrocketing interest rate. It will go up because you will
have the competing demands of a deficit that's taking at the
present time two-thirds of all the savings of the American people,
and then you will have the private sector insisting on more capital
to finance its expansion, and the rate of interest will go up. If the
Treasury has to pay, instead of 9 percent for its money as it does
roughly now, 12 percent, and the deficit goes to $2 trillion as we
expect in the next couple years, that will mean an increase of
about $120 billion in servicing the national debt that would wipe
out all the savings I'm talking about here. So it looks as if any way
we go here, whether we have a boom or whether we have a flat
economy or whether we have a recession, that we're in an inescap-
able trap.

Ms. NORWOOD. That's why we need such good people in the Con-
gress, Senator Proxmire.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, tha't's why we need some new good
ones too because I don't see the answer. Maybe you should run for
Congress.
. If the economy slides into another recession unemployment could
be several points above the CBO's baseline. What would be the
impact on the deficit of another recession in your view?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know. I think that's a question for CBO to
respond to.

Senator PROXMIRE. You report that altogether manufacturing in-
dustries regained only 70 percent of the jobs lost during the reces-
sion and the jobs in this sector did not grow appreciably during No-
vember. Is the recovery over in manufacturing?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I would hope not. There is some evidence of
growth. Manufacturing in the last 2 years has grown by 1.6 million
jobs and some of those industries-like lumber and wood products,
furniture manufacturing, electrical equipment, transportation
equipment-have done extraordinarily well.

The problem is that we have some areas in the economy where
very great dislocations are occurring for a variety of different rea-
sons, some of them not completely recent developments.

Senator PROXMIRE. Are these industries typically the first to stop
growing as the economy slows down?

Ms. NORWOOD. Not necessarily. For example, lumber and wood
products and furniture which are housing related often drop as the
housing industry goes down.

Senator PROXMIRE. Which industries have recovered fewer than
half the jobs lost during the recession?

Ms. NORWOOD. If we look at manufacturing, primary metals, and,
in particular, the steel industry, machinery other than electrical
machinery, food and kindred products, apparel and other textiles,
petroleum and coal products, textile mill products, chemicals,
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leather and leather products have recovered less than half the jobs
lost during the recession. The same is true of mining.

Senator PROXMIRE. Has the steel industry grown at all since the
trough of the recession?

Ms. NORWOOD. No.
Senator PROXMIRE. Not at all?
Ms. NORWOOD. No; it is below the level that it °-
Senator PROXMIRE. That it had been since November 1982?
Ms. NORWOOD. It is 22,000 jobs lower than at the start of recov-

ery, I should say.
Senator PROXMIRE. I understand it is the trough of the recession.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. The trough of the recession.
It is lower than the trough of the recession--
Ms. NORWOOD. That is correct.
Senator PROXMIRE [continuing]. In the industry.
You report that payroll employment increased by about 300,000

in November, largely due to increase in the service and retail jobs.
The survey week concluded the 12th day of the month came later

in November than it sometimes does, but the November survey has
300,000 more jobs over seasonal adjustment procedures at this
same period?

Mr. PLEWES. We aren't so sure. We believe that perhaps there
might have been an effect on retail trade, where some of the
normal November-December growth was put into November, but
that would only be a very small part of that growth.

There is a possibility of that.
Senator PROXMIRE. But you don't think it would have accounted

for the two-tenths of a percent improvement?
Mr. PLEWES. No, sir.
Senator PROXMIRE. What percentage of unemployed workers are

drawing unemployment insurance, and why is this proportionately
declining?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't know why it has been declining; 29 per-
cent, 29.3 percent of total unemployment as measured in the Cur-
rent Population Survey are drawing some kind of unemployment
compensation. About 58 percent of the job losers are.

One reason, of course, is that many people who have been dis-
placed from some of the declining industries that are being restruc-
tured may have used up their benefits.

We really know very little about what is happening to people
who have been on unemployment insurance or, even more impor-
tant, those who have exhausted their benefits.

Senator PROXMIRE. New unemployment insurance claims are
considered a leading indicator of changes in the business cycle.

Has the number of new claims for unemployment insurance been
rising at all in recent weeks?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, it has.
Mr. PLEWES. Initial claims are lower than they were in the refer-

ence week last month, but they have gone on a strange path. If you
look at the reference week in October, they were 350,000. They
went to 377, 383, 412. Now they are back to 396, 371, and 385.

So they are up from where they were, but down from where they
were earlier in the month.
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Ms. NORWOOD. I really can't resist commenting, Senator Prox-
mire, that as you and I have discussed before, we have to be a little
careful in interpreting the UI claims figures. They come out of an
administrative program which, quite rightly, is concerned with
paying claims and establishing the legality of the claims. It is not a
statistical data base.

There is vast room for improvement of the statistics of unem-
ployment insurance. That is not a BLS responsibility.

Senator PROXMIRE. Does the reduced unemployment coverage we
have observed in recent years make initial claims measures a
somewhat less reliable leading indicator?

Ms. NORWOOD. I believe so, and I think most of the people who
use these data in forecasting models would agree with that.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, I commend you, and I want to again, on
the information you have given us on the disparities in employ-
ment and unemployment and also, of course, on the displaced
workers.

Before I get to displaced workers, let me ask you this: As is evi-
dent from the map, 17 States, those shaded in red, had unemploy-
ment rates above the national average in September, the most
recent month for which data on all 50 States are available.

On the second map, 19 States, those shaded in yellow, had lower
nonagricultural payroll employment levels this September than
they did 5 years ago. In other words, these States have not fully
recovered the jobs lost during the last two recessions.

There are nine unfortunate States in both categories. That in-
cludes Oregon, Illinois, Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio,
Michigan, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.

What has made the recovery so difficult for these nine States?
Are there any common factors or particular industrial demograph-
ic characteristics that are a large part of the explanation?

Ms. NORWOOD. Clearly, the structural dislocation that has been
occurring in manufacturing industries can be seen, particularly in
what we would call the North Central region, as well as in that
group of States that is further south, closer to the Gulf of Mexico,
where you have textiles and apparel.

The character-of the employment situation is dependent upon
the structure of the industry in each of those States. We have dis-
cussed some of the dislocation that is occurring in some of the man-
ufacturing industries, and I think those patterns that are shown on
those charts really follow those dislocations pretty much.

Senator PROXMIRE. Because of their industrial composition, are
these States likely to be the first affected by another downturn in
the national economy?

Ms. NORWOOD. To the extent that in the past manufacturing has
been hardest hit, I suppose one could say yes. On the other hand,
since we have had so much job growth in the service-producing
sector, it's sort of hard to tell what the future will bring.

Senator PROXMIRE. A recent national publication said that people
have a misleading notion of unemployment. They have the concep-
tion of people being unemployed for many years when actually
most people are unemployed for relatively short times and so forth.
It's a disaster whenever it happens but it's not the kind of com-
plete and total breakdown for a family that some people picture.
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On the other hand, your displaced workers study indicates that it
is an enormous tragedy that I hadn't really envisioned until I read
it this morning. The report shows that 5.1 million workers were
displaced from long-term jobs between January 1979 and January
1984. That's 5 years; 40 percent of these workers or 2 million were
unable to find new jobs. Some of those who did had to accept lower
pay than they had previously earned or fewer hours of work than
they wanted.

What are the principal demographic characteristics of displaced
workers? Do they tend to be older or black or women? These
groups have poorer prospects of reemployment than other dis-
placed groups.

Ms. NORWOOD. They tend, of course, to be older workers. In fact,
nearly one-fifth of them are 55 years and over. They are primarily
men. The proportion of displaced workers who are unemployed was
about 23 percent among whites, about 40 percent among blacks, 34
percent among Hispanics.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, it seems to be a greatly disproportion-
ate effect on the blacks and Hispanics.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, blacks and Hispanics comprise a dispropor-
tionate share of the unemployed displaced workers.

Senator PROXMIRE. The report also said that half of those consid-
ered displaced or about 2.5 million people lost jobs in manufactur-
ing, chiefly in durable goods industries. What are the categories
other than steel and automobiles that had the largest number of
displaced workers and were the workers from these industries least
likely to find new jobs to match their previous pay levels? '

Ms. NORWOOD. The answer to the second question is yes, partly
of course because they are losing jobs in industries that are very
high paying, durable manufacturing being among the highest
paying in the country. There are really large numbers of workers
displaced from jobs in primary metals, fabricated metals, machin-
ery, electrical machinery, transportation equipment, particularly
automobiles, and there are sizable numbers in some of the nondur-
able manufacturing.

Senator PROXMIRE. To what industries do they go to find new
jobs?

Ms. NORWOOD. We are not certain about that, Senator Proxmire.
We tried to issue a press release as soon as we could. We have the
tape which we currently are studying and we do anticipate having
an in-depth article in the Monthly Labor Review very shortly.

Senator PROXMIRE. How much lower on the average was the pay
of these new jobs?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, my recollection is that 45 percent of the
workers who had full-time jobs before displacement and had full-
time wage and salary jobs after displacement were earning less
money than before.

Senator PROXMIRE. What percentage?
Ms. NORWOOD. Forty-five percent.
Senator PROXMIRE. That doesn't means 55 percent were earning

more?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, 55 percent of this group were earning the

same or more than on the job they had lost. Of course, there were
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other displaced workers who had not obtained full-time wage and
salary jobs.

Senator PROXMIRE. When you say earning less, you're talking
about hourly pay?

Ms. NORWOOD. No, weekly earnings.
Mr. PLEWES. Could I add to that just to put in the record our

analysis from the press release?
Senator PROXMIRE. Certainly.
Mr. PLEWES. About 55 percent of the 2 million workers reported

weekly earnings from new jobs were equal to or more than the
earnings from the jobs they lost. About 500,000 of those reported
that the earnings exceeded those of their previous jobs by about 20
percent. Forty-five percent, however, reported earnings that were
lower than those on jobs they lost. About 600,000 said that they
had taken cuts of 20 percent or more. Those cuts were largest, as
we reported before, in steel and autos and other of the durable
goods industries and less in parts of the nondurable sector.

Senator PROXMIRE. So if you add those that didn't find any jobs
at all to those that obtained jobs that paid less, you get a very big
proportion of the total; is that right?

Mr. PLEWES. That's right.
Ms. NORWOOD. That's right and you also have 360,000 who were

working part time.
Senator PROXMIRE. To what extent are displaced workers concen-

trated in so-called Rust Belt States, in the States on our map
shown in yellow that have failed to recover the jobs that were lost
during the recession?

Incidentally, I hope and pray that I won't be reported as refer-
ring to Wisconsin as a Rust Belt State. It's actually the start of the
Snow Belt.

Ms. NORWOOD. You get plenty of snow there.
Large numbers of them, 1.2 million, were in the East North-Cen-

tral area and about 800,000 were in the Middle Atlantic area.
Senator PROXMIRE. Your report notes that some displaced work-

ers who had worked full time were reemployed at part-time jobs. Is
this one reason the number of workers considered part time for
economic reasons in your monthly survey of households have been
unusually high throughout the recovery?

Ms. NORWOOD. It could well be.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now the BLS report on displaced workers

gives us important information but when will those parts of the
study be released dealing with such questions as whether people re-
ceived unemployment benefits, whether they moved, and whether
they lost health benefits?

Mr. PLEWES. We expect those will be available in tabulated form
in a month or so and they will be in the Monthly Labor Review in
March.

Ms. NORWOOD. One of the things that should be pointed out, Sen-
ator, is that we have put out a release which uses one definition of
displaced workers. One of the things that has concerned me about
the discussion of displacement has been that many do not bother to
define the terms. What we did was to impose particular definitions.
Other people might come up with different definitions.
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In our case, we decided that we would consider a displaced
worker as someone who had lost a job over this 5-year period be-
cause of plant closedown or relocation, the abolition of a shift or
position, or slack work, and who had been in that previous job for
at least 3 years. Interestingly, a lot of these people had been in
their jobs for more than 10 years, with the median at over 6 years.

Senator PROXMIRE. People who had been on the job for 1 year or
2 years weren't included? Even though they lost their job, they
were not included?

Ms. NORWOOD. That's correct. We have that information and we
have informed outside researchers that the tape is available and
people can run that tape in ways to tabulate data with any kind of
definition that they wish.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you about a part of the economy
that's viewed by most Americans as bright, and that is the infla-
tion side of the economy. That seems to have abated. Producer
prices fell by 0.4 percent in September and 0.2 percent in October.
Does this suggest any general deflationary trend or does the index
simply reflect a few volatile sectors?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think we have had a considerable deceleration
in the rate of inflation in both of our indexes. Both the Producer
Price and the Consumer Price Index are showing that this decel-
eration has been fairly widespread. I think it's important to recog-
nize that a part at least of that deceleration and the good perform-
ance of our price indicators is due to the downward pull of imports
on the price structure of the country.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask a couple questions about the BLS
budget. Are there sufficient resources to complete revisions of the
CPS and the CPI?

Ms. NORWOOD. The plans for the CPI revision and for the comple-
tion of the CPS redesign have been laid out for the Office of Man-
agement and Budget and the Congress as multiyear programs. In
the case of the CPS, we've done very well with the sample rede-
signs, but there remains a good deal more work to do on the system
development and one of the big problems we have had with the
CPS is that the Census Bureau has made slower progress than we
would have liked, though there are good reasons for that, in the
development of more flexible systems so that we can get at the
data better for analytical purposes.

In the case of the CPI revision, the major work in the field, the
major data collection activity and systems development activity
really stands ahead of us in fiscal 1986 and 1987. So it's a period
for an increase in budget if we are to complete the CPI revision
program.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now as I understand it, Congress appropri-
ated new money in the fiscal 1985 budget to begin the new mass
layoff survey and to improve data on service industries.

Ms. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. Do you have adequate resources for that?
Ms. NORWOOD. A statistical agency will always tell you the re-

sources aren't adequate for all the things we would like to do. How-
ever, the fiscal 1985 budget increase for services would be enough
to begin work in a number of areas. We would be able to do a con-
siderable amount of work in developing very important wage data
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in the services area. We would be able to produce some additional
new productivity indexes, both labor productivity and do some
work on multifactor productivity in services. Some of the price
work would include new indexes. We would be able to do some of
the basic work in the development of computer services which we
think is extremely important. But to develop a full set of price in-
dexes on services is, of course, a much more expensive project.

So I think there is enough there if it remains in our budget for
us to be able to begin the development and lay out for the Congress
what is required.

Senator PROXMIRE. You say "if it remains in your budget." Are
further budget cuts for BLS programs expected in the administra-
tion's budget proposal for fiscal 1986?

Ms. NORWOOD. I have no idea, Senator Proxmire. All I can do is
read the newspaper. If the Bureau of Labor Statistics is merely
held at the fiscal 1985 budget level that was passed by the Con-
gress, we would have a cut of $17 million, and about $3 million of
that is--

Senator PROXMIRE. If you were held for 1986 at the 1985 level,
you would have a cut of $17 million?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Why is that?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, because there is another increment of more

than $4.5 million for the CPI revision program. We measure infla-
tion and know that there is inflation. Our space rent goes up. The
Congress passed an Antideficiency Act which, of course, has affected
us a great deal because it cuts travel. We have to travel to collect
data. So we are looking at the effects of that.

Congress has also passed pay raises that may take some of that
away, although some of the discussion suggests-the pay raise last
year has not yet been funded. We have this very strange system of
budgeting in which a pay increase is granted and then there's a
supplemental budget request that goes in toward the end of the
year to pay for what we are already paying.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, there's a pay raise that goes into effect
January 1, of 3.5 percent.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Then the President is asking for a pay cut of

5 percent in 1986 to begin January 1, 1986.
Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. I understand Congress is in on the first and

not on the second-not Congress, but the staff of Congress, which is
more important perhaps.

Well, Madam Commissioner, I want to thank you very, very
much for your usual top-flight presentation.

The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:40 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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